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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The Problem. Could publio school laws of Texas be 

recodified so as to make them more coherent and serviceable 

to persons who may need to use them? If the assumed answer 

were to be the affirmative, the subject area of the study 

naturally involved a search for the more adequate means 

and approved practices of codification; practices applied 

specifically to the school law of Texas. The study, there

fore, had as its purpose, the designing of means for producing 

greater coherence in the school laws of the land through 

explanation of origins of codification in ancient civiliza

tions, through consideration of mediaeval and modern prac

tices in systematic arrangement of laws, and objective selection 

of means of classification, numbering, application of research 

tools, and indexing of a specific education code. Research 

proceeded with the view that school law, except for its sub

stance, was like any other kind of law and thus was just as 

amenable to workable principles of codification as were the 

general statutes of any given state or coimtry. The study 

was designed to provide a pattern of coherence that could be 

applied to any education code, and especially to that of the 

state of Texas, thereby making the school lav; recd-ily avail

able and serviceable to the attorney, the educator, end to 

Interested layraen in the future. 

Scope of the Problem. Wajor emphasis was limited to 
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mechanics of arrangement of laws but also included history 

of law to explain the bases of modern codifioation of law. 

Because the problem of codification apparently grew from in

adequate mechanics of arrangement of laws, as well as from 

change in customs, politics and legal jurisdiction, it would 

probably be a falaoy to attempt to divorce research study of 

one of these phases completely from the others. In presen

tation of material related to modern codification practices 

this study took the view that the term "codification" re

ferred to the technical definition of the word, meaning 

that it included only the mechanical means of arrangement 

of laws in one body or publication. However, the influence 

of historical development could not be ignored, requiring 

that in the discussion of development of codes of law in 

the past the term "codifioation** be used to designate changes 

in substantive content and philosophy of law as well. 

The Hypothesis. The education laws of Texas should 

be recodified in such a manner that the new Education Code, 

in its organization, would reflect the coherence and ser-

viceableness of lessons learned by law codlflers throughout 

the history of law codification. 

The Significance Q£ ̂ iig. Problem, The code of laws 

that governed the operation of the public schools in the 

State of Texas In 1955, was apparently the result of a grad

ual growth process that encouraged the building" of new codes 

upon the dead remains of old codes, making use of the same 

Inadequate tools of reference and arrangement of laws as was 

used in older codes. It was probably inevitable that the 
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result would be the creation of a cumbersome, contradio* 

tory, and difficult to use compilation of subject matter. 

Such dlsorepenoies as the listing of provisions on financing 

public sohooXs, provisions on teacher personnel, and pro« 

visions on elections of school boards under various major 

headings and curiously cattered throughout the body of 

school law have all occurred in the Education Code of Texas.^ 

To further increase the need for recodification the 

requirements of the laws themselves have forced ever greater 

attention to legal provisions for school operation on the 

part of educators and laymen, who have found it exceedingly 

difficult to determine legally required action by using 

2 

Vernon's Annotated Statutes of Texas. Also, because of 

the contradictions contained within the education laws, it 

has become difficult to determine even what specific process 

to follow in the election of school board members, there 

beinT- in existence in 1955 several pocslble processes for 

such elections.-^ 

The Plan .qf the Study. Because methods of school 

law codification have apparently been placed into use as the 

result of growth and historical development the study traced 

the r̂ rowth and development of codes of law, beginning vjith 

the ancient codes and followed by codes of mediaeval tiines 

and modern times, finally s;iov:ing the status of school law 
1 Publio School Law Bulletin. Texas Education Ageacy, 

Austin, 1952, Articles 2675b, 2685, and 2702. 

2 W. A. Keils, Interview, July 1^, 1955* 

3 Basoom B, Hayes, Interview, July 13, 1955* 



codification in 1955 *ith recommendations for codifioation 

practices in the future. 

The Historical Approach. Existing historical research 

writings on the development of law in general were found to 

be many in number. One of the first writers on history of 

law was Maine.^ Maine's work was followed by that of a num

ber of other outstanding authors, among which was the rather 

recent work of Seagle.^ While these works dealt primarily 

with the substance of the law Itself they also protrayed 

the development of mechanical means of codification. They 

were relied upon extensively to present the development of 

codes and codification practices in the ancient period, the 

mediaeval period, eind the modem era. 

Because the nature of early codes of Hammurabi, 

Moses, and the Romans they were designated in the study as 

belonging to the ancient period with the other elements of 

ancient society that occurred prior to the fall of the Roman 

Empire. 

The mediaeval period extended from the fall of Rome 

to the advent of the Code Civil of France in 1804, The 

period was characterized by evidence of centrifugal forces 

and political upheaval and was reflected in law codification 

through wide variance in its publication. 

k Sir Henry Sumner Maine, Ancient Law,. Oxford Univer
sity Press, London, 186l. 

5 William Seagle. The Hist or 3/ of Law, Tudor Publish
ing Company, New York, 1946, 



The modem era of codification extended from the pub

lication of the Code Civil of Prance to the time of the study. 

Particular attention was given to those forces in world poli

tics and economy which led to codified law because it apparent

ly was those forces which created the need for a unified 

approach to the organization of recorded law. It was in the 

modern era, too, that most of the techniques in publication 

of law began to develop. 

The National Survey in the Study. In his Doctor's 

thesis, in 1953* Klein presented an analysis of many of the 

school codes existing at that time In the United States.^ 

His study pointed up the lack of coherence and standard 

practice as a weakness of all the codes of education law 

in America. The National Education Association, less than a 

year later, published in its research bulletin a study on 

codification of school law that made certain recommendations 

for the partial elimination of deficiencies of school codes 

as discovered in earlier studies.' While both of these out

standing studies indicated possible future practices they 

did not present the historical background of codification 

In an attempt to permit a smoother transition to a more satis

factory arrangement of law. 

The survey used in the study v/as designed to determine 

codification practices in 1955 and to present a picture of 

6 Raymond L. Klein, 4 Critical imalvois Q£. School 
Codesf Doctor's Thesis, Durham, N, Carolina, Duke University, 
1953- Chapter 1, p, 6. 

7 National Education Association, Research uulletln^ 
Vol. XXXII, February, 1954, Viasliln-ton, D. C , p, 3I. 
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United States oodificatlon of sohooX Xaw in particular as it 

was related to its own historloaX development. To determine 

present practices in the meehanlos of codifioation a question-

aire was sent to the Attorneys General of all the forty 

eight states, aXX of whom responded* To determine what was 

considered the best in codifioation practices the survey in

cluded a questionalre that was sent to leading lawbook pub<» 

lishiny; firms, attorneys and other recognized authorities 

in the field of law oodificatlon. Reports also were received 

from five outstanding educators, nine attorneys, and three 

codlflers of state statutes, who gave concepts on basio codi

fication procedure in such a vjay as to permit a projection 

for school law codification in the State of Texas.^ 

Definition Qji Iĝ jsa* ^̂ .̂ie of the terms used in the 

study apparently had been r̂ lven a dual connotation wnile 

others, at best, had a tenuous meaning. Therefore, these 

terms are defined and explained to permit better understand

ing of the study. 

Code* In legal teruilnology the term "code" meant a 

compilation of law on one or more subjects or areas* lliis 

meant that a code of law was a publication that included 

not only substantive content but also e.bodied, or embraced 

unitarily, the mechanics of internal arrangenient. 

Codification* The term "codiricatlon" In trtis study 

referred primarily to the echsnics of publication of law. 

8 A list of all the consultants, who responded to 
the questionrlre has been Included v/ltn tho bibllo^r.^phy at 
the end of the study. 



However, early codes of law have sometimes been referred to 

as •^codifioations" of law, and in that usage the term was 

synonomous with "code". Because of this difference in conno

tation of the term it was sometimes used as a synonym of 

"code" in the first three chapters for the sake of uniformity 

in discussion. In the presentation of the more recent prac

tices in codification in America the word "codification" was 

used as a verb and meant the actual process of application 

of the mechanical means of codification. 

Classification, The term"classification" meant the 

process of grouping related subject matter under a common 

heading and arranging headings in a systematic manner to 

facilitate quick reference through assignment of adequate 

tools of reference. Therefore, "classification" was a phy

sical process involving systematic action in the arrangement 

of subject matter. 

Revision. "Revision" meant to re-write subject matter 

so as to alter the meaning of the law. To some consultants 

it also meant to re-arrange, or re-classify, material end was 

even used as a noun to designate a complete publication of 

law. This study took the view that revision meant to re-write 

the law. 

Frontal Analysis, "Frontal Analysis" was a noun that 

was applied to the table of contents of a code of law. Its 

purpose was to Inform the user of the code at the outset of 

the contents of the code. 
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Index. The "index" was a systematic listing of the 

topics covered in the code of law for which the index was 

prepared. It generally was an alphabetical arrangement. 

Footnotes. "Footnotes" were notations at the bottom 

of pages and at the end of sections of the law. They were so 

placed that they could carry clarification Information re

lated to the laws they accompanied and included cross-references, 

historical notes, and annotations. 

Gross-References. The "cross-references" were nota

tions in the footnotes that referred the Investigator to 

other provisions of law pertaining to the same subject as 

the law under research study. 

Historical References, In very brief form the 

"historical notes" recited the history of the development of 

the law. 

Annotations. "Annotations" described Influences out

side the statutes which modified the meaning of the statute. 

Annotations included citations to court cases, thereby re

flecting the effect of common law upon statutory law. 

Organic Law. "Organic Law" meant the law contained 

In the organizational bodies of law. In America organic law 

was contained in the constitutions and was v/rltten down in 

one place. In earlier days, especially In the common-law 

countries, it was not written into one document but consisted 

of common and statutory law designed to protect the rights 

of man as a collective group and as an Individual. 



Statutory Law. "Statutory Law" was the law that was 

enacted by the legislative bodies. When it was the intent of 

the legislatures, statutory law was held superior to common law. 

Common Law, "Common Law" meant the law that developed 

through customs of the people. At one time, probably be

cause there was not always pre-existing custom on which to 

base a court decision, the common law was supplemented with 

a patchwork of legislation, making statutory law and common 

law work in close partnership in modem times. 

Administrative Law, "Administrative Law" was the law 

which was made through administrative ruling. An example of 

such law was the modern school-board rulings. The school-

board was given power to pass rules for the government of the 

school district and so long as such a rule did not violate 

superior legislative enactments of a municipality, county, 

state, or federal government, or the constitutions thereof, 

it had the force of law in the area to which it legally applied. 

The Appendices. Three appendices were prepared. They 

were designed to show the organization and codification de

vices in use in all the United States in 1955> in the record

ing of general statutes as vjell as educational statutes, 

recommendations for organization of the laws so that adequate 

future recodification might be possible, preference in num

bering systems, a recommended outline and a recommended index 

for an education code In Texas, Additional charts were pre

pared to show the list of consultants and the i:iibliography. 



CHAPTER II 

ANCIENT CODES 

1« Introduct1on 

The use of law to govern societies is not a social 

phenomenon that occurred overnight in any revolutionary sense, 

but probably resulted through the evolution of custom* It 

is probably true that throughout the history of mankind's 

development he apparently had some kind of means for govern

ing his relationship with his peers; even before the advent 

of written codes of law. It would be difficult to determine 

exactly where in his history man began living communally, 

and it would be quite difficult to determine exactly when he 

began to establish social order through creation of rules of 

living. Hov/ever, enough has been learned of the mode of 

living in ancient times, and enough has besn discovered in 

the writing of the ancient peoples to convince Maine as 

early as 1861 that the ancient societies must have had codes 

of law set forth in writing."^ Maine's conviction was proven 

true with the discovery of the Code of Hammurabi in 1901. 

Because of the influence of custom and previously 

existing statutes, man's legislation tended to find it'5 found

ations In the past; even from the earliest knovm codification 

of law to modern times. Thus, similarities in subject matter 

content of modern codes and the ancient codes may be under

stood* Also, bee--use society is, and r.lviays has been, dy

namic in nature, the codes of law on any 2:iven subject would 

1 Sir Henry Sumner i'-alne, Ancient Law^ Oxford Univer
sity, Loneon, 186l, p, 5» 

10 
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probably be interpreted and re-interpreted, the style of re

cording could be expected to undergo change because of the 

altering influence of the passage of time, and the introduction 

of newer social influences in the social development of man

kind tended to cause the apparent differences in the structure 

and organization between modem codes of law and the ancient 

codes• 

This chapter is devoted to the presentation of the 

ancient codes of law; their origins, provisions, and organ

ization, to demonstrate their influence on the development 

of modem codes. The Code of Hammurabi, the Religious Codes, 

and the Twelve Decimviral Tables of Justinian in Rome are 

discussed as representative of the first of mankind's efforts 

to systematize the organization and enforcement of the rules 

he had created for his existence with his peers. The Law 

of Menes, by which the ejiclent Egyptians lived, probably pre

dated that of Hammurabi, but because It was not written and 

because it did not survive Intact to modern times the Code 

of Hammurabi Is presented. Emphasis has been placed on the 

means of internal organization of the codes, the subject 

material content, and the style of presentation of material 

so thEit comparisons could be drawn in a later chapter. 

2* The Early Ancient Period 

The Origins qf Law. In the twentieth century AmerlcaJis 

have been inclined to name legislative enactments—often by 

the names of their authors; such as the Shermm Act,, etc.— 
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and to personally question the validity of court decisions 

and legislative action. Hoviever, Johns research in the his

tory of the code of Hammurabi indicates that the ancient 

peoples had no such approach to understanding their codes 

of law or the givers of that law. The ancients habitually 

attributed the sum total of their body of law, even though 

it was written and interpreted by mortal man, to divine in

spiration and superhuman wisdom.^ it would appear, then, 

that the lawgivers would either be Gods or representatives 

of Oods. 

T^e Lawgivers. In ancient Egypt, according to Seagle, 

there was the tradition of Menes as the lawgiver, while in 

the land of the Hindus the lawgiver was Manu, and the law of 

Moses dominated the Western Mind.^ In the book of Exodus 

it is recorded that Moses spoke directly for Gtod and to the 

one and only Cod, and that as he came down from Mount Sinai 

his approach was heralded by thunder and lightening, ap

parently significant, according to Seagle, of the dietic 

origin of the laws that had been given to Moses.^ The re

ligious influence in the origin of the law of Hoses is ap

parently a parallel to the influences In the ancient world 

which gave them their first laws. Finally, it was observed 

2 C. H. Johns, Hammurabi, King of BafeyjJQjpjĵft and The 
Law of Babylon^ T. & T. Clark Co., Edlnburg, 1903, p. 3-

3 V/illiam Seagle, ̂ ên pf Law^ The iiacMlllan Company, 
New York, 19^7, p. 13* (Hereafter: Seagle, Men of Lfiw) 

k IJbM., p. 13 
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that the Greeks had a legendary lawgiver for almost every 

city in the land and they were hailed as God or at least as 

Godlike,^ Their laws were sanctioned as codes of conduct 

and guides to the behavior of the people. 

Written Law. Writing to the ancient mind, was pro

bably something of a marvel. Therefore, it would only be 

natural that the ancients would place a most significant im

portance on the written law. Indeed, in the old Testament 

is recorded, "In the Beginning was the V/ord," Seagle v/as 

also convinced of the Importance of writing to the primitive 

mind, indicating that the primitive peoples believed the "word" 

was written, presumably, under divine guidance and therefore 

held transcendency over all other law, which could well 

account for so many of the moral tenents of the religious 

books being Included in the secular codes of law in the modem 

world. The fact that the law was written gave it permanence 

of expression that made it the tool for setting forth the 

rights and privileges that had been won by bitter and pro

longed struggle.'' 

Blackstone observed In the eighteenth century, that 

while the foundations of the law of the ancients ley in the 

customs of the people, Including concepts given them by the 

lawgivers, the v̂ ritlng of the law u.eant the use of an art 

and science. The science of writin-:: the lav/, fro;!; the very 

beginning, was different from the sdence of v/rltinj about 

5 Seagle, Mê i ̂  L^, p. 14. 

6 The Holy B i b l e , King James Version, "Jeriesis" 1 : 1 . 

7 Sea:;le, y^en of Law, p . 15 . 
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other elements in social development because it meant that 

the words themselves had an almost magic property to loose 

or bind.people to action. The words in law. Instead of be

ing properties of science, were literally the law. A change 

in connotation, or a change in the wording itself, could 

mean the difference between life and death.® The resi)ect 

accorded the written law by the ancients, Remmlein recently 

held, has continued to manifest itself in subsequent periods 

of social change until even today the written law of legis

lative intent can supersede the common law of custom.^ 

Evolution pf Law. The modem jurist has become used 

to a veritable army of legal "middle-men"—judges, prosecu

tors, sheriffs, jailors, constable, and litigants. It is 

difficult to imagine that these legal entities and legisla

tures, constitutions, ajid the State spontaneously bloomed 

overnight. The plausible explanation to their existence lies 

in consideration of an evolutionary type of growth* The codes 

of law, also, were the product of the same type of growth, 

according to Seagle, who believed that the compilations 

of ancient law were not brought about simply because 

of the invention of the art of writing, even though the 

appearence of the written law was one of the most momentous 

events in the history of man. Seagle's belief is stated 

8 Sir William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws 
of Englandf Callaghan & Company, Chicago, 1872, p. 578. 

9 Itedeline K. Remmlein, School Law^ McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, New York, 1950, p, vii. 
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as follows: 

There is one mytti about the origin of codes 
that was never Invented by the anclents,..that 
ancient codes were mere compilations of pre
existing custom, which thus affected no real 
changes in the law. This myth is entirely me
chanistic. First, it is asumed, writing was in
vented. ..and becoming known, someone•..thought 
it a good idea to put the body of custom in writ
ing. Thus, the general convenience was served, 
but the status quo remained unchanged. But in 
fact no code was ever proclaimed merely to take 
advantage of the art of writing or to enshrine ex
isting custom. Writing was known for centuries be
fore anyone thought of employing it for a purpose 
of codification, and no one would have undertaken 
the arduous labors of codification unless to pro
mote some social or political end,XO 

The employment of the written word, then, was pro

bably the same type of evolutionary process that character

ized the growth of bodies of law. According to Maine, the 

beginnings of lavj lay in the patriarchlal family as the 

11 basic unit of primitive social organization. On the 

other hand, Seagle drew a parallel type of comparison be

tween the primitive societies, existant in the modern v/orld, 

and those that probably existed in the ancient world of 

four thousand years ago,^^ and proclaimed that: 

There are primitive peoples In various parts 
of the globe who have no organs of political gov
ernment but live In a state vjiiich can be described 
only that they are...an anarchy. If there is a 
chief, he is presumably in possession of no real power 
and certainly there are no courts to administer. 

10 William Seagle, Tlie ̂ a:iest for Law. Alfred A. 
Knopf, Inc., Nevj York, 19^1, p. 23.(Hereafter:Seagle, v.x̂es' 
for Law) 

11 Maine, Ancient Lav/̂  p, 13. 

12 Seâ -le, Men of Law, p. 29. 
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In this sad state live such primitive tribes as 
the Andamanese, inhabiting an Island in the 
Bay of Bengal, the Papuans of New Guinea, the 
Veddahs of Ceylon, and others. These represent 
people of the lowest material culture, most of 
them living in the distant and remote parts of the 
world. The litioal innocence of these and the 
Australian Aboriginal tribes are particularly 
good examples of the primitive political inno
cence. But even peoples who have developed forms 
of chieftanshlp...manage to get along without 
politloal organs.13 

Because man's social development has been hectic and 

controversial some authorities, according to Seagle, believed 

that mankind evolved codes of law as the result of his 

common law practices in resolving blood feud differences.^^ 

Perhaps the most abrupt cleavage from this concept is that 

of Malinowski, whose Crime and Custom iyi Savage Socĵ etv 

sets forth a system of reciprocity as a biased basis for 

social cohesion; the origin of codes in primitive society 

being still lost in antiquity regardless of the means or 

reasons for social cohesion or the advent of written codes. 

It was believed that the early ancient period savj the de

velopment of various codes that perhaps oame from the same 

common source, and the very similarity of the names of 

the early religious codes of Moses, Iisnes, and Manu was 

cited by Searles as an indication that lends credence to 

that belief.^^ 

13 Seagle, Men a£. Law^ p. 28. 

14 Ibid.r p. 17. 

15 N. A. Hobhouse, Morals in Evolution^ T. & T, Clark, 
London, I923, p, 120. 

16 Sir .'illiar.'i H, Jeai-les, ii Ulster / p.f Enprlish 
LaWf Methuen & Company Ltd., London, 19^^. P» 1^86. 
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The Tlgres and Euphrates rivers have been said to 

be the location of the "cradle of civilization", and as such 

it would probably be the home of the first codes of law. At 

least the first known written code of laws was found in the 

area anciently called, the Plain of Shinar.^^ 

3. Hammurabi's Written Code 

'ShS. i^<^X^V,^ 2QM SJL liamU£gkl* The first historically 

known lawgiver, whose codes have survived virtually intact, 

was Hammurabi, the most famous of the Semitic Kings in Baby

lon. The discovery of the code did not occur until December, 

1901 when a French Expedition located it in the excavation 

of the acropolis of Susa, near modern Bagdhad in Persia. The 

code was carved on three fragments of a stone pillar in 

cuneiform characters. The three fragments of stone formed a 

pillar which stood about eight feet high, around whose seven 

foot circumference was inscribed the forty four columns of 

Hammurabi's Code of Laws for the government of the Babylonians 

at about 2500 B.C.18 

The Code of Hammurabi consisted of three parts; the 

prologue, the code of laws, and the epilogue, all carved on 

the pillar of stone under a relief showing Hammurabi and the 

Babylonian sun-god, Shamash. Hammurabi originally erected 

the pillar at Sippara, near modern Baghdad, where it stood 

17 Seagle, Men of X̂ ŵ̂  p. 16. 

18 Robert F. Harper, Siis. Code ojL Hammurabi. The Univ
ersity of Chicago Press, Callaghan & Company, Chicago, 1904, 
p, 148. (Hereafter: Harper, Code of Hammurabi) 
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for nearly one thousand years. Shutruknahunte then over-ran 

Babylon, razed Sippara, and transported the column of stone 

to Susa, where he preserved it to serve as a monument to his 

triumph after erasing about thirty five sections of the ori

ginal code.19 The Code of Hammurabi, then. Is still in prac

tically the same condition as when it was carved on the stone 

pillar. 

Like all codes of law the Code of Haumurabl was com

posed with a purpose—presumably that of laying out a syste

matic means of living and conducting business. It reflected 

the life of the people and the morality of the royal regime. 

Harmnurabi's Sarlv Heign. According to Johns, Hammurabi 

succeeded to power through conquest made possible because of 

the unrest in a populace dissatisfied with the reign of a 

number of Kings who made use of the Ifeudal system. Such 

rulers as the Akkadian Sargon of Agade vjere reputed to be 

the first rulers in Babylon to unite two small kingdoms to 

be used as a nucleus for further conquest. The Akkadian 

Sargon of Agade established an empire that relapsed to anarchy 

within one hundred and fifty years, however, and another line 

of Semitic kings, the Amorites, styled the so-called First 

Dynasty. Hammurabi was the sixth in the line of Semitic kings 

and was known as the greatest of them all durinj: his for

ty three year reign, which saw him conquer the last of his 

outstanding opponents, the Elamites,^^ 

19 Seagle, Men of Law,, p. I7. 

20 Johns, HsMiiS^^, Mm., P« l^-
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It was further shown that in the second year of his 

reign Hammurabi began establishing law in the land that was 

based on righteousness. Two of his greatest accomplishments 

were the almost complete elimination of robbery and the ad

vancement of agriculture in the kingdom. It was probable, 

too, that he even established a primitive form of postal 

service; at least for the state. Personally, Hammurabi was 

a pious king who treated no one with disrespect and who com

manded respectful treatement. He did most of his writing in 

the supervision of the administration of justice and des

cribed his system of jurisprudence on clay tablets on which 

he wrote in cuneiform characters. There was evidence to in

dicate that Hammurabi regarded his code as his crowning 

achievement and in his prologue and epilogue he described 

the work enough in detail that historians were not left to 

wonder about his purposes. The prologue cites the glorious 

achievement of his reign while the epilogue called down 

curses upon all who in later years should happen to disre

gard the provisions of the code. The fact that his code 

cites Hammurabi as the ruler of Assur and Nineveh indicates 

that it was written in the thirty-ninth year of his reign 

21 when he conquered those areas. 

Social Basis of Code 2L Hammurabi. Sea,:̂ le pointed 

out that while many modern mythmakers have indicated that 

the Code of Hammurabi rested on tenants of a religious na

ture, their belief was probably unfounded. The concept 

21 Johns, Hammurabi. Kin^. p. 2 
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apparently was darlved from the faot that at the summit of 

the stone piXIar, on whleh the oode was written Hafflourabi 

was depleted faoe to faoe with the sun-god* However, this 

would be no more of an Indloatlon of religious foundation 

than the fact that modem legislative sessions had been opened 

with a prayer. The oode of Haaourabl, Itself, Is completely 

secular, and the relief on the stone oolumn oould '^^ry easi

ly represent the king in an attitude of adoration before his 

god. In his prologue, Hai^mrabl claims complete authorship 

of his oode, speaking of the laws he has formulated for the 

protection of his subjects, jsaklng no mentton of divine 

guidance. ̂^ 

§yî tfflg,ll,̂  Qg§ifl.0ft1̂ 3lQll JLa {il̂ m\Mr̂ 3̂L' ̂  iS2&&* Hammurabi • s 

conquest t>rou^t about the mingling of peoples and the fusion 

of their customs. Seagle further revealed that there was evi

dence to show that Hammurabi selected from competing customs 

but was not awed by any of them, permitting none of them to in

terfere with the adailnl strati on of justice* It is probable 

that he felt no need for a complete and systematic codifica

tion of all the existing customs of the time or he would 

have made the code complete* He mentions the penalty for 

rape of a "betrothed maiden*' but did not provide for the 

penalty for the rape of an unbetrothed maiden, and it is pro

bable that such cases were already clearly defined through 

custom. Such points as these have led historicns to believe 

thet Hammurabi collected pre-existing legislation rather thaji 

custom. However, when pre-existing legisl;.tlot: or custom 

22 Seagle, ilon a£ Law^ p • 23. 
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was out of line with needs of his own times he had no scru

ples against altering such laws through new legislation and 

his own Interpolations of the law.^ 

While the Code of Hammurabi was the first known code 

to be preserved Intact, it was further observed that there 

were other codes of law prior to the time of Hammurabi. Of 

these there were only fragments that survived until modern 

times. However, there was enough evidence to indicate that 

Hammurabi*s code represented a growth through years of ex

perience and was not a sudden sponteniety. This was indica

ted by the fact that the code recognized the same three 

classes of persons; patrician, plebians, and slaves, as were 

recognized in earlier Semitic civilizations. As in other 

codes, the Code of Hammurabi indicated the condition of the 

times amd U s oustoms.S'^ 

Seagle*s description of the arrangement of the Code 

of Hammurabi indicated that the science of codification was 

rudimentary. The order of its provisions, to modern codl

flers, seems haphaz€ird because sections are apparently un

related to adjacent sections, but this neglect in system 

probably Indicated that Hammurabi was doing more than the 

mere compilation of custom. Because of the necessity of 

carving the code on stone the oode was terse and brief, the 

style being couched in the conditional imperative "if". 

Hammurabi stated that, "if" certain conditions were to 

exist, certain obligations would also exist, 

23 Seagle, The Quest for Law, p. Il4, 

2^ Ikl^i p. 30. 



As archaic and unsystematic as the Code of Hammurabi 

was, it tended to stereotype the concept that the weak could 

be protected against the evil action of the strong by means 

of the written word. After the death of Hammurabi his king

dom was invaded from the east by the Kassites and from the 

northwest by the Hittites, but the pillar of stone, on which 

was carved the Code of Hammurabi, stood for almost a thousand 

years, and there was evidence to indicate that the Assyrians, 

Hebrews and Hittites, as well as others, enacted written 

codes of their own with much material taken from the Code of 

Hammurabir ̂ ^ 

The written Code of Hammurabi has come to the modern 

world in its original form, but according to Seagle, the 

static condition of its words was not to remain. The words 

were intepolated, ignored, or changed in subsequent practice 

because of the dynamic nature of social change. The mean

ing of the code remained on its stone pillar, but the great

est lasting effect of its impact was its influence in per

petuation of the myth that the written word could protect 

the weak against the wrongs of the strong,^° 

Provisions of Hammurabi * s Code. Hejrimurabi lived at 

about 2250 B.C. Harper reported that he left e good account 

of his life, times, and his code in his letters which were 

written to Sin-idinnam and In the Chronicle of the Kings of 

Babylon, and from the epilogue and the prologue to the code 

It was learned that he was a pious, ̂ jod-fearin^ king, who 

25 Seagle, The Quest for L^w, p, 31* 

26 Seag le , Meij. 2 ! Lgw, p , 3 ^ . 
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destroyed t i l l i l ls enof-lea t o tlie nortn L^.' scuth ^^nd aade h i^ 

4^ople to dwell In peaoe and s e c u r i t y . 

He codi f ied the ex i a t l r r ; ^aws t h . t tho stxr,xiQ 
might r.ot o> .'press the -^ak, thr.t they shouia j lvo 
ju3tlO0 t o the orphu I end wldovj, ;.,iid for the 
r i . ;.iti.i ' of iiro-if-B; he re.jul^ tc^a i'uid rcb-^ilt c i t i e s 
Bi:l caaal;5, h'? roatox^ed teciples L..t.J. ondoz-rd tliec 
vfith laeans fo r .XUHSS c;nd :: •:• ..fli^Oo, he r e - , sji^^ . ' , ' h -
ed c u l t s , he r eun i t ed hl̂ ^ people through l;:;̂ '.*** 

^ i l t he fore^-oin^; st ix^ulat ions i::v.:i.:;ui*:',l;l tsmdB c l e a r 

in h i s w r i t i n g v;;:ioh appeared as follows o.*̂ . t.ie 3t..:.K.; p i l l e r : 

t>, :tt»^3g k^^ 
A trcai:.jlltoi*atior. of t,i;i above c.:iaraot©ra ic'. 

i l u 
HF-.,;.X,, beOol S.*-:- - . : , u i r - j l - t i ^ . Si- i- i , .5, 
j i — - .'"•• w • . . . . . 

The I :rcl ish t r .M^icXion of the cuneiforni oi....r<.oX^ r a , 

£:.ocordi!i. • t;> Harper, 1.,̂ : 

!̂ /ner- the i^ft;; .^ra, Kln^^ of the Annunaki, and Bel , 
lor.I of h@j;Ven uxyl •-•>., r;:,. , i;n v̂>-.o detex'.i:.lt2es the d e s t i 
ny '.>f the 1. n^.:...ooi5©ltt©d the r u l e of ill r:5uu::l."id 
to Mmrduk... : t h a t t:ime, Anu atal r^el culi ' jd v-o, ^-. 
Hau;e!:iArabi...to r-5i*the:^ t...-* Helfai^e :;f the peoplo.^^ 

xhe l»ui{7J. '̂:o of the oade, ua e; r l i c r de••scribed, wrs 

te roe naci ^ :;i!-.'ted. Th# oode -^s^z wi ' l t teu wltr-out ty 3i;'..i..:borl.. 

syst^r. and tha provi;,:-lons wero neroly l i i t e d In .:•• r.-.':.;r ;.i; 

for';., set t ln^j each provis ion of th^* law ir. it. 2 o.#n oepai-. t e 

pu^av^r.., :.. Harper has px'ovldod the .•.r.^llsh trv.n<.-. ..tion of 

*»0 .•.^•^rj^$ P » ^ - - i - J ' 
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the entire oode of Hammurabi, four sections of which are 

quoted as follows: 

If a man bring an accusation against a man, and 
charge him with a (capital) crime, but cannot prove 
it, he, the accuser, shall be put to death. 

If a man, in a case (pending judgment) bear 
false (threatening) witness, or do not establish 
a case in testimony that he has given, if that 
case be a case involving life, that man shall be 
put to death. 

If a man (in a case) bear witness for grain for 
money (as a bribe), he shall himself bear the pen
alty imposed in that case. 

If a man steal the property of a god (temple) 
or palace, that man shall be put to death; and he 
who receives from his hand the stolen property 
shall also be put to death.28 

Hammurabi's code dealth v/ith two himdred and thirty 

separate subjects, all of which are found in modern codes. 

However, an examination of the foregoing excerpts from the 

code shows that manner of dealing with violations as well as 

the means of codifying the laws have changed considerably. 

Typical subjects mentioned by Hammurabi were: 

Abatement 
Accessory to murder 
Abcess (disease) 
Accidental loss 
Acknowledgment 
Adjournment of Courts 
Adoption of son 
Adultery 
Affidavits 
Agents 
Alterations-decisions 
Assault 
Assessments 

bribery 
Children 
Calling to Account 
City liability 
Commissions (trading) 
Constables 
Corporate liability 
Creditors 
Crops (control ci pricing) 
Damages 
Death Penalty 
Debts 
Defamation 

28 Harper, Sie. Code SLL Hammurabi, p, 14, 
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Assignment for debt Degradation 
Banker and Banking Test and Detention 
Benefice Divorce 
Betrothal Medioal Dorms 
Bigamy Drink 
Boats, Shipping Eviction 
Bonds False Accusation 
Branding (slander) False Claims 
Breach of Contract Farmers 
Breach of Trust Pees 29 

The similarity of purpose and topic coverage between 

the Code of Hammurabi and modem codes could be a strong 

positive argument that the Babylonians made the first steps 

toward a legally well ordered society. However, Toynbee 

pointed out that there was evidence to indicate that the 

Babylonians, under the Semitic kings, were not the first to 

encode laws. The Sumerians, who predated the Semitics in 

the Tlgres and Euphrates valley probably had some sort of 

oonde on which that of the Semitic kings rested. In contrast 

to the unrest and anxiety of the Sumerians and the Semitics, 

however, the Egyptian law rested in the god-king,^^ Because 

the Egyptian civilization developed concurrently with the 

civilization In the Tlgres and Euphrates valley their simi

larities and differences will be presented. 

4. Ancient Egypt—A Unified Nation 

One of the Two Earliest Civilizations. Toynbee held 

that it was perhaps significant that the two earliest civili

zations evolved by man v/ere cradled on the banks of great 

rivers. The Sumerian civilization grew on the banks of the 

29 Harper, The Code of Hammurabi, p, I30. 

30 Arnold J. Toynbee, A Study o£ History. Oxford 
University Press, New York, 19^6, p. 70-81. (Hereafter: Toynbee, 
A Study 21 History), 
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Tlgres and Euphrates rivers while the Egyptian civilization 

developed on the Nile river. However, the parallel in their 

development ended there because of the differences in the 

geographic locale of the two areas. On the one hand the tur

bulent plain of the Tlgres and Euphrates gave birth to a 

pessimistic civilization in v/hich mankind visualized him

self as a pawn of the capricious gods. On the other hand the 

fertile Nile Valley imbued the populace with a sense of the 

benignity of nature. Where the Sumerian plain lay exposed 

to Invasion after invasion, the Nile wac insulated on all 

sides—by desert and mountains on three sides and by the sea 

on the other—and it had its agrarian economy bolstered by 

the overflow of the Nile river ,̂-'' 

So, he concludes, while the Sumerians and Semitics 

compounded fragments of city states into a luiified kingdom, 

the Egyptians, serenely dwelling in their isolation, created 

a life ideally suited to their needs and lived as though 

they never doubted it would last forever.-̂  

Consolidation in Bfcypt. Further evidence was avail

able which indicated that prehlstorically the Egyptians sus

tained themselves through agriculture and anlm- 1 husbandry, 

men living with men in apparent harmony with apparently small 

need for central government. Then entirely inexplicably the 

whole Nile Valley, from the First Cataract to the sea, was 

united into one political entity which was to become knol̂ m 

as the First Dynasty. Tradition holds that the genius of 

31 Toynbee, A study of History, p. 9I 

32 Ibid., p, 89. 
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the unifioation was a king named Menes, who came out of the 

south around 3IOO B.C. and brought under single rule both 

the narrow trough of Upper Egypt and the delta of Lower 

Egypt. The people of the upper and lower regions spoke dif

ferent dialects and pursued different ways of life but had 

one thing—dependence upon the Nile for life—in common. 

The union of the two lands became known as the Kingdom of 

Two Lands. It is probable that union and civilization came 

to Egypt simultaneously and no one can say which was the 

cause and which the effect.^3 Although little is known of 

Menes or his successors in the First and Second Dynasties, 

their reigns were probably eras of consolidation and unifica

tion. 

Wr3,t̂ ng £y34 IsS^ la ^fQfV%> When the Egyptians, at 

about 2700 B.C., according to Childe, began building statuary 

and carving on stone they left artifacts which raised the 

curtain of darkness on their civilization and way of life. 

The writing on the walls of tombs revealed a stable and 

fully organized state, complete with central government, 

taxes, an annual census, and the description of some of the 

legal practices of the kings,^^ 

Why aa Written Code al Laws la E.?ypt, Childe report

ed that the Egyptians wrote fragments of the legal practices 

of individual kings—in heiroglyphs on vjhat was probably the 

world's first paper. The kings in the Sumerian civilization 

were known as representatives of gods while those in Egypt 

33 Toynbee, A Study oX History, p. 9^ 

3^ V. a. Childe, The nost Ancient East. London Press, 
London, 1920, p, viil. 
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iNire oonsldsred god^klaga in theory* Therefore, In his role 

as god, the king was all powerful and could even delegate 

many religious dutlea to ordiaiary siortaXs* Soon after the 

union of the Two X̂ imds there arose an elaborate olvil ser

vice to carry out the wishes ot the god-klng« The etruoture 

of the service was simple, with the king as supr^ae head 

and with various sul>«offlclaXs to serve as his "footmen". 

Curiously, among all the doousients of Egypt there was no 

written code of ls*f as a parallel to thtt of Haâ ftirabl in 

Babylonia. Perhaps this was because the law was siuply the 

king^s will. Circumstances in Egypt permitted the existence 

of such all encosapassing power because of %h& benevolent 

nature of the kings, the forces of nature, and the principle 

of "Hâ at**, a word that combined the oonoepts of Justice, 

h««K«y. eoo^MB, truth. a«d th« divln. oM.r of th« klns.35 

Because of the benign nature of the social order In 

%ypt it was entirely possible for the populace to Icspliolt-

ly trust their rulers* Because of the anxious existence of 

the 8U8»»rlans and Semitics it was probable thr t such trust 

could not exist. It la therein that the differences in the 

legal and social structure of the sooietles was apt to ex

ist. 

Beside secular laws, in the development, of eiirly 

olvillzations, religious law played o'i iL-iportant; role-, i.any 

concepts extoll tĥ : virtues of rell.̂ ious codes as the under

lying base for secular codes of lo\̂  and offer ns proor the 

35 Childe, MJ^ MSiXmik Mi^$ P» viii. 
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similarities in subject material of each. 

5* Hellgious Codes 

Religion la ĵlig. Origin 2I hSSS.* According to Seagle, 

a view of the origin of law almost as widely held, but no 

less falacious than the traditional conception of the origin 

of legislation, is that rules of law were first rules of re-

ligion.3o a?o prove that secular law derived from religion, 

Maine relied upon the subject content of the codes of the 

ancient world. 

Quite enough, too, remains of these collections, 
both in the East and in the West, to show that 
they mingled up religious, civil and merely moral 
ordnances, without any regard to differences in 
their essential character; and this is consistent 
with all we know of early thought from other sources, 
the severance of law from morality, and of religion 
law, belonging very distinctly to the later stages 
of mental progress...there is no system of recorded 
law, literally from China to Peru, which when it first 
emerges into notice, is not seen to be entangled 
with relî '̂ ious ritual and observance.37 

While the scope of knowlege, during Maine's productive 

period of writing, probably justified his belief that the 

ancient codes had religious origin the discovery of the 

Code of Hammurabi, in I9OI, tended to prove the secular 

origin of codes. Fustel de Coulanges, tl^ French historian, 

conducted rather extensive studies Just prior to the dis

covery of the code of Hammurabi which also tended to prove 

that ancient codes, while including much that was religious 

in nature, had their origins in the deeply embedded customs 

3? Seagle, ^Q§t £221 hSK* P- H ? . 

37 Maine, Ancient Law^ p. ̂ 7. 
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of the people*^' 

It is probable that magical ar^ rellgous beliefs 

played an Important role In primitive societies| but. In 

the opinion of Dlaisond, there was strong evidence In the 

actual ancient codes to indicate thtit the secular and the 

religious were not hopelessly Jumbled In the primitive taind* 

Hellglon was the result of man*s aotfe before supei^^atural 

powers, while his secular customs derived from events In 

the mundane world thr̂ t could readily be explained* ^̂ h«n 

a relative of primitive man was slain he was not content 

to leave retribution to the gods w^ took vengieance him

self, collectively* DlamoM further emphasised that It was: 

Only when primitive man began to atteiript to activate 
the supernatural powers that confusion between the 
secular &ziA religious began to arise •*W) 

The proof of the reli<;sious origin of lear, 3ea^le hold, 

has been isade on the basis of the institutions of archaic 

societies which were quite well ruivanced in civilization 
hi 

when the codes of law were written* He further indicated 

thcit there ucic a time when the Bomcm pontlfex was consult-' 

ed on queetions of law, but when icoiiirxi lew eaer^^s into t.io 

full li,.̂ ht of history it 1® entlr-ely secular arid the threat 

of priestly domination oicue 1*; the intermcdir.te period of 

Roman history and not in the early ^ erlod. 

39 ^'ustel de Coulan^^es, Ili:l î aakQiik £1L5C» Oxford 
University iress, Itev; Xork, I-oiidon, IB?^^, p» ^1» 

40 A. S. Diacrî nd, fidoalilm.i^a, -'̂ o-raK Hill, i^b-
llsain:: C<Kapany, Kew York, 1935» P* kB» Cierecfter; Diamond, 
Primitive Law). 

41 oeagle, .SsmaXl idaUU ?• ^20. 
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In the West legal administration was taken out of the 

hands of the priests but in the East the priests were victori

ous. It was not until the failure of political power that 

the Hebrew priests took over the administration of Justice 

and it is probable that had it not been for the Hebrew nation

al political misfortune, and the subsequent dispersion, the 

Hebrew law oould very well have emerged as a secular oode of 

laws. The priests demonstrated, in the writing of the reli

gious codes, that their preference was for sacred books 

rather than for secular codes--probably because of the im

perative style, as used in the ancient codes, being diffi

cult to perfectly adapt to expression in religious oodifi

catlon. 

While many codes of law, evolved by primitive man, 

were apparently entirely secular, there vtere others which 

were definitely constructed with a religious influence. The 

Hlttite Code dealt almost entirely with wrongs and contained 

a number of clauses relating to ritualistic practices, in

cluding sacrifice, the watering of the sacred oxen, and the 

granting of tax exemptions to the priesthood. 3 

Diamond further pointed out that the Hebrew codes of 

the Pentateuch, probably the best known of the ancient codes, 

mingled religious and secular prescriptions and tended to 

support the concept of religious origin of codes of law. 

However, the more ancient of the two codes of the Pentateuol: 

42 Seagle, |̂Iei> of Law^ p. 120. 

^3 Ibid.,, p. 118. 
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the Covenant Code, is less dominated by religious provisions 

than was the Deutoronomic Code written two hundred years 

later.^^ This would Indicate that secular law, as known in 

modem times, would have originated from secular practice 

and custom, bearing the influence of religion as a result of 

church pressures after the first codifications became known. 

S M hm. SiL Moaes. Orr»s narrative of Israel's his

tory contains an acco\mt of the organization of the people 

into a nation by Moses under the direction of God. Yahweh 

was acknowledged as the supreme head of the state; he was 

the sole object of worship and the ultimate source of all 

authority, legislative, executive, and Judicial. The Ten 

Commandments with the prologue were made the fundamental law. 

The body of laws contained in Exodus, along with the introduc

tion and conclusion, formed the statutes.^^ The Ten Command

ments have often been called the Covenant while the combined 

legislation, or at any rate the statutes, were entitled the 

Book of the Covenant, because it was upon the basis of the 

solemn agreement of the people to obey these laws that God 
- 46 

made the covenant with them at Sinai at about 600 B.C. 

Codification in the Laws of Moses. The book of the 

covenant was written to include the articles of the consti

tution and codified statutes. The statutes were arranged so 

that related injunctions vjere grouped together in sections 

kkDiamond, Primitive Law, p. 11?. 

45 James Orr, TM. Problem Q^ t^M. 2 M Testament. 
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1909, p. 99. 

46 G. Dillman, Commentary on Exodus. Charles Scrlbner's 
Sons, New York, 1895, p. 242-245. (Hereafter: Dillman, Commentary) 
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which contained five or ten laws each. Dillman believed 

that it was probable that the original writing presented the 

laws in groups of ten.^7 The laws related injunctions on 

forms of worship, the protection of the rights of man, liber

ty of man, injury to person, property rights, sacred seasons 

and sacrifice, and regulation of personal conduct.^° 

Char̂ ct;Qr;i.̂ -̂ iQS ot f^x9YX^\0A§ OL hm, OL iio&es.. The 

statutes in the book of the covenant bore the characteristics 

of constitutions in that they involved protection of the 

rights of man, no principle contrary to the organic law of 

the State, they were expository, since they were the appli

cation of the doctrines of the constitution to the social 

life and religious observances of the people, and they were 

temporary in their nature and liable to amendment, abrogation, 

and increase in order to meet the new conditions and pecu

liar needs of each age. 

The laws of Moses were not new because the major 

portion of the Ten Commandments had long been authoritative 

In Israel and the laws of the second table were in force 

among other nations. The discovery of the laws of Hammurabi 

eanbled the student of the Bible to trace most of the pro

visions in the book of the covenant to a î erlod which pre

dated Moses, indicating that the covenant was perhaps a co

dification of existin̂ -- moral customs and practices. Probably 

the greatest significance of the covenant oode was the 

"̂ 7 rTTIman, Commentary, p- 246. 

48 The Old Testament, Exodus. >dav 4-8. 



tendency of the laws to probe into the inner stature of man 

to get at the source of evil rather than treat the secular 

syî ptcms of malpractice .^9 

It was remarkable that in so many instances the same 

classes of people, particularly the less fortunate members of 

society, were regarded by both the Babylonians and Israelites 

as possessing rights that could be recognized by the State 

and the laws of both nations imposed practically the same 

penalty for the same offenses. This oould not necessarily 

mean that the Israelite lawmaker had the oode of Hgunmurabi 

before him when he was at work—rather that the Israelites in

herited from some source, certain moral concepts which were 

reinforced by the divine Inspiration of Moses. 

Dillman believed that the kind mind of Moses was en

lightened concerning the nature of the kingdom; he was led in

fallibly to choose the laws to meet the needs of the people 

and adapted them to discipline them in the spirit of the king

dom; and he was prompted and controlled and enabled to frame 

a system more or less out of old materials, yet distinguish

ed from known laws of contemporary peoples by its humanity 

and by its extrication of the conduct of man from mere civil 

relations exhibit man's conduct in its relation to God, and 

by its power lift the secular life into the true service of 

God.50 Davis believed that the theory of law was based on 

49 Dillman, Coimiientary. p. 67. 

50 Ibid.., p. 68. 
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the conception of Israel as a community, and its success at 

any period was conditioned by the attitude of the people of 

the community toward God and the covenant, obedience to God 

and reliance upon Him being essential.5^ 

Deuteronomy and Law. Weiner pointed out that after 

Moses had reigned over his people for a period of forty years 

he knew that it was time for him to relinquish his position 

as the leader of the people and their government. He gave a 

valedictory address of three parts, a rehearsal of history 

of the people since the covenant was made with the preceding 

generation at Sinai, a rehearsal of statutes which concerned 

the people, and a conclusion that consisted primarily of direc

tions for the building of an alter. The Deuteronomlo code 

was believed to have actually been recorded some two centuries 

after the reign of Moses but it still embodied a tremendous 

amount of the material in Moses' valedictory address. The 

primitive, the simple, and the crude had, by the time of the 

writing of Deuteronomy, become the refined and complex. The 

institutions, the origin of which was ascribed to the reign 

of Moses, represented a civilization that was advanced enough 

to make use of the inheriteince from the Semitic antiquity. 

Some phases of the Hebrew life were derived from the influence 

of the Egyptian dynasties, as witness the construction and 

architecture in the Tabernecle and its similarity to the temples 

in Egypt.52 

51 John D. Davis, "The Hexateuch", Thg. Prinpeto;^ 
Theological Review. Princeton, 1907, PP. 188-6̂ 05-

52 B. Weiner, "Criticism of the Le^jislation of i.oses", 
Princeton Theological Review. Princeton, 1907, P. 54l. 
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The Deutoronomic code was thoroughly saturated with 

religious dogma, according to Seagle, despite the fact that 

most of the provisions of the more primitive code of the 

covenant were repeated with some additions. The language 

became more verbose and homlletical in flavor and the code 

contained no less than fourteen chapters. In this regard, 

Seagle pointed out that: 

In Deuteronomy the prophet is speaking rather 
than the legislator, and he discourses on ritual 
cleanliness, sacrifice, tithes for the priesthood, 
the dangers of idolatry, the purity of the family, 
and solicitude for the poor, as is shown by the 
famous provision for the remission of debts after 
the seventh year, which, most scholars are Inclined 
to agree, was a good deal of a dead letter. In
deed, most of the Deuteronomlo legislation posses
ses a purely idealistic character and could never 
have been put into actual effect. It was an ex
pression of the great ritual and ethical reform 
arising from King Josiah's attempt in 622 B.C. to 
realize in practice the teachings of the prophets 
...the chief pu3?pose.. .to undermine the attach
ment of the peasentry...to the worship of Baal.53 

The Deutoronomic code was but one of the examples of 

the Influence of religion on codes of law after they had 

already been evolved and refined. 

The Hindu Laws of Hanu. The Hindu laws were referred 

to by Toynbee as having: been given by the lawgiver iianu end 

were developed in much the same manner as the Hebrevj Code of 

Deuteronomy. An inspection of the two codes disclosed many 

similarities in structure and in the character of their pro

visions. The laws of Manu formed one of the Sacred Books of 

53 Seagle, Q.uest for Law^ p. 122. 
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the East and the codifioation included many of the laws that 

were in force in a rather primitive code of the Aryan invaders 

of India before the advent of Brahmlnism, making it difficult 

to fix definitely the date of the Laws of Manu, but the 

opinion of scholars was that they were written at about the 

beginning of the Christian era.5^ The Laws of Manu still 

further resembled the Covenant Code and the Deuteronomlo Code 

in that they dealt with material that does not contradict 

laws of the State. 

6. Roman Law 

The Great Achievement. Seagle believed that perhaps 

the greatest single achievement of the archaic societies vxas 

the development of courts and lawyers. The earlier societies 

had no litigation in court in which litigants were given per

mission to employ representatives, and it remained for the 

Romans to develop the first real courts and lawyers. 

Because the courts had the power to Impose the sen

tences of the law they have remained the embodiment of the 

law Itself in the popular consciousness, as well as in the 

minds of the learned, and the law itself seems only what the 

courts and officials have ordered to be done.55 

The appearance of attorneys occurred most notably in 

the Roman Courts. Prior to the development of the Roman 

Courts man did his own arguing, apparently much the same as 

he did his own fighting. There has been much speculation 

54 Toynbee, A Study of History, p. I3I. 

55 Seagle, Quest for Law^ p. l4l. 
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regarding the ancient customs which reflected hostility toward 

allowing one man to appear before a court on behalf of another 

who might be ill, or otherwise incapable of representing him

self. Brissaud presented the following reason for the an

cient antagonism tovmrd attorneys*: 

The common explanation is that archaic law, 
still reflecting the ideology of the blood-feud, 
regarded a trial as a sublimated combat, and while 
it might permit seconds, every man had to speak . 
for himself even as he had to fight for himself.5o 

A still more believable position, regarding the ab

sence of attorney's in the ancient world, is that of Seagle: 

The existence of a legal profession depends more 
upon the nature of prevailing economic than politi
cal conditions, and trade and commerce were of re
latively small importajace in archaic societies. 
But apart from the state of the substantive law, 
there were to be considered procedural factors which 
were related only in part to the prevalence of 
ideas of personal resourcefulness of archaic law 
in ascertaining the facts of a controversy. A 
lawyer...could literally be no more than a second 
in litigation.57 

There were no lawyers in Greece in the age of Solon, 

but, according to Brissaud, in the latter years the Greeks 

did have a semi-professional form of litigation. However, 

it remained for the Romans, with their genius for prac

ticality, to give to the world the basic form for modern 

legal structure. In the early days of Rome the pontiffs, 

who were officials, not only read the l̂uspices but gave 

legal advice and assisted in the conduct of litigation when 

56Jean Baptiste, Brissaud, A History Q£ French 
Private LaW)> Boston, Little, Brown & Coapany, 1912, p. 31 
(Hereafter: Brissaud; History of French ir'rivate Law) 

57 Seagle, Men of Law, p. 134. 
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needed. However, toward the Intermediate period of the Roman 

Republic, these functions began to pass into the hands 

of the lay citizen and it is probable that the duty of assistance 

owed by the Roman patron to his client was one of the sources 

of the new legal practice.^ While the Romans advanced the 

legal profession by a considerable degree they did relatively 

little to further the advancement of the means and mechanics 

of codification. 

MslZ Bsmm, ^fk^9%mm\^f According to Brissaud, per

haps the most outstanding document in Roman Jurisprudence 

was the Code of Justinian, which was caused to be codified 

by Emperor Justinian in the early intermediate period of 

the Roman state. Qnperor Justinian caused the codifioation 

of legal literature and imperial constitutions already in 

existance to form a document for use in his reign. Of con

siderable note were the constitutions known as the codex 

Gregorianus and the codex Hermogenainus, x-zhich perhaps came 

from the time of Diocletian, and were Included in the code 

of Justinian along with at least some elements from the 

codex Theodosianus. The purposes of codification, as Justin

ian himself stated, was to clear away the tangles and con-

flicts in existing law and thereby permit legal workmen to 

59 operate without the hinderance of confusion.-'^ 

Justinian's Method. Gray's study showed that no 

doubt Justinian was responsible for the organization of the 

58 Brissaud, History Q£, French Private Lgw, p. 484. 

59 IbM,, p. 96. 
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work of codifioation of the Roman lavj and probably did a 

considerable amount of it himself. However, he further 

showed that his chief administrator, Trlbonian was clearly 

the foremost workman in the completion of the work.^^ The 

first step in the codification was the formulation of the 

so-called Old Codex. It followed the Theodlsian and was 

compiled by a commission of ten members that included Tri-

bonaln. The second in the sequence was the "Fifty Decisions" 

which in reality amounted to what would be known in modern 

times as a recodification. The Digest was begun on December 

15> 530 A.D. and was a collection of the excerpts from the 

works of the Jurists which was to serve the practical proposal 

of deleting obsolete and unapplied work of the courts."^ 

Holdworth held that Justinian gave the commission 

the authority to not only compile but to delete, and insist

ed that the codification carry the logical thinking of 

Trlbonian to its ultimate in the mechanics of codification. 

Follov/ing the concepts that had been used in codification 

of the Hebrew religious laws the Twelve Tables of Justinian 

became one of the first secular codes to be published in 

more than one volume and with a homogeneous grouping of pro

visions. After the completion of the codification of the 

several constitutions and their recodification, Justinian 

began to introduce new legislation that he published as 

60 Brissaud, History of French Private Lgw, p. 96. 

61 John C. Gray, The Nature and Sources ̂  Law^ 
The Macl̂ iillan Company, New York, 192?, p. 130. 
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legal novels. The Novels, the Digest, and the Nev? Novels 

formed the Coz*pns lurls Civllis. ̂  

lus Non Scriptum. The lus Non Soriptum in Rome was 

the unwritten law, or custom* Holdworth maintained that 

there was evidence in all their law suggesting that the Romans 

considered custom the source of all law but custom itself was 

probatly not as fruitful as many Romans thought, since law as 

such was expressed to great length in Juristic opinion#"3 

lus Sorintum. The lus Scriptum, said Gray, was the 

written law in Rome. Of note was Leges and Plebiscity, or 

resolutions of the Pleblan Assembly, which was in a direct 

struggle with the Patricians. In 28? B.C. the plebians 

enactments \iere given the force of leges and thereafter the 

laws of the plebians were called leges and had equal status 

with the en8.ctments of the patricians. Also, the "Leges 

Reglae", or laws of the kings, were written law but it is 

probable that such laws were really the recording or iTriting 

of custom from pontifical souroes. Of greater importance-than 

either of the two above mentioned types of v;ritten law were 

the "Twelve Tables", said to have been passed some fifty or 

64 sixty years after the expulsion of the kings. 

The Twelve Tables of Justinian. Further:;]ore. Gray 

pointed out that when the 2:)lebians finolly won u place, as 

advocates, in the Roman court they found that they vjere 

S2 Sir William S* Holdworth, A History ©£ i^n ^.loh î ŵ, 
Methuen and Company Ltd., London, 1944, 3rd Edition, p. 3« 

63 Ibl^., p. 4. 

64 John C. Gray, The Nature & Sources 2£ LSM. New York, 
MacMillan Co., 1927, p. 201. (Hereafter: Gray, Sources of Law) 

file:///iere
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hampered by the fact that court Judgments were rendered 

according to unwritten custom which had been passed from 

father to son within the olanlsh group of learned patricians. 

It became apparent to the plebians that the customary law 

should be written and posted and after a number of years 

of discussion the commission of ten members was appointed 

by Justinifiui and the "twelve Deoemviral Tables" were published, 

No copy of the entire code of Justinian has survived 

to modern times, leaving historians to surmise re£:arding 

the actual manner of codification, but the state of the 

Roman legal system has been portrayed many times in subse

quent writings so that the historian has what is probably a 

very good idea of the context of the code. It is known that 

the Twelve Tables were written to regulate the major areas 

of life in Rome and that they covered the law of persons, the 

law of property and possession, the law of procedure, and 

the laws on inheritance. In the first of these, the law 

of persons, the law recognized two major classes of persons, 

either free men or slaves. Under that form of law the slave 

was a human chattel and at the mercy of his owner. However, 

it was possible for him to become a free citizen through 

restoration of rights by his ovmer when he had performed 

some noteworthy feat or through an inheritance. 

Citizenship in Rome was important because certain 

parts of the law applied to citizens only until 212 A.D. 

when the laws on citizenship were extended to cover a larger 

portion of the society. Prior to the extension of citizenship 
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a child had to follow the Inferior of two parents unless the 

marriage of the parents was recognized by Roman law and the 

Roman law applied only to citizens of Rome and not to 

foreigners^ Yet, there were many foreigners living in the 

Roman Empire and there were many slaves who had to be govern

ed by some law and it was necessary to either bring such 

citizens of foreign birth under the Roman law or to apply 

the laws of their homeland to their actions. 5 

The family, also under the law of persons, was domi

nated by the father. According to Gray, he alone had private 

rights and could even put his family to death for "Just 

cause". By the time of the writing of the Twelve Tables, 

however, the law regarding the status of the f? mily had 

been modified and the sons of a family could maintain and 

own private property they had earned while in the service 

of the government. Also, a fathers domination of a daughter 

ceased once she was married in such a way as to be under 

,_ . 66 
the domination of her husband. 

Furthermore, marriage was possible in three ways. 

First, by a religious ceremony in the church; second, by a 

type of emancipation, believed to be a Roman marriage by 

purchase—strictly secular; and third, by usus, which was 

common law marriage. 

Divorce was always possible in Home at the insist

ence of the husband, and in the case of marriage, recognized 

"" ^5 Gray, Sources of LaM,. p. 204. 

66 Ibid., p. 206. 
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in modem times as common law, it was possible for either 

party to the marriage and needed only a letter of intent 

and actual parting to make it a legal divorce. Justinian's 

law was modified somewhat by the Christieui Emperors, however, 

and divorce was then recognized only with Just cause.^^ 

Also, in the ownership of property the Romans differed 

a little from modem dominant concepts in that all property, 

whether real or chattel, was treated in the same way. Other

wise the law was closely akin to what we now have in the modem 

world* The methods of conveyance of property and the means 

of proving ownership were simple in concept but complex in 

actual practice. In the case of conveyance there had to be 

five witnesses in addition to the buyer and seller of any 

property. If the buyer and seller so desired they could trans

fer the property in court by appearing and stating that such 

action was their mutual desire. Still another way of gain

ing title to any property was to retain actual possession of 

the property for a period of two years, until Justinian 

fused the law with another that stipulated that it took 

three years to obtain title on movable items and ten to 

twenty years for the title to be granted on any and all real 

property. 

Toynbee indicated that at the tl:o the Twelve Tables 

were given the force of law, it could hardly be said that 

ST Gray, Sources of Law, p. 203. 

68 Ibid., p. 204. 
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that there was a law of contract, however, it was possible 

to make agreements and these oould be enforced in the courts 

if they were known to be the consent of the parties and to be 

reasonable• 

As was indicated by the Code of Hammurabi, there 

were certain laws in force regarding inheritance long before 

the writing of the "Twelve Tables". One of the forms of in

heritance involved the inheritor in the taking over in total 

all the affairs of the deceased, asset for asset and debt 

for debt. This often meant the receiver of the inheritance 

would very possibly find himself deeply in debt if he 

accepted the inheritance. Justinian introduced in the 

"Twelve Tables" his famous provision that an heir need not 

pay 6ut more than he received in the settlement of debts 

of the deceased.69 

In the case of decease Intestate, according to Seagle, 

succession to the rights and property of the deceased was 

generally confined to male members of the family unless 

there were no males. There was a rather complex system of 

determination of the degree to which the mother benefitted 

and the degree to which her children of subsequent marriage 

benefitted at her death.^^ 

The Twelve Tables of Justinian, then represented the 

efforts of the State to untangle a mass of conflicting 

common law and pave the way for simpler means of providing 

"~ 69 Toynbee, 4 Study 2L History, p. 129. 

70 Seagle, Hen of Law, p. 14?. 
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for the future enactments of law that would keep the legal 

structure abreast of the times. It oame at a time when 

chaos would have resulted without its appearence and it 

was probable that if the Roman's had not developed the code 

someone else would have. The greatness of the code of 

Justinian would tend to be in its order, even though it 

was order that was copied, at least in part, from past 

practice. 

7• Summary 

The practice of law codification had its origin in 

the ancient codes of law, the earliest known representative 

work of which was the Code of Hammurabi. 

In his search to prove the origin of law man first 

believed that it came from religion but as early as I87O 

there were evidences to indicate that codes of law may have 

come with the advent of writing customary practices into 

law. However, the discovery of the code of Hammurabi, in 

1901, caused most historians to accept the concept that 

the origin of codes of law, even those of religion, probably 

rested in the common practices of the people becsuse this 

concept best explains the nature of the codes now in use in 

modern times and because the very nature of the relî l̂ous 

codes reflects the probability of divine inspiration in the 

selection of their provisions from common law. 

The Tlgres and Euphrates valley was the home of the 

Sumerians at about the same time the Nile valley was the 
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home of the First Dynasty in Egypt. The two areas differed 

widely in geography and way of life and the two widely divergent 

concepts in legal structure resulted. Whereas, in the 

Sumerian cities the king was representative of the gods, 

in Egypt the king was a ;̂od. The good way of life in Egypt 

continued through the years and the kings continued to be 

the source of all law. Because the will of the king was 

law, and because the au't of writing was complex, historians 

believed that no code of laws was ever written for early 

Egypti- However, the warring city states in the Tlgres and 

Euphrates valley provided excellent opportunity for the 

strong to oppress the weak and it is probable that this was 

the basic underlying cause for the written codes which were 

created during the early years of the development of the 

Sumerian and Semitic civilizations. At least the perpetua

tion of the myth that the weak oould be protected against 

the wrong actions of the strong by the written word has been 

attributed, by one well known historian, to the early Semitic 

codes. The period of Semitic control of the Tlgres and 

Euphrates valley followed by 600 years the origin of the 

Egyptian First Dynasty and saw the Semitic kings wrest 

governmental control from the Sumerians, and it vias the 

Semitic civilization which wrote the earliest knovm code of 

laws surviving to modern times. 

The earliest knovra written code of laws was thi.t of 

Hammurabi, the most famous of the Semitic kings who ruled 
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the fertile Tlgres and Euphrates valley after the conquering 

of the Sumerians and other national groups. The code was 

discovered in 1901 virtually Intact after centuries of being 

buried underground. Probably the greatest single contri

bution of the Code of Hammurabi was the perpetuation of the 

myth, mentioned above, that the weak could be protected 

against the oppression of the strong by simply writing out 

legal provisions, however. It would be difficult to deny 

that Hammurabi helped to establish order in legal practice 

and interpretation with his code. 

Following the Code of Hammurabi by about fifteen 

hundred years, the Laws of noses reflected the tendency to 

codify common legal practice-,. Moses, under divine guidance, 

was enabled to choose practices that were suited to the 

government of his people, and it is probable that many of 

his laws were the inheritance of his people from the Semitic 

kings. This concept is defensible because man is born to 

the time in which he lives- The people are born to the 

modern times Just as the Hebrew peoples were born to theirs, 

and it could be expected that man would make use of the good 

things he had inherited. 

The Covenant Code of Moses preceded by two hundred 

years the code in Deuteronomy and each dealt with secular 

practice much more than might be expected. As in all the 

other ancient codes the evidence indicated that rell.f̂ :lous 

influence on codes of Christian lav; was not felt until 

after the creation of the law from common practice—even 
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when divine guidance was brought to bear. 

The greatest contribution, in the codifioation of 

law, by the Romans was the Twelve Tables of Justinian. 

However, the Romans made a still greater contribution to 

modern legal structures in their introduction of the court 

system and litigation. With this tool of legal practice the 

world's legal structure was ready to enter the inter

mediate period of growth that began with the middle ages. 

TEXAS TECHNOLOGICAL COLLEGE UBllAHX 
LVmiOCK. TEXAS 



CHAPTER III 

CODIFICATION IN THE MEDIAEVAL PERIOD 

1. Introduction 

Methodology in codifioation began to appeeu* in the 

mediaeval world but it was characterized by groping and 

searching. The ancient codes listed legal tenents that 

probably were derived from common practice then failed to 

do more than produce more than mere listings of the law 

that were not adequate in eu'rangement to meet the needs of 

later civilizations, so it became necessary to create bodies 

of law with some sort of coherent internal arrangement 

that could permit a reflection of ever changing legislation 

and rulings. 

The tenuousness of legal systems in the mediaeval 

period required Jurists who could build legal structure 

from chaos, and the period produced a number of famous le

gal thinkers, but space does not permit a complete treatise 

on their contributions in this chapter. Instead, greater 

emphasis was placed upon the legal trends, as they iafluenced 

codification in the formulation of foundations for modern 

codification and classification. 

The art of codification, in the mediaeval period, 

was still rudimentary and there was a kaleidoscopic appearence 

in the comparisons that could be made from territory to 

territory and from state to state. The law of the later 

middle ages might rule as territorial but the territory 

50 
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over which a code might rule was small. Both publio and 

private law were feudal in nature but this was the law of 

a particular fief only. The clergy and merchants, who were 

attached to no fief, lived by the law of the church and by 

the law merchant respectively. Legal writers began to 

stydt and revise the law according to the needs of the na

tions they served, and because customs and needs differed 

widely from country to country different codes of law were 

oharaoterlzed by divergencies vjhich served to greatly con

found the general codification picture of the world. Xet^ 

it is probable that at the same time the mediaeval period 

was characterized by the aforementioned centrifugal forces 

the various social areas had many things that were common 

to all| so that, as could be expected, there v/ere tendencies 

toward centripetal action, also. 

Thus, in German, English, and French Codes, in the 

period of development extending from tae fall of the RoLian 

Empire to the advent of the Code Napoleon, it could only 

be expected that certain general precepts of human living 

would permeate the common body of law while at one and the 

same time various differences would manifest themselves in 

the means of codification as well as in substantive content 

of codes. 

Exemplary of the major forms of codes were those of 

Germany, England, and Prance because a major portion of the 

legal codes of the world have been developed from them. 

Important factors in their growth have been presented in 
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this chapter with emphasis placed upon the reasons for the 

birth of classification of laws for codifioation. 

2. Law Characteristics Leading to Systematization 

PQl3i.t̂ Q̂ l l}nX%Y S M Legal Unity > While the greatest 

influence of Roman law was felt in Europe it could not be 

expected that England, too, would not experience at least 

a portion of its power. Blackstone commented that in gene

ral there was a certain amount of legal and political unity 

throughout the so-called oovllized world but because of the 

existance of many small political states within larger 

states there was certain to be considerable disimity. In 

England the well-organized class in the Inns of Court, which 

filled the need for adequate courts, made use of common law, 

which had the weakness of "no precedent" in many cases tried 

In the court. As time advanced these gaps were filled with 

Roman law, particularly in the thirteenth to sixteenth centu

ries. In contrast to France and Germany at the same time, 

England had political unity that matched its legal unity, en

abling her to draw further and further from the law of Rome by 

making use of a body of customal literature written by private 

initiative. The result was that England became a common law 

nation. 

Furthermore, in Germany and France, the Roman law was 

accepted, at least in part, by the fifteenth century even 

though the Roman law sometimes had to share its dominion 

"~ i Sir William Blackstone, Commentaries on th^ Lg,w§ 
Of England, (reproduced by Thomas Cooley), C'aicago,Callaghan 
& Co., Chicago, I872, p. 18. (Hereafter: Blackstone, Commentary) 
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with customary law, even within the limits of a single small 

kingdom. As in the case of Prance, it also would hold 

dominion over one geographical area while customary law 

would hold dominion over another. Illustrative of this 

facet was the French manual of customary laŵ  known as the 

"pays de droit coutumier", which served the regions of 

common law in the northern part of Prance while at the same 

time the southern regions were served by the written law of 

Rome, known as the "pays de droit ecrit".^ 

The Maturity of System. It is probable that nothing 

could have halted nations, in their attempt to develop co

herent means of classifying and codifying laws, short of 

a failure in social living. This was indicated by the fact 

that even learned attorneys* could experience extreme diffi

culty in determining Just what was required by law, and 

Indeed, Just what was law and what was not law. Seagle held 

that: 

The beginning of attempts at systematization 
is a sign of growth of legal science and the ma
turity of law.^ 

Systematization, however, because of the main attend

ant problems, both accompanying it and following it, could 

be difficult and even hazardous. Gray held that regardless 

of hinderances, though, it is probable that the greatest 

lasting result of systematization has been beneficent. 

2 Blackstone, Com^eTT^^Yf p. 1^1. 

3 William Seagle, The History of Law, ilaciilllan Co., 
New York, 19^6, p. 15?. (Hereafter: Seagle, The History of Law) 
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The glossators, in the first significant attempt at systema

tization, sought to create meaningful order by building 

the law in the glosses as related to the body of Roman law. 

However, they made no apparent effort to recognize the innate 

spirit of the law or to differentiate between classes of law 

in their codifioations. The commentators, who followed the 

gloasators in time, described the provisions of law but were 

hampered by the lack of earlier classification in parent 

volumes of the law as well as their tendency to insert the 

entire provisions of the law in the commentary. Thus, one of 

the first tasks faced by the codlflers of law in mediaeval 

times was that of classification. 

In classification of law, according to Holdworth, 

the mediaeval Jurist was forced to engage in considerable 

groping, because there was no earlier expounding of differ

entiations in classes of law. let, it was imperative that 

such classification be performed because the common law 

and the civil law systems were beginning to shape and divide 

the legal world.^ 

Civil Layt and Common ;L.,aw Contrasted. Seagle reported 

that in England, and the countries v;hich inherited the 

English law, legal development led to an Interesting con

trast in legal structural thinking, as compared to those 

k • John C. Gray, The Nature ^ d Sources 2£ Law. The 
MacMillan Company, New York, 192?, p. 48. (Hereafter: Gray, 
Sources of Law) 

5 Sir William S. Holdworth, A History ol En^aish Lt̂ w, 
Methuen & Co., Ltd., London, 1944, 3rd Edition, p. 118. (Hereafter: 
Holdworth, English Law) 
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nations which inherited the Roman law. In the common law 

countries the terio "civil law" came to denote the body of 

law which was sometimes also called private law and which 

oould be contrasted to orimingO. law. However, in the civil 

law countries the term was uniformly applied to the major 

body of Roman law but the term "common law" was also often 

applied to some areas of the written Roman law to show that 

it was actually the subsidiary body of law governing a case 

when statutory law oame to inadequate substance or did not 

exist. Since the Roman law, in many of these oases was 

often statutory in form the end result was that one form of 

statutory law oame to modern times classified as common law. 

In the common law countries the common law, however, em

bodied rulings in case books and was distinguished from 

the law embodied in acts of Parliament**^ 

3# Early Attempts to Systematize 

The Purpose of Lep:al Systems * The real purpose, 

according to Baptiste, served by legal systems has been the 

protection of the societies cultural and spiritual values 

through use of recording- techniques. However, systems are, 

in themselves only bodies of techniques and it was always 

necessary to distinguish between legcl objectives and prin

ciples to best codify law. Each nation has developed tech

niques and methods that suited its particular needs and 

peculiarities. Paradoxically it was noted that many of the 

peculiarities of one body of law could be readily seen in 

"" I Seagle, P̂ l̂̂ pyy al Lfiw, p. l4l. 
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another body of law, pointing up the tenent that while there 

were certainly many differences in techniques of recording 

law, there were also many similarities, and these varied 

from country to country, greatly confounding the world codi

fication picture. Still, techniques in classification and 

recording served the same purpose in all codifioation— 

namely, the protection of cultural and spiritual values.7 

The Glossators. Outstanding in characteristics of 

mediaeval codes were the glosses. According to Blackstone, 

the glossators were so named because of their practice of 

utilizing marginal glosses to describe the meaning of the 

law. The first of the great glossators, who worked with the 

oode of M. Justinian, was Irnerius. He was followed by such 

greats as Azo. Bulgarus, Martinus, Jacobus, and Hugo. The 

last, and most famous of the glossators, was Accurslus, 

whose work in the glosses was said to contain the law itself.° 

ag. Inadequate Nature of ilje ̂ LLfî LSSÂ  Furthermore, 

the work of the glossators indicated thct the Roman law was 

yielding to the force of custom, l/hlle the {̂ losses did 

serve to build interpretations and modifications into the 

codes they were stereotyped in nature and certainly could 

not always serve the needs of the people and vjould themselves 

have to undergo modification and subsequently the modifica

tions themselves would be modified, -̂iio question would im

mediately arise regarding what was to be done with the 

"̂  7 Jean Baptiste, A History qf French Private Î aw, 
Little, Brown & Co., Boston, 1921, p. 79. (Hereafter: Bi.ptiste, 
^rgHgb Private Lgn) 

8 Blackstone, Commentary, p. 39-

http://Bi.pt
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superseded gloss. The Germanic lawmakers, as well as others, 

continued to adapt their law to their specific needs through 

gloss interpretation until the early fourteenth century when 

lawmakers began generally making use of a newer method. The 

newer method came to be known in more modern times as the 

"Mos Italicus", or commentaries, and was espoused by the school 

of legal practice that was to be known as the "commentators" 

or post-glossators.^ 

^SM, Commentators. According to Baptists, the commen

tators were so named for theSr abandonment of the gloss in 

favor of the scholastic commentary on the law, a cethod which 

sought to solve all problems of codification by utilization 

of logical syllogisms. The weakness of the commentaries on 

the law lay in the tendency of lawmakers to lose the real 

text of the Roman law by immersing the entire body in the 

comments. Bartolus of Sassoferato, one of the most famous 

commentators, was the chief proponent of the method and was 

celebrated for having written commentaries on all the titles 

of the Roman Digest.10 

k. The German Codification 

Q^TO^a,? Common l^m. m^ ^^m I^MJL Codification of 

law, as known to the modern lawmaker, has been carried out 

in Germany only since the eighteenth century. As a result, 

Holdworth believed it probably was only natural that the 

Germanic peoples would adopt the "Corpus Juris Civilis" of 

9 Blackstone, Commentary, p. 34. 

10 Baptiste, French Private Law, p. 79 
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the Roman Empire after they had conquered it. However, the 

Germanic peoples failed to adopt the Roman Code for a num

ber of years after the decline and fall of the empire. 

Until the fifteenth century the German Code was a 

very simple digest which was not superseded until 1495, 

when it gave v;ay to a modification of the old Roman Code 

named the German Common Code» Because of the need to es

tablish laws fitted to the local customs, codes, and state 

laws, the German Common Code was contir:ually modified until 

1794, when its xanwieldiness forced a recodification that was 

known as the Prussian Common Code. The Germanic Code re

gulated all legal relationships except in particular rights 

of Individuals that could otherwise be provided for. 

In Germany the general reception of the Roman law 

did not occur, then, until the advent of the German Common 

Code in spite of the fact that the Germanic peoples overran 

the Roman Empire. Seagle explains this by saying: 

When in l495 an Imperial court, the "Reichs-
kammergerlcht," was established, it was ordained 
that it should determine causes according to the 
common law of the Empire, which meant the Corpus 
Juris of Justinian. The Digest has been called 
in Germany the law of the pandects, and this "usus 
modemus pandectarum (pandektenrecht)" reaffirmed 
the basis of German law until late in the nineteenth 
century. The Germanists, those who hsve vjorshipped 
the "spirit" of Germanic law, have rea:arded the 
late reception of the Roman law 1:1 Gennany as not 
only catastrophic but amazinr-. It is forgotten, 
however, that what was received in Germany was not 
so much the Roman law of Justinian as the Italian 
law of the Bartollsts, for the maxim prevailed 
"quod non agnoscit glossa non agnoscit forum". 

11 Holdworth, English Lgw, p. 51 
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which meant that the German court was bound only 
by the law as stated in the gloss. Moreover the 
Boman law was established and received at least 
at first only as a general subsidiary of common 
law.i2 

All sorts of causes have been stated for the reception 

of Roman law in Germany, most of them descriptive of sympto

matic states of being. One reason, given by Gray, v;as that 

the underlying cause was the desire of the ruling classes 

to disposses the peasents, who had an avowed distrust of the 

Justices.-̂ 3 Motheral, however, in at least one Instance, 

differed with many historians in his statement that the 

tenure in agriculture was threatened by falling prices.^4 

Holdworth believed that neither economy nor German abeolut-

ism could have caused the reception of the Roman law and 

pointed out that: 

The decisive cause of the reception lay neither 
in these external causes nor in the inner incapaci
ty of the German law for development, but in the 
excessive political particularism of the Holy Roman 
Etoplre, which as elsewhere meant the absence of dis-
imity in German law in turn discouraged its scien
tific cultivation, and the Germans who vjished to 
study Jurispinidence turned almost Inevitably to the 
Romanized Italian schools.^5 

The reception and use of Roman law, in Oermf.ny as 

in other areas in Europe, could very well be likened to a 

12 Seagle, :SM History QL 'km., P» 51* 

13 Gray, Spuy^Qg Q^ tolf P- 139. 

Ik Joe E. hotheral. World Lard Tenure. U. S. Dept. 
of Agriculture, Production Economics Branch, Washington, 
1956, p. k6s. 

15 Holdworth, English Law,, p. 181. 
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ghost story because the nations that used it were actually 

using a dead body of law and building thereon their own 

common and legislatively enacted law, even when such a law 

was in the glosses to the original body of Roman law. 

According to Seagle, the way was paved for modern codifica

tion of law in Germany by Ulrich Zasius who revolted against 

mediaevallsm of the Bartollsts and demanded a critical and 

historical study of the pure Roman law imcontaminated by 

the glosses and commentaries. Thus, he returned to the 

source for the Roman law and was enabled to thereby determine 

what was Roman as contrasted to what was mediaeval.16 

While a general acceptance of the Roman law in Ger

many was relatively late in coming it would be difficult 

to deny that the Roman law was used, at least in spirit, 

in specific areas. Toynbee pointed out that not all the 

Germanic invasions of Rome were villlnously violent. Some 

were peaceful migrations and a number of the earliest mi

grations were encouraged by the Romans themselves; sometimes 

they took whole tribes of Germans into their service as 

"foederati". Late in the fourth century, a mass of Germans 

entered the Roman iinpire with permission; these were the 

Goths, who had been badly defeated by the Huns, and they 

received Roman consent to settle in the north Balkans. 

Other migrations of the Germans were characterized by the 

same elements and many historians believe th-1 the Germanic 

migrations would have never gained their ultiucte wild 

13 Seagle, T^ History gJi hsSL, p. 181. 
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impetus had the Germans not been pushed from behind.^^ 

The immediate effect of the Germanic conquests of 

the Roman Bnplre in the West was not so bad as the deferred 

effects Considerable confusion followed immediately^ of 

course, but Roman institutions were not destroyed to any 

vital extent in most areas. What brought darkness to Europe 

was a gradual deterioration as contrasted to the picture, 

often drawn by historians, that darkness descended like a 

stage curtain. Following this concept Wormser explained 

the Roman influence on German law as follow§: 

Eventaully, (after the deterioration) Europeans 
actually did forget how to read and write...The 
Germanic kings oould not preserve order, they were 
almost always at war among themselves; they brought on 
a decentralization of law and government and of 
Justice that made it difficult to maintain effec
tive management; they fathered feudalism; and they 
did not have the background or the experience to 
enable them to take advantage of the tools of gov
ernment and of administration v/hich they found at 
hand.^o 

Wormser further reveiled that the Germanic law was 

meager and rough. Latin law was well developed and compre

hensive. In a typical Roman province, after its conquest 

by the Germans, it was very probable that the cultured 

Latinized natives would be ruled by vigorous but ignorant 

German barbarians. The Germans apparently tried hard to 

make Germanic law superior to thct of the Romans but ijust 

have found that they could not keep the German law "pure". 

17 Toynbee, A History, p. 158. 

18 Rene' A. Wormser, The Law. Simon and Schuster, 
New York, 1949, p. l6l. 
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The early result of the German conquest, then, was a tendency 

for German and Roman law to exist side by side in a con

quered area. Most of the early German law rarely contained 

more than criminal law, brief rules of tort and some rules 

of procedural law. They were written in latin and were thus 

open to interpretation by the church and Jurists. Therefore, 

even before the general acceptance of the Roman law in Ger

many, the Germanic law had a strong Roman flavor .-̂ ^ 

k» The Development of French Law 

Fr^ho^ X̂a1̂ ;i9?̂  la Germans. History recorded by 

Toynbee revealed that Pippin the Short had been Mayor of the 

palace in France, and in this position had weilded a great 

deal of the power that was ordinai4y weilded by his Prankish 

king. Pippin decided that he himself should be king, and 

sent a message to the Pope asking whether the man who led the 

people and held the power should not be king. When the Pope 

agreed Pippin had himself crowned king sometime during the 

early part of the year 751 A.D., foundinr̂  the dynasty which 

was to become known as the "Carolingian", after Pippin's son 

Charlemagne. It was Charlemagne who built the great empire.^0 

Wormser pointed out that Charles the Great, as 

Charlemagne was knox̂ n to the Germans, had his capital at 

Aachen in modern Germany; and, it was from thlG point that 

he endeavored to solidify his conquests and create one co

hesive realm. His empire was a co/.jlouierfte of many of the 

19 Wormser, The Law^ p. 181 

20 Arnold J. Toynbee, A Study QL History, p. 281. 
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European nationalities governed by a confused mess of tribal 

and provincial law, and it extended over what is now France, 

almost all of what is now Germany, Belgium, Holland, Switzer

land, half of Italy, and a good part of what once was Austria-

Hungary. It should not be inoonoeivable that Germany and 

Prance could still be one if the Carolingian Einpire had not 

been repeatedly divided by royal testaments which caused 

one war after another, tending to drive the two modem 

countries further and further apart.^^ 

The Feudal Lfî  in France. Charlemagne, according to 

Seagle, began the work of unification with the issuing of a 

series of "capitularies" that were decrees made with the con

sent of his council. The councl], in turn, could probably 

be likened to more modern parliaments and consisted of nobles 

and advisers that succeeded the old Teutonic tribal assembly. 

Because Charlemagne was a strong ruler he controlled the le

gislative bodies, making it farcical to say that the people 

had a voice in their government. The only ultimate function 

the people retained was in the perpetuation of the popular 

courts, and even here the Emperor made deep inroads in his 

establishment of an "aula regis", or Royal court, wUich 

stood at the head of the entire Judicial system in the moat 

strategic position to establish precedents to be followed by 

the common provincial courts.^ 

21 VJormser, The LaWf p. I65. 

22 William Sea-le, Th§ quest for Law. Alfred A. iinopf, 
New York, 1941, p. 218.^ 
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Despite Charlemagne's efforts to unify his realm 

the feudal system of government readily caught hold because 

of the divisional influence of the royal edicts issued by the 

Emperor which made it possible to distribute patronage through 

oonquerlng chiefs* The relationship of each person to the 

one above became that of man and lord. The land distribution 

was first held by the lords as benefice and later as fief or 

feud and the process of further distribution was called en-

feofment* The process was described by Wormser as follows: 

The Teutonic nature of a great part of the feud
al system is evidenced by these words*••the word 
"feud" is the Teutonic "fee" or "fch", which means 
wages or pay combined with the Teutonic Odh or ^d, 
which means "property". Thus, feud is "wages given 
for property". The word "fee" is still in our legal 
language, and is one of the vestiges of feudalism 
remaining to us. If one owns land outright he has 
a "fee simple"...it was Charlemagne who established 
the benefice, a grant of lejid in exchange for the 
promise of military service.23 

The feudal system spread all over Western Europe; 

but, according to Seagle, it differed somewhat from country 

to country, and soon after the death of Charlemagne the 

feudal law grew to such a state of mechanical perfection 

that the comparatively few manuals written about it served 

to deftly codify it almost completely. However, along 

with the development of feudal law there began the develop

ment of what was to become known as "customary law". The 

terminology here could be troublesome because feudal law 

itself developed through custom and the so-called lav; of 

23 Wormser, The Law^ p. 321 
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"custom"* The law was actually class law that grew out of 

the court oases in litigations between guilds, townspeople, 

and tradesmen*24 

Through the development of feudal and customary law 

as shown by Wormser, the codification processes equalled in 

simplicity the laws being codified* The laws were still 

listed without much attention to specific classification and 

the glosses were utilized to show the spirit of the law in 

such a way that even in codification the common law could 

influence feudal law* After the death of Charlemagne the 

southern regions of France began to turn to the classic 

Roman codification for government while the northern regions 

clung to the lav/ of custom and remnants of the feudal law. 

2ii£ S^g^m^n^ a£ ^X^^ntghm^nt* Furthermore, with 

the growth of tov/ns and merchant activities and with the de

cline of the clan system there were no longer any assemblies 

to try oases. Instead there were lay Judges in local courts 

who had Inherited the Judicial function of the assemblies. 

While the rules of law remained somewhat primitive the ac

counting procedures for handling laws were becoming more 

complex* The feudal system x̂ras beginning to wane because 

the duties of landholding oame, in time, to be dlsohargeable 

by the payment of money Instead of military service, there

by lessening the supply of manpower in war to & nucleus of 

professional soldiers. The Invention of firearms sounded 

the death knell of the armored, knightly cavalry and caused 

zJi wllllam Seagle, ĵlaa. OL li^^» Haiii.aurobi Jto iioX-̂ Gg, 
MacMillan Co., New York, 1947, P* 312. (liereafter: beagle, î en 
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a revolution in the methods of warfare of the age. The siim 

total of these Influences was the tendency to develop strong

er national relationships and a recognition of the need for 

knowledge in all phases of living. In France the trend was 

to lead ultimately to the codification of its laws under 

Napoleon Bonaparte*25 

5. Development of Law in England 

Tlr̂e CompiQn Law jSuÛ * The development of law and codes 

in England, unlike the development in Rome, Seagle pointed 

out, was not characterized hy exteimal changes in the form 

of government, even though the character of the monarch it

self was affected. The develoi)ment of private law was 

apparently unaffected by the political growth and the develop

ment of Great Britain because it had its humble beginnings 

with the customs of the people. Therefore, like the dev

elopment of common law in Rome and in Europe, the develop

ment of common law in England had archaic beginnings with 

the Celts, the early Irish, and even the Germans. The 

Anglo-Saxons, too, made their contribution to augment the 

aforementioned archaic codes, and in this sense the English 

common law was founded in a "code". While there were no 

Twelve tables to depict fundamental procedural change in 

English law, there were many statutes of this character in 

the formative period of the common law w.ilch was in the 

twelfth and thirteenth centuries.^^ 

25 Wormser, The LaWf p. 178. 

26 Seagle, i4en p/ Law^ p. I67. 
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XbS. StUft&* Toynbee held that the Celtic traditions 

were supposed to have been handed down by word of mouth from 

generation to generation and little was recorded to exactly 

describe their law* However, it is known that they had a 

history of independent living on the European continent and 

that their law was clan centered. Some of the Celts crossed 

the channel into England and carried their culture with them. 

They have been described as being socially advanced over the 

Germans who followed them from the east. The Celts rested 

legal authority in the Druids, or priests, who awarded pimish-

ment for actions*^7 

Early liJjg]! IO^SL* ^^@ Irish law of earlier days, as 

described by Wormser, was a short digest founded upon the 

decisions of Caratnia the Scarred, a Judge who held court 

under King Conn in the seventh or eighth century. It con

sisted of fifty one short paragraphs that stated principles 

of law or precedents in a very round-about manner. St. 

Patrick was also salA to have organized a commission as early 

as 440 to compile the Irish law that became known as the 

Senohus Mor, or Great Custom. The Irish priests, during the 

period of time when Evirope was sinking into darkness, pro

duced a large quantity of illuminated books and it was pro

bably the Irish who taught the Anglo-Saxons to read and write. 

The earliest English law books were written in Irish script 

which was a modification of the Old Roman script.28 

27 Toynbee, A ^liMl ii£ liiSiSXX, P. 321. 

28 Wormser, Th^ Law^ p* 2^0. 
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Q̂ riq?P̂  tofJrHghQ^ JLSL £QglaM« Beginning in 55 B.C., 

and for almost four hundred years thereafter, according to 

Wormser, England was under Roman rule. The English peoples 

were quickly moulded into a well organized and well governed 

society which lived very properly and prosperously until 

360, when the Celtic Plots and Scots from the North caused 

the Romans considerable difficulty in control. After the 

failure of the Roman Empire, at about ^20, the Germans came 

in several successive migrations of mixed sub-nationalities 

and fought their way inland against a people helpless without 

the Romans.29 

Furthermore, the Germans destroyed most of the Roman 

civilization and implanted their own legal customs, making 

England a German country governed by Germanic Concepts. The 

Germans were followed by the Danes and gradually a new civi

lization began to solidify along the feudal pattern in 

England.30 

The Norman Cpnouest. Just prior to the ilorman con

quest the laws of England, according to Wormser, were 

Germanic in content and form. When William the Conqueror 

arrived in England the English had in operation a well-

established and co-ordinated system of German law that bjoame 

known as the best example of Germanic law ever to exist. It 

seems probable that the English concept of the sense of 

Individual rights, desceilded to modern times from the old 

29 Wormser, The Law^ p. 241. 

30 Ibid., p. 425. 
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Germanic clan ri£^ts^ and it also Is probable that the be

ginnings of Parliament rested in the first of the councils 

of William the Conqueror* During the period of time in 

which the Anglo-Saxons were in control of England there were 

many codes of law, such as those of Ethelbert, Edrio, 

Alfred, Edward the Elder and Edmund, and all were the mere 

listing of the laws that covered certain property ownership 

and various torts.3^ 

After considerable conflict with other oialments to 

the throne of ^gland William the Conqueror finally ascended 

with the blessing of the church to full control and organized 

English law along the same line and pattern of the feudal 

system modified to include common law. Therefore, at one 

and the same time England was subject to control in relative

ly well-organized courts and under common law while she also 

was subject to de-centralized by-play of feudal law. Just 

as the Norman and German languages merged to form the Eng

lish language the laws of the two formed the basis of the 

English law that was to be augmented with Roman law.32 

Perfecting a System. The reigns of Henry II and 

Edward I have been regarded as particularly momentous in 

the history of common law as it developed in England and as 

it later influenced American law. Under Henry II it is sup

posed to have occurred in the centralization of royal minis-

teratlons laws, land laws, and many other laws. Hug 

"~" 31 Seagle, Men of Law^ p. 2k7. 

32 Ibid.. p. 2^1. 
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believed that it was the reign of Henry II, "that laid the 

foundations of the modem English Pari lament ".33 Under the 

reign of Edward I, according to Seagle, statutes were 

supposed to have been enacted that would mould and shape 

the common law of the land into a form of oode giving rise 

to the appellation of "The English Justinian" as a tribute 

to Edward I. However, this would appear to be a misnomer 

because the law of England, as set forth by Edward I, were 

simply the foundation of the great body of law while the 

work of Justinian was the codification of a mature body of 

law.3* 

The English system of law and its administration, 

as shown by Hurst, presented no startling innovations in 

ideation. The Jury system appears to have been taken from 

the Prankish practice, the itenerant Justice being closely 

akin to the Caroligian "misi" which in turn represented a 

similar plan that was followed by the ancient Babylonians. 

Even the system of tillowing precedent had ancient origin, 

and since the system was one of precedents it was fore

doomed to be a law of special action, or forms of action. 

Hurst further shov̂ ed how one of the special forms 

of action was called "Tresspass," and it came to overshadow 

all the rest because it grew to be "the fertile mother of 

actions". However, this action v.as not unique in nature 

because the Roman law had shown the same tendency only in 

3^ Seaigle, Men of Law^ p. 171-
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lesser degî ee* Moreover, the English used the coimnon prac

tice as a basis of their law but found that as their society 

developed there were alv/ays oases to be tried in which there 

was no precedent* As has been shown, these gaps in the 

common law were filled with Roman law. Therefore, the 

English system of common law, as it is known today, came to 

the world as the result of adaptation and use. It could 

probably be said that the adaptive character of the English 

law could be ascribed to the assimilation of a niimber of 

different bodies of law as used by the Druids of the Celts, 

the Irish, and the Anglo-Saxon law*35 

y^e ^a^na Carina. One of the important preludes to 

the advent of the Magna Carta quite naturally could be ex

pected to be the institution of writs in the English legal 

system, and, according to Hurst, the modern world still 

makes use of some of the special writs, such as summons to 

court, writs of habeas corpus, and the writ of Certoirari 

by which the Supreme Court of the United States permits 

appeals in certain cases from lower courts. The greatest 

benefit of the writ system was that accompanied in an abandon

ment of old forms of trial by combat and test and helped 

substitute the trial by fact and law. The legal maturity 

in England was advancing.3" 

The maturity of legal thinking on the part of the 

English people, according to Smith, conflicted with the ar

bitrary and oppressive rule of Kin̂ ^ John. John had t:iven 

35 James Welland Hurst, ̂ h^ Growth Q£, M^rJ.??.^ iiaSl, 
Little^ Brown & Company, Boston, 1950» P« ^* 

36 Goldwyn Albert Smith, A Constitutional î ni ye x^l 
History of England^ Chas. Scrlbner's Sons, i:̂.. York, 1955,p. 18 
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the English peoples nothing but heevy taxation and foreign 

defeats as well as oppression at home. The church became 

the only solace to the people and it was only to be expect

ed that a dispute between John and the Pope over the right 

to appoint the Archbishop of Canterbury would help to create 

a great rift between the throne and the people. John capi

tulated to the desires of the Pope but the movement of re

volt was already underway and when John saw that he would 

ultimately lose his cause he met the rebels at Runnymede, 

near Windsor, and signed the Magna Carta as it had been 

prepared by the rebels in advance.37 

The Magna Carta ultimately was to become the stone 

upon which was built the English Constitution but, as indi

cated by Smith, it gave little to the people as a whole, 

being designed principally for the benefit of the upper classes 

An example of this facet is the fact that the Magna Carta 

only gave the right of trial by a Jury of peers to the 

noblemen and not to all men of England as has sometimes 

been indicated.38 

The career of the Magna Carta, according to Wormser, 

has been stormy because it would be Ignored by one king and 

accepted by another until the struggle with the Stuart kings, 

when it became the basis of the Englisii Constitution, juiber-

ation came to England class by class until relatively recently 

37 Goldwln Albert Smith, A Gor.stituLional and Legal 
History of England. New York, Charles Scrlbner's Sons, 1955, 
p. 348. (Hereafter: Smith, Legal History of. Liiiglaiid) 

38 Ibid., p. 371. 
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the common man was able to achieve freedom.39 

ThS. Emerging Common l^^i. The Ehglisn system of law 

was not the only one to be founded upon common practice, 

according to Wormser, since it has already been indicated 

that the Romans had a body of "common law" that was com

parable to the English law. Just as did the Babylonians. 

However, the common law of other systems differed from the 

English m spirit. In the Roman system the common law con

sisted of a mass of Juristic opinions but the English system 

cited the material in the body of common law from the de

cisions of Judges in actual trials only. As contrasted to 

a codification system of law the common law was a law that 

fixed the point of law definitely in the highest court of 

appeal in such a way that it could only be changed by le

gislation, whereas, in the codified system the Judge could 

Interpret the law in any vjay he vjished regardless of prece

dent .4^ Perhaps some qualification of this facet by Smith 

was in order at this point, since it has become accepted 

practice that a Judge in code countries should not go flatly 

against precedent which embodied principles that were de

finitely and firmly established, \\niile le-lslation has been 

required to change common law, it has been strangely left 

alone by legislation* Somehow Jurists have been able to 

circumvent conflict by the virtual elimination of obstructive 

precedents.^^ 

39 Wormser, The Law, p. 256. 

40 Ibid., p. 261. 

41 Smith, Legal History of England, p. l4. 
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Maine described another method by which common law 

grew 

It was taken absolutely for granted that there 
was somewhere a rule of known law which will cover 
the facts of the dispute now litigated, and that, 
if such a rule be not discovered, it is only that 
the necessary patience, knowledge, or understand
ing is not forthcoming to detect it. Thus, by a 
system of rationalization, law was found where it 
did not exist, and all the clever devices of the 
logician were used to this end.42 

The common law Judges, using their greatest mental 

acumen, were somehow, then, able to determine some way out 

of even the most complex situations. Often the complex 

derived from situations which should : otually have been 

simple situations but because of curious mitigating cir-

oumstsmces were destined to become complex. Wormser des

cribed a rather simple situation which was borderline in na

ture to the extent that it could cause considerable difficulty 

in litigation. His example is as follows: 

You drop your pocketbook on the floor of a store. 
A customer sees it and picks it up. Who Is the 
possessor of the pocketbook, the customer who found 
it and picked it up, or the storekeeper bee use 
the pocketbook was in his store and you have no 
rights in his store except for the business which 
brings you there? The law is filled with border
line oases in every field, and the common law 
Judges had to struggle to delineate the borders 
and to create a system which makes logical sense 
within itself.43 

Obviously, the common-law Judge has considerable in

fluence in the development of the essence of the law even 

42 sir Henry Sumner liaine, Ancient Law, Oxford Univer
sity Press, London, I86I, p. 233. 

k3 V/ormser, The Law, p. 263, 
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Though he is really expected to reflect only the social mores 

and the beliefs of his populace. Perhaps the greatest single 

difference between the coded law and the common law was that 

under the Romanesque system the criminal prosecutions were 

based upon the inquisitorial system, whereas, the common 

law countries made use of the accusatorial system in that 

the state made the accusation and had to prove it against 

the defense of the accused* 

According to asith, after the reign of Edward I there followed 

in succession in England a series of reigns by rather futile 

kings. Little v/as done to change the law and its codifica

tion or recording, but England was to experience the Black 

Plague, which took almost half its population, and the Hundred 

Years' war, which was to cost her heavily in manpower. This 

depletion in manpower was enough to wreck the feudal system 

as a practical approach and by the time King Henry VII, 

the first of the Tudors, the country was in need of his firm 

and practical guiding hand. During the reign of Henry VII, 

Henry VIII and the other Tudors, there v/as comparatively 

little interference by parliament in the operation of in

ternal affairs. Henry VIII, because of nis difficulty in 

his marriages and with his mistresses, became involved in 

conflicts with the church that ultimately led to his out

right break with the Catholics and a cleavage to the custoais, 

mores, and laws of England.44 

""""" kk Smith, Legal History ol Ŝ ngland. p. 321. 
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Some Important figures in the development of the legal 

system in England were Robert Coke a barrister. Sir Francis 

Bacon Edward Coke, legal historians and writers as v/ell as 

barristers, and John Selden. With such able thinkers in 

the field of law England developed Equity to provide for the 

administration of Justice when common law failed to do so, 

and it Inaugurated habeas corpus and freedom of speech. The 

state of law oodificatlon then set the stage for the modem 

"code* of England to make its appearence. 

6. Summary 

Codification of law in the middle ages was still only 

rudimentary in form and the codifioation picture was clouded 

by the divergent nature of governmental control. Because of 

the rather large number of small kingdoms, and the kaleido

scopic nature of nationalism in the feudal system of legal 

control, it could only be expected that there would be a 

great deal of difference between different areas of the 

world in codification. 

The mediaeval period witnessed a -p?adual descending 

of darkness over the world until most people actually for

got how to read and write. The greatest agency for perpetua

tion of learning and enlightenment was the church and a few 

of the nobility, who perpetuated certain elements of the 

law. Upon the fall of the Roman Empire the barbaric Germans 

assumed control of most of the civilized world in some form, 

even to the invasion of England. While tuis conquest of the 

world by the Germans was not always violent it did tend tc 
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stifle the Roman culture and break down the strong central 

government of the Romans into the decentralized territorial 

form that ultimately led the world to feudalism as a form 

of governmental control. 

The foundations for the feudal state were laid down 

by Charles the Great, or Charlemagne, as he was known to the 

French, when he established the "benefice", or land grant, 

in turn for personal services. This land grant grew into 

the fief and was the basis for protective services and mu

tual aid for a number of years in-so-far as the relationship 

between the lords and the common man were concerned. 

At the same time the first different forces in oper

ation created the feudal system of government, and Charle

magne was establishing his unified empire, the study of law 

was progressing in the famous schools of law in Itc;ly and 

the need for some kind of systematic means of control of 

the laws became known. After the continent had tried all 

the forms of German oode and found that it was impossible 

to make the old German oode serve satisfactorily there was 

finally a general acceptance of the Roman code of laws as 

set forth by Justinian. The only country which did not 

accept the code of Justinian was England. 

England, at the time of the general spread of the 

Roman law, was involved in internal troubles which had led 

to a strong feeling of national pride. Also, King Henry 

VIII had a distinct disagreement with the Pope and did 
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everything in his power to create a complete political rift 

between England and Home* Instead of the oode of Justinian 

it was common law to which England turned. As oould be ex

pected, England experienced some difficulty with common law 

because of the points in law in which there was no precedent. 

Where these cases occurred the gaps were filled with ele

ments of the Roman law, so, even England did not escape the 

force of the mature Roman law. 

In the spread of Roman law near the end of the media

eval period, such leaders as Irnerius, Bulgarus, Azo, and 

Hugo, who preceded the most famous of all the ̂ l̂ lossators, 

Accurslus, began the process of describing the law in the 

glosses they wrote to accompany the code of Justinian. While 

the glosses helped the various governments in the adoption 

of the Roman Code it must be recognized that they had the 

weakness of being stereotyped and rather inflexible without 

complete re-writing. In addition, the glosses oame to con

tain the law and represented a classic building of the living 

and useful law of Europe on the dead body of Roman law. The 

common law practices resulted from the concepts contained 

in the glosses exid thus, at one and the same time, Roman 

law was called the law of the land while the common law was 

used alongside it in the various courts and included In 

the glosses. 

It can readily be recognized that England did not 

invent common law, or law from custom. Practically all of 

the concepts used by the Ein̂ lisn were used earlier by the 
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ancient Babylonians, the Romans, or the Hebrews, but it toc)p 

the tenacity of the English to stick to their own system and 

make it work regaz*dless of how much it might appear that 

they were merely muddling through* 

The commentaries on the law bear considerable merit 

in the law codification field. Because the commentators 

Inducted so much of the law into the comments they oame to 

be recognized generally as perhaps the most Important source 

of the law. Bartolus of Sassoferato, in his school of law, 

was the often eulogized proponent of the commentary and was 

known for his use of logical syllogisms in the setting forth 

of the law. 

After the acceptance of the Roman law on the Continent 

and the maturity of the common law in England, all a part of 

the general awakening of the world to knowledge and under

standing, the need for codification of laws was felt in 

practically all the vjorld at the same general period of his

tory. However, oodificatlon came about first in Prance, 

followed by Germany and her immulators. Codification has 

been used but partially in all the common law countries. 

Certain writings and comments by such men as Blackstone, 

and Jeremy Bentham, in England and by liontesquieu and Voltaire 

in Prance occurred chronologically In the mediaeval period 

of legal development. However, their greatest effect took 

place during the age of codification, proving that these 

great thinkers were years ahead of their time, '-̂ helr work will 

be described in the next chapter in the era of codifioation* 



CHAPTER IV 

THE ERA OP CODIFICATION 

1. Introduction 

The age of enlightenment, with its accompanying de

sire on the part of the legal profession for order and reform, 

saw the beginning of the movement for codification of all the 

law from all sources* Where the first thought regarding 

codification arose will probably never be known but the rea

sons for codification were forcible enough that the movement 

was certain to take place at one time or another. 

Codification was described by Bentham in detail^ and 

was described by others during the space of time following 

Bentham's work as a means of achieving legal unity for the 

times simply by reducing the law to a set of rules set forth 

in a code. Seagle called the early concept of the meaning 

of codification thusly: 

A new and strange delusion thtt beset the a,;̂:e of 
learning revival that osui be described as part of 
the enlightenment, which because of it, may perhaps 
also be called the Age of Codification. The delu
sion* **that all problems of administration.**could 
be solved by reducing law to sets of rules in codes**̂  

Because the driving force behind the movement for 

oodificatlon was a highly urgent desire for legal unity it 

""" i Jeremy Bentham, Handbook gf. Political .'\=llaclesp 
Johns Hopkins Press, New York, 1952, p- 238-269. (liereafter: 
Bentham, Political Fallacies) 

2 William Seagle, SlS. '<̂ue8t £211 LaHi The Tudor Pub
lishing Co., Hew York, 19^6, p 278. (Hereafter: Seagle, ŷyiest 

79 
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a means of device for central control over her legal struc

ture while in Europe the myriad centrifugal forces had created 

a number of decentralized bodies of law that were still in 

existance* Every small province and town had its own body 

of law that could be combined with the Roman law as a basis 

for a newer system of legal control provided the means of 

handling the new code could be developed to a satisfactory 

degree of perfection* 

There were other reasons for the development of the 

continental countries but even so, there were certain re

volts against Roman domination. Also, the common law had 

continually been modifying the accepted Roman law to augment 

the modifications already made by the legislation of the va

rious countries, and since the Roman law was deeply immersed 

within the Digest of Justinian and the commentaries of the 

jurists over the glosses of the earlier day, it could only 

be expected that eventually the cry would 50 up for a simpler 

means of recording the law of the lands. 

The term "codification" had been attributed to Jeremy 

Bentham, an English Jurist, as a personal Invention.3 How

ever, England was not to be the first country to achieve a 

really workable code of laxjs. Wormser suggested that perhaps 

the reasons were the typical English tendency to "muddle" 
k 

through. Smith suggested that, the probable reason for the 

3 Seagle, wuest for Law, Sim, p. 280. 

k Rene* A. Wormser, The Law. Simon and Schuster, New 
York, 19^9, p. 310. (Hereafter: Wormser, !SM 1^0 
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countries on the Continent taking the lead in codifioation 

rested in the faot that England had its central control and 

needed the oodificatlon much less than did Prance and Ger

many*' At any rate it remained for Prance to create the 

first code of laws, to be known as the Code of iJapoleon, 

and it was from the French revolution that all modern codes 

of law have been dated* 

This chapter has been dedicated to a description of 

the causes and results of modem codification and is organ

ized to show legal processes followed in codification rather 

than the mechanics of codification, since little apparent 

attention was allowed for mechanics as such at the beginning 

of the modern era of codification* 

2* The French Code 

As has already been Indicated, the French developed the first 

complete code of laws but there were many other codes, or 

really attempts at codification, as early as the seventeenth 

century* Some of these were described as follows by Smith: 

The Scandinavian kings undertook to proclaim 
codes as soon as they achieved centralization; 
"King Kristians Danskc Lov" was proclaimed in I683, 
and King "Kristi Ans Norske Lov" in 168?; the 
Swedish Code of Frederick I did not appear until 
173^ under the title "Sveriges Hikes Lag". These 
codes, however did not reveal the neatness of 
classification characteristic of modem times and codes 
for they mingled civil law tile with criminal law 
and contained also ecclesiastical as well as 

5 Goldwln Albert Smith, A CoLiStitutionai and Legal 
Histoî v of Engrlandf Charles Scribner»G Jons, l̂eu York 1955, 
p. ̂ 28. (Hereafter: Smitl̂ fLe>:al History of Lai-l^ad) 
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proced\u»al law* They left in force,-moreover, 
a common law as a subsidiary source.^ 

It was during the reigns of Louis XIV and Louis XV, 

according to Seagle, that partial attempts at codifioation 

took place In Prance in the forms of ordnances called 

"Grandes Ordonnanoes", which dealt with procedure in civil 

and criminal law as well as with commercial and maritime law. 

It was between I73I and 17^7 that the famous Chancellor 

d'Aguesseau, under Louis XV, created a series of ordnances 

that virtually beoame first drafts of the ultimate codi

fication of Napoleon.' 

In the German states, at the same time of the develop

ment of codification in Prance, there were attempts at codi

fioation that only included parts of the law in use and which 

were short lived. Under Prince Maximillian III, in 175^, 

the Bavarians created the "Codes Maximllllaneus Bavaricus 

Civilis", which actually was not the instrument of central 

control and authority but one that retained the principles 

of the subsidiary force of the pandect law. Of note, too, 

was the Josephine Code, published in 1787, in Austria. All 

these codes were the works of one or two individuals who 

worked privately. The exceptions with this statement were 

the Scandinavian codes, which were entrusted to codification 

commissions in initiative action, but v;hic.. wound up being 

S Saith, Lezal History g£, Ea^acnd. p. 391. 

7 William Seagle, 4:1021 QL hm., Hammurabi to. Holmes, 
MacMillan Co., New York, 19567 p. 281. (liereafter: Seâ ;le, 
Mea S£. Law) 
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the work of individuals.^ 

Codifioation ]^ Commission. Justinian created his 

oode through the Joint efforts of ten men, forming the recodi

fication commission, and his approach has become the most 

accepted way of achieving some sort of complete coverage in 

codification, probably because it represented a natural 

method in the treating of a complex and complete body of 

modern law. At least two legal historians believed that the 

departure from codification by commissions^ during the age 

of enlightenment, lay in the nature of the Royal absolutism 

of the time. Seagle pointed out: 

The departure from the method in the age of the 
enlightenment was due to the peculiarly personal 
forms which royal absolutisms assumed in this per
iod, and perhaps to the type of rationalism which 
prevailed*..a benevolent despot doubtless found it 
simpler...to have a single Jurist do the Job.9 

Wormser, while agreeing with Seagle In the latters belief 

that monarchic forms of government found it simpler to 

codify through utilization of one individual, also pointed 

out that the simplicity of such practice arose through: 

The absolute law of nature...which was after 
all implanted in the mind of a single individual 
as firmly and as tenaciously as it could possib
ly be in the minds of a group of Jurists.-'-̂  

It was Samuel von Cocceji, who was selected by Frederick 

the Great to provide his subjects with the Prussian Code 

shortly before Coccejl's death in 1755- ''hile the Prussian 

8 Seae;le, Hgn Q£, L§W , p. 282. 

9 Ibid., p. 283. 

10 Wormser, The Law, p. 59. 
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code actually appeared prior to the French revolution it csjinot 

be used as the best example of codifioation in the modern era* 

It is true that the Prussian code had many of the concepts 

of the age of enlightenment within its provisions, but it 

aulso reflected the thinking of the ancients and the darkness 

of the middle ages* At the best the code of the Prussians 

could only be called a transitory type of oodificatlon, being 

Roman law put into the vulgar terminology. It remained in 

force until 1900.^^ 

The French Code Civil. According to Seagle, the Civil 

Code was officially proclaimed on March 21, 180^ under the 

title of "Code Civil des Pranoais". However, it took another 

six years before the French completed the work on their set 

of codes that established the first really modem codification. 

The complete work consisted of four parts titled the code of 

civil procedure, the oode of commerce, the code of criminal 

procedure and the penal code, which have all retained their 

titles imchanged to modem times. The title of the entire 

oode, however, has changed to "Code Napoleon" and back to 

"Code Civil" according to the fortunes of the regime of 

Napoleon. ̂^ 

Fisher has pointed out that the French Code nad pro

bably the strongest flavor of nationalism of any oode of 

laws ever to be written.^3 The oode came about, according 

11 Smith, Mgn 03^ Lê cal History ofl Enp;?.̂ <̂ , p. 381. 

12 lifeM-. P- 237. 

13 H. A. L. Fisher, "The Codes", Cambridge Modern 
Historyr Cambridge Press, Ca-.bri'ise, I906, p* 152. 
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to Arouet, as a result of the forces already enumerated and 

because it had been promised by the constitution of 1791* 

Apparently the idea of a codification of the laws had a de

finite and strong appeal to the French prior to the revolu

tion, for, according to Voltaire and as reported by Seagle, 

it was important in Prance "that all laws be clear, vmiform, 

and precise",* and that the people traveling would not "have 

to change horses as often as they had in the past in order to 

meet the requirements of law"*^^ In France the "ancient regime" 

had collected and collated some of the material for the codi

fication and had cleared the way to national codification 

with the recognition of what was customary law and with its 

separation of customary law from the Roman Code*^^ 

Furthermore, the customary law was the concern of 

everyone, and because of this, inclusion of custom in the 

French code was to be expected; especially, since the code 

itself grew from the desire of the people for an accessible 

law. This meant, too, that a code that oould make the law 

accessible could be in a position to prescribe the true na

ture of the natural law in such a way as to circumvent the 

tampering of despotic rule. 

Since the French desired a new code that would pre

scribe conditions completely, according to Seagle, the 

constituent Assembly voted on October 5, 1790, that a code 

"~ Ik ^^cois Marie Arouet (Voltaire), D3t,gt;oyL̂ îr̂  
PhilOflonhigue. Vol. VI, Art* "Lois", By Librarie Freres, 
Paris, p. 67. 

15 Seagle, The History of Law, p. 283-

16 Seagle, Men of Law, p. 284. 
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should be prepared and created a commission of three on June 

25f 1793 to prepare the first draft of the oode. The oode 

was prepared within one month and presented to the assembly 

but was rejected because it was deemed not revolutionfiu'y 

enough* The second draft was prepared by Cambaceres and 

was presented in the form of 297 articles which were only 

briefly debated by the assembly in 179^. The third draft was 

presented to the Council of 500 on June 14, 1796 but neyer 

came up for discussion* The fourth draft was presented to 

the Council on December 21, 1799» and was also treated but 

lightly and it was not until the four commissioners of 

Napoleon, appointed in 1300, presented the preliminary draft 

in 1801 that the oode began to take on its final shape. The 

Civil Code was finally proclaimed on March 21, 1804* ' 

aaas. innwm^ aL iilS. Q^Ag 51SdLl. The impact of the 

French code, according to Brissaud, was felt abroad as well 

as at home in France* France was, at the time of the pre

sentation of the final draft of the code, in a position of 

world eminence and the French language was rapidly becoming 

the one most common tongue used on earth. With this ad

vent of the Code Civil the,laws of France made themselves 

felt, also* One of the formost of the influences of the 

French code was the instillint̂ ^ of national pride in so uany 

of the countries ivhich emulated it. Another reason for the 

uniqueness of the Code Civil was the fact t'lat it was tae 

first systematic adjustment to the scheme of le^cl relations 

17 Jean Baptiste Brissaud, 4 rlistorv Q£, French 
Private Law. Little, Brown ci Co., Boston, 1912, p. 781, (Hereafter: 
Brissaud, jPŷ nbU Fr̂ Yfl̂ ê hm) 
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logically adjusted to the needs of the mlddleclass state. The 

oode has sometlffles been criticized for its great emphasis on 

landed wealth but it won acceptance where the precepts of 

foundation for the English law could find acceptance nowhere 

except in the countries that were colonies or which had 

English speaking rulers*18 

Seagle suggested that because of the faot that the 

Code Civil was attractive in form, understandable, written in 

modern language, and more democratic than any of the other 

codes of law, a number of the new countries, which were founded 

during the nineteenth century, adopted the French code as the 

guide and pattern for their own codes. Outstanding as an 

example of the reception for the Code Civil was the action 

of Egypt in 187^. It was then that Egypt obtained permission 

to follow the Code Civil, and since its acceptance of the 

Code Civil Egypt has turned more and more to the study of 

French Jurisprudence and French culture to augment Islamic 

culture*^9 

Walton held that the Code Civil had been called the 

"Code of all the Latin races".20 According to Amos this was 

probably because the French Code achieved a nevi reception 
21 

that could well be because the code is the law for all persons.'^* 

18 Brissaud, French Private Law^ p. 781. 

19 Seagle, History of Law, p. 281. 

20 F. P* Walton, "New German Code", Juridical Review. 
Vol. XVI, 190Ĵ , p. 152. (Hereafter: Walton, German Code). 

21 Sir Maurice Amos, "The Code Napoleon and the i.odern 
World", Journal of Comparative Le.cri slat ion. Vol X, 1928, p. 31-
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3* Modern Oerman Codification 

German Co^e Related ^ Code Civil. Walton reported that 

while the Code Civil has had many imitators and has permeated 

legal organization around the world, the Germanic oode was 

beset by a number of conflicting forces and has had few imi

tators. Perhaps the beginning of modern German codifioation 

occurred with the command of Maria Theresa that a code be 

prepared. However, she was singly dissatisfied with the ini

tial effort and ordered that the Roman law be abandoned as 

the basis for the oode and that Instead there be substituted 

the German natural law. According to Walton, the "Codex 

Theresianus" came to nothing.^^ 

Seagle held that it was not until 1811, with the pub

lishing of the Austrian Code, that a work of note was pro

duced* The Austrian code was a workable solution to many 

legal problems and relied upon the Code Civil for a con

siderable amount of its structural direction. It also found 

some basis in "natural law" and was accepted in several of the 

countries of eastern Europe, notably Serbia, Venetia Kingdom, 

as late as I860. ^ 

All of the acceptance of the Germanic types of codi

fication, according to Ludwig, offered no real competition to 

the Code Civil until the publication of "Das Burgerllche 

Gesetzbuch" in 1896. This work has usually been referred to 

as the BGB and was actually placed into effect in January, 1900. 

""""̂  22 Walton, German Code, p. 1^8. 

23 Seagle, Th®. History ^ hm., P• 289. 
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Until then the German oodlflcations offered no appearance of 

a real unified civil law,24-

While the code of Napoleon gained tremendously in the 

period of time from the revolution until 1814 it never did 

gain wide acceptance in Germany for two apparent reasons* 

Perhaps the strongest influence on the German thinking was 

Napoleon's reverses of 1812 and 1813.- Another reason was 

the internal differences in Juridical thinking. 

<^^mm Pr^^g^r^g jCs£ ^gaii ynjj^* According to 

Querard, as early as 1814 Anton J. Thibaut, who was a 

professor of Roman law at the great German University at 

Heidelberg, published a pamphlet in which he demanded a na

tional civil code of laws for Germany. At the same time 

C. F. von Savigny, who was called the greatest of the German 

Jurists, probably reacting with many other Jurists who 

opposed such a step, came out publicly against a codifica

tion of the German law. His belief apparently derived from 

the concept that law must be the result of a slow growth 

Just as is language. Of course, he probably felt that it 

should be the result of Interpretation by Jurists as well* 

Apparently the rest of the German legal thinking tended to 
* 

take its starting point, either overtly or covertly, from 

Savigny, for at about 1815 they hez'^n to study the law of 

the past instead of looking for the orogressive law that 

was living at the time.25 
2k Emil Ludwig, TM Germans. Doul?],̂  ̂ ĝlppry OL a 

Nat ionr (Translation by Norman), Little 3rown & Co., Boston, 
1941, p. 196. (Hereafter: Ludwig, TJia GgEaaaS.) 

25 Albert Leon Guerard, Reflections Qja T̂ g. r.apoleQalc 
£S£SM, Charles Scrlbner's Sons, New York, 1924, p. 204. 
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Because of the tendency of the Germans to lean on 

history for legal progress, Seagle indicated that it was 

probably natural that they would develop many of the great 

legal historians.. Among the outstanding were Savigny, 

Elohhorn, Gierke, and Mommsen. In the period of development 

from 1815 to 1900 the German development appears to have 

taken three parallel paths. One was the road to the Roman 

law, the proponents of which became known as the "Romanists", 

another was the development of the "Germanists", who studied 

German legal sources, and the third was the development of 

the re-worked law of the pandects. All the groups must have 

felt the impact of social and economic pressures for a codi

fication of German law, but witn such a difference in legal 

thinking there was small liklihood that a unified codifica-

26 tion could be accomplished. 

The first general area, in which codification began 

to make progress, was in the commercial field and it was in 

1847 that a German law of bills of exchange was adopted by 

each of the German states. In I86I a Gerxuan Commercial Code 

was put into effect in the same manner &-nd in I867 the î 'orth 

German Federation was formed, layin- the foundation for the 

development of the codification of all German law. The 

Federal Legislature in Germany v/as .̂ ranted the power to 

enact a civil code in 1873 a^^ t>y 1877 there was in exist

ance a penal code and a code of civil and crliulnal procedure 

for all of Germany. However, at that time the ,3eneral codl-

26Seagle, The Quest for Law, p. 29I. 
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floation picture in the Oerman state was chaotic. Ludwig 

agreed with this statement when he pointed out: 

In 1877 there were over thirty different systems 
of legal action in Q^vmsiny apart from the Prussian 
ALR, a civil code in Saxony***adopted in I863... 
(as well) as the civil code in Baden...west of the 
Rhine* Thirty three percent of all Germans had 
laws written in Latin, and fourteen percent had 
laws written in French. The laws were written and 
administered so that the law of the pandects abro
gated the common law.2' 

Seagle reported that because the French oode had been 

produced in such a short length of time, Thibaut estimated 

that the German code oould be produced in two to four years. 

However, the production of the BGB consumed over twenty 

two years during which a commission of famed Jurists sat 

behind locked doors in the creation of the first draft. 

Upon its publication, in 1877» it touched off arguments be

tween the Germanists and the Romanists. The secrecy of its 

Inception and production was a point of contention with 

others while still others described its language as "tor

tured and obscure".^® Mall reported tnat a second commission 

went to work in I89O and after five years produced the BJB, 

which contained more Germanic law thc.n the first draft and 

which still made use of laboured language when it was com-* 

pared with the French Code Civil. Despite the eltpse of 

almost a century of time, from the advent of the French 

27 Seagle, The History of Law, p. 292. 

28 W. L. Holl, (Translator), Grundlegung der Sozio-
logje des Rechts. Random House, 193^, p. 423. 
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Code until the completion of the BGB, the German code did 

not differ greatly in its basio detail from the French 

oode.29 

The Acceptance siL the German Code. While the German 

oode Ignored, to a certain extent, the lot of the propertyless 

class, it also had some merits. The chief merit of the BGB, 

as agreed upon by Ludwig and Seagle lay in the faot that it 

employed a finer degree of technical meticulousness in the 

working out of legal doctrines that were only vaguely des

cribed in the older codes.30 it also conferred civil capa

city upon women, recognized the validity of contracts, and 

provided for the rio;hts of individuals.3^ 

According to Thompson, the influence of the German 

oode has not been as great as that of the French Code Civil. 

However, the Swiss code, which came out in 1907i was strongly 

Influenced by the BGB and it in turn was accepted almost 

intact by the Turks in I926. The German code v/as also used 

as the basis for the Brazilllan Civil Code of 1917 and for 

the Japanese oode of Civil and Comercial lavj that was placed 

into effect in 1899.^^ 

Although codification of law spread all over Europe 

and to remote parts of Asia the idea never did spread to 

~ 29 Seagle, Hen OLH LaWf p. 290, Ludwig, T^e Germ^g, 
p. 209. 

30 Seagle, T^e History of Law, p. 294. 

31 Ibid.^ p. 295. 

32 J. W. Thompson, Mediaeval Germany. Univer -ity jf 
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1928, p. 378-
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England or to other "common law" countries. Yet, the need 

for codification was recognized early in England by at least 

one of her leading legal thinkers* 

4-* The English Reform 

Jeremy Bentham. Wormser was one of the opinion that 

although Blackstone and other of the prominent English Jurists 

were satisfied with the existing law, there was the belief 

that the English law, as it stood, was not the perfect tool 

that the Jurists would have people believe. The outstanding 

proponent for reform prior to I832 was Jeremy Benthfim.33 

Wormser attributed to Bentham a strength rarely experienced 

by a man when he stated: 

In the century following the Declaration of 
Independence an intensive movement for the reform 
of the legal system took place. It was partly the 
result of the encouragement of the impact of the 
American Revolution on liberal English minds, but 
it was largely due to the work of one reformer, 
Jeremy Bentham, who was called to the bar but did 
not practice law.34 

Maine attributed tremendous influence on English law 

to the work of Bentham and epitomized his work as follows: 
« 

The secret of Bentham's Immense Influence in 
England..*is*.*he gave us a clear rule of reform. 
English lawyers of the last century (eighteenth) 
were probably too acute to be blinded by the para
doxical commonplace that Eaglish law was the per
fection of human reason, but they acted as if 
they believed it. Bentham made the rood of the 
community take precedence over every other object .-̂ ^ 

33 V/ormser, The Law, p. 3IO. 

34 iMd.*, P* 310* 

35 Sir Henry Sumner limine. Ancient Law, Oxford Univer
sity Press, London I86I, p. 65* 
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Still another testimony to the influence of Bentham 

on the English law and codifioation was that of Seagle: 

The driving force behind the movement for 
codification (the term itself, like many others in 
the legal literature of the age, was an invention 
of Jeremy Bentham! was a highly urgent desire 
for legal imlty*3o 

Bryoe stated that Bentham was brought sharply into 

public focus when he published his Fragment of Government in 

1776, and he remained solidly there with the publishing of 

his subsequent works. To support the contention that Bentham 

had a strong influence on English law it is required only 

to note that before his death the reforms he proposed were 

already being undertaken* Bentham not only wanted to hu

manize the law but he also wanted to engage in a type of 

codification that would see the laws of the land completely 

classified and recorded with adequate research tools to 

facilitate their use.^^ 

There were limitations, he held, however, to Bentham's 

own good thinking. While he knew a good deal about current 

English law he apparently knew relatively little about the 

Roman law. He must have believed that the whole world would 

readily adopt an idealized code based on the English law 

as he would reform it. He also believed that attorney liti

gation should be abolished with every man bein^ his own 

36 James Bryce, Studies jin History ^id Jurisprudence. 
Vol. II, Tudor Publlsaln.^ Co., New York, 1901, p. 685. 
Hereafter: Bryce, History ^ Jurisprudence) 

37 Seagle, The History of Law, p. 278. 
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lawyer* However, whatever his shortcomings, English law 

began to mature under his stimulus.38 

gQ<3lJ,filr9̂1?JI>ffl In England. Since England had rejected 

general systematic codification, Bryoe held that she had 

been forced to rely on the legal unity she had achieved in 

the common law. At the beginning of the seventeenth century 

codifioation had been thought of and with the advocation of 

its acceptance by Bacon it would appear that codification 

would have been inaugurated. Some have attributed the re

sistance to codification in England to the suspicion of 

French ideas generated by the revolution. However, England 

had its private civil code in Blackstone»s commentaries 

even though she had failed to make it official. This uiade 

it possible for the English lawyers to rest in their belief 

that codification was mere doctrine.39 

Still, despite the fact that the English had achieved 

considerable legal unity, according to Korgan, the common 

law system was not the perfect legal tool that many believed 

it to be. Where the common law failed to cover a case, 

through "no precedence", the English had patched the opening 

with the old Roman law or with legislation of their own. 

The patchwork grew until the legislation was more voluminous 

than the common law on w Ich it rested.^^ 

"~" 38 Bryce, History of Jurispriidence, p. 686. 

39 I b i d . y p.. 686 . 

40 J . H. Morgan, TiiS. hSiL S^^ C o n s t i t u t i o n 2L thc^ 
Empire, London P r e s s , 1928, p . 2 1 1 . ( H e r e a f t e r : ilorgan, L ^ 
anc^ C o n s t i t u t i o n ) 
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Wormser reported that during the Victorian period in 

England several statute commissions were established to re

vise, edit, and codify the English laws* This meant repeal

ing obsolete statutes and bringing together under single 

titles the old statutes on any given subject in an effort 

to bring them up to date. This obviously did not create 

a code of laws in the true sense of the word, but were mere 

consolidations• Between I87O and I934 no less than one 

hundred and nine consolidation acts were passed in Parliament* 

Many of these were very extensive but still they did not satis

fy the demands of real codification, in spite of the fact that 

codification in England was making progress that could be 

dated from I87O, especially in the English colonies.^^ 

^9^Unnfi §%^%^%^§ lu MslS^- Notable among the 

codlflers in England was Sir James Fitzjames Stephen, who 

was active in giving India its code. However, Seagle held 

that Fitzjames efforts did not win acceptance in England 

itself and it was not until well toward the end of the ilne-

teenth century that true codifying statutes were passed. 

Actually, the first of the codifying statutes were only 

partial statements of the Civil Law; the Bills of Exchange 

Act of 1882, the Partnership Act of I89O, and the Sales of 

Goods Act of 1893 were extensive enough to be considered 

codifications of their respective fields because they ac-

tually replaced the common law. It was finally in the 

second decade of the twentietn century that partial 

41Wormser, The Law, p. 294. 
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codification of the English criminal law was effected in 

the Perjury act of 1911, the Forgery Actof I913, and the 

Larceny Act of 1916* 

5» Codification in America 

SsmmSk Im. gg^^^t^op i^ American Jurisprudence. 

Common law was brought to America from England and, according 

to Morgan, it pervades even the written constitution of the 

United States, and in the provisions of the constitution of 

the United States, and in all its subordinate constitutions, 

there are provisions for punishment of crime, for protection 

of individual rights, for consumation of contracts and in 

the very wording of them there is a recognition of the pre-

existence of common law. These precepts the settlers had to 

bring with them from across the Atlantic. Therefore, the 

foundation of the constitulonal law of America is not to 

be found solely and originally in the written constitutions, 

but also in the common law. In spite of the fact that many 

experts had stated that there was no common law on the 

Federal level in America, and that it existed as such only 

within the enfoldment of the Individual states, this could only 

be technically true If the common law precept was included 

in the Constitution. This was further borne out by the fact 

that the Supreme Court had frequently interpreted the points 

of law contained in the Constitution by application of the 

Common Law.^3 

42Seagle, The Quest for L^w, p. 297-

43 Morgan, -̂ aw ;̂nd Constitution, p. 218. 
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Morris reported that in America, oodificatlon had 

made far greater progress than it had been able to make in 

England. While complete civil codes were to be found in 

only a very few states there were codes of criminal proce

dure and criminal codes which had become fairly coramonplaoe. 

He reported that David Dudly Field, a famous New York 

attorney, prepared a code of civil procedure that fused 

the administration of law and equity and introduced the sys

tem of "fact" pleading. His code was patterned a great 

deal after the French Code Civil and followed the Roman 

precept as well, but it was adopted in California and in 

North Dakota only. New York's legislature accepted the code 

but the Governor vetoed the bill. 

The basic common law in the United States had not 

then been codified, but the American Law Institute had for 

a number of years been writing a restatement of the common 

law in the United States. The restatement of the common 

law was said to be no more than a digest because it lacked 

the authority of the legislature to codify or revise. Since 

it was a digest it would readily fit into the structural 

concepts of Justinian in his codificotion. Actually, to 

serve the needs of the American lawyers and the public 

there had been attentions given to the adoption of uniform 

laws in various fields but notably in the field of commerce. 

These uniform laws had been generally accepted in codes in 

most of the states and the result was a fairly uniform l-yer 

of national law on the subjects they covered. The reason 
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for this had been attributed to the federal nature of the 

government on a national level, much as it was in Germany^ 

Xaw XSL JtsM ̂ ârlv jSslSUalfiJL* Wormser pointed out that 

the first of the American colonies was that of Massachusetts 

Bay Company, a business corporation* The colony was under 

the rule of England* The charter for the colony provided that 

it might make such laws that were not inconsistent with those 

of England but this restriction was ignored from the very 

beginning* The settlers had left England to escape authori

tarianism and uh^er the inspiration of John Cotton established 

it in Massachusetts. The Old Testament became their consti

tution, in effect, and a considerable part of the tribal law 

of the Jews was actually put into effect. Church and state 

were one and the saune and the model was the patriarchal law 

of the wilderness. As Wormser further stated: 

John Cotton, the most eminent religious leader 
of Massachusetts, came to America at the age of 
forty-six to fulfill his long-cherished dream of 
a Utopia governed by the laws of Moses, a society 
in the Old Testament. He was widely respected, 
and his influence upon government and law was as 
important as his position in religious life of 
the new community. When a formal code of laws was 
established the code finally adopted was the 
"Body of Liberties" prepared by Nathaniel Ward. 
But Cotton had presented his own proposal, "Model 
of Moses, His Judiclals", and although Ward's . 
code was adopted, most of Cotton's ideas prevailed.^-? 

Certainly, in the early colony government in Kassa-

ohusetts, the people were living, according to Bryce, under 

k5 Wormser, ^ e Law^ p. 325 
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an authoritarian form of control* It was during the early 

colonial period that Salem, Massachusetts had its famous 

witch trials and other legal excesses in which the colony 

indulged* Representative of the authoritarian point of 

view was John Wlnthrop and John Cotton* Representative of 

the more liberal point of view was Thomas Hooker,who left 

the developed confines of the original colony to establish 

a new colony at what is now Hartford, Connecticut. As time 

passed other leaders, who believed that government and the 

church should separate, helped to foment unrest in the colo

nies* Notable of these was Roger Williams in Rhode Island, 

and John WigO in i^assachusetts*^^ 

2 M ?rg-̂ ffiTQX̂ 1;̂ ai9hfi,ry £S£l24« ^ e era preceding the 

American Revolution was one, according to Wormser, that was 

frought with the colonial dissatisfaction with the authori

tarian type of control. The period produced its share of 

legal thinkers and leaders, notable of whloh was James Otis, 

Patrick Henry, Samuel Adams, Thomas Paine, and Thomas 

Jefferson. Because their work has been recorded in history 

they are only mentioned here. The greatest signifioance 

of their work was that they laid the foundations or actually 

finally drafted the constitution that was to endure in America 

to modem times. Still more important than the document it

self was the basis on which the Constitution was written; the 

right of the individual, and the consent of the governed. Be

cause of the need to insure the control of pov-rer in the 

"" 5S Bryoe, History of .Jnyigprudenoe. p. 687. 
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government the BeTclutlonarles established the two house 

congress and the Supreme Court*^7 

2l3£. BftgilymJitflig aL Higher âî . Concerning the Consti

tution of the United States, Bryce wrote: 

No feature of the government of the United 
States has awakened so much curiosity in the 
European mind, caused so much discussion, received 
so much admiration and been more frequently mls*̂  
understood than the duties assigned to the Supreme 
Court and the functions whloh it discharges in 
guarding the Ark of the Constltution*..There is 
no part of the American Constitution which re
flects more credit on its authors or has worked 
better in practice.^8 

The vmlqueness of the American Supreme Court was able 

to win it the distinction of being perhaps the greatest 

single American contribution to the field of law; it repre

sents the essence of the spirit of Judicial review and helps 

to make American Government one of the laws and not of men. 

Contrary to the belief of many laymen, the Job of the 

Supreme Court is not to veto legislation but to Interpret 

the constitution* 

Constitutional 1*^^ XSl i M Restricted Definition. The 

term "constitutional law", because of the provisions of our 

"written" constitution, and in accordance with practices in 

other governments with the same type of constitution, ac

cording to Morris, has been interpret c in its most restrict

ed meaning. Constitutional law referred only to the pro

visions of the written constitution, while customs. 

^Wormser, The Law, p. 300. 

k8 Bryoe, History of Jurisprudence, p. 781. 
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practices and conventions which exert influence on control 

remain outside the definition of the term. However, as 

has already been indicated, the interpretations of the 

constitution by the Supreme Court are often made on the 

basis of the common law*^9 

Haynes admonished that it was probably well known 

that there were two types of constitutions, the "written" 

and the "unwritten" and the "unwritten" applied to most of 

the common law countries* The American Constitution could 

be used as an example of the "written" constitution while 

the English had been called a classic example of the "un? 

written" constitution. The distinction between the two 

was simply that the written type was all written down in 

one place while the unwritten constitution might be contain

ed in statutes and common law as vjell as in certain written 

constitutional areas, and not all written down in one par

ticular place* Actually, the English constitution was pro

bably the best example of the surviving constitutions of 

its type. The Greeks acknowledged the existance of "con

stitutional law" in their distinguishing between fundamental 

laws and political laws. The Romans gave their constitu

tional laws even higher formal r̂ -nk thtii their statutory 

laws even though their legislative action could chtmie all 

laws with equal ease.50 

The written constitution was appraised by 3ryce as 

49 Richard B. Ilorris, Studies InJ^jc^ Higt̂ gyy of AmejH-
can Law^ Columbia University Press, New York, 1930, p. ko. 

50 C. G* Haines, T^e Ameriosin Doctrine Q£, ^MlSl^ 
SupremaQVr Tudor Publishing Company, New York, 1932, p. 27. 
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perhaps the greatest triumph of legal Ingenuity. This was 

because it attempted to express the organic legal structure 

in fixed form in such a way as to control the limits of le

gislatures and protect the persons being governed from the 

inroads of the strong in power* It, therefore, was said to 

rest upon the premise that not only oould rights be protected 

but regulated; and regulated in advance. This was made 

possible by the assumption that constitutional law,in case, 

enjoyed a higher rank than legislative law, which made it 

the object of Judicial interpretation and review.^^ 

Judicial Supremacy in the United States. Seagle 

maintained that John Marshall was the one man in whom rested 

credit for the institution of Judicial review. When he was 

appointed Chief Justice in 1800 Marshall probably regarded 

it as his golden opportunity to entrench sound Federalist 

principles in the Judicial branch of the government. It was 

in the case of Marbury vs hadison that John Marshall seized 

the opportunity to proclaim the doctrine of Judicial supre

macy that endured through the years of the American govern

ment. Perhaps the strongest of Marshall's motives was the 

strengthening of nationalism so that the national trade would 

thus be assured, but more likely it was the need for protecting 

property interests. At any rate he invoked the "coui..erce" 

clause and the "contracts" clause for the purpose of resisting 

state encroachment8.-5 

51 James Bryce, Modern pemocracies. Vol. II, Holt Co., 
New York, 192^, p. 11. 

52 William Seagle, "Our Cast Iron Coastltutlon", uatlon^ 
August 17, 1932, p. 31-
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The foundations laid by Marshall, according to 

Eodell, paved the way for the exercise of Judicial review in 

the Dred Scott case and made it possible for Judicial review, 

as it exists today, to be born* Natural law became the law 

of the American Constitution even though it was called posi

tive law. The United States became a government of nine 

men*53 

6. International Law 

:SM OVXF^XV, StL International Lgw. By A. D* 700 Rhodesia, 

according to Seagle, had put together the Hhodian Sea-Law, 

which was a collection of laws and rules to control maritime 

shipping, and by the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries these 

had been refined well enough that they had acquired a grecit 

authority in all of Europe. Examples of these lavjs can be 

seen in the Oak Book of Southampton, and in the laws of Wis-

by in Gothland.5'*' 

Wormser held that, in the process of establishing 

international law, a number of practices evolved from ancient 

times to create various bodies of law to regulate commerce. 

When the bulk of trading shifted to the West, the towns of 

Italy came into ap.ritlme emminenoe and the town of -jnalfl 

developed the "Tablet of Amalfi" that stood for an indeter

minate number of years. It was followed by the Code of 

Carcelona in the thirteenth century, a widely applied cet 

53 Pred Rodell, Nine Hen. Random House, New York, 
1955, p* 11* 

5k Sea-le, liig. History o£. U^, p. 307. 
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of regulations for trade at sea* At the same time the Code 

of Oleron was applied in Northwestern Europe where it was 

in force for several centuries. It was on these codes 

that the laws of Wlsby were founded.55 

Development of Individual Codes. Wormser further held 

that because of the growth of nationalism in the seventeenth 

century nations began to develop individual codes to govern 

international shipping. These were invariably adoptions of 

existing provisions with adaptations and supplementation 

with laws to suit special cases. In the nineteenth century 

a movement was started to unify the maritime law and the 

York-Antwero Rules of 1890 were evolved. They were inter

national codification of the rules applying to insurance los

ses at sea. Still another oodificatlon took place at the 

Hague in 1921. 

Also, Maritime law differed somewhat from the common 

law and from codified laws of nations. One of the more in

teresting differences is the treatment of a vessel engaged 

in international commerce as an individual, a process which 

thoroughly treats the ship very much as American law treats 

a corporation. Even under the American law, when a ship is 

at fault in collision with another, the ship is the object of 

the action Just as if it were animate.5 

Public internetlonal law, according to Seagle, has 

enjoyed varying degrees of importance. It governs the re

lations of nations and an injured citizen has no personal 

"55 Wormser, The Law. p. 501. 

56 Ikl4*, p. 502. 
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rl^ts under international law regardless of his obligations, 

indicating that International law is actually still in a 

rather primitive state.57 

At the dbse of World War II the United Nations 

Assembly, according to Rodell, was organized to administer 

international law but prior to that time much of the law 

between nations was mere lip service more than enforceable 

law.58 

Notable personalities in the development of interna

tional law were Alberlous Oentilis (1552-I608) who was a 

lawyer born in Italy. However, he practiced in Austria and 

©ogland for most of his career. According to Wormser: 

Although Gentills was eminent in his day, he 
was almost forgotten for about three centuries 
after his death, his reputation obscured by that 
of Hugo Orotius, the Dutch Jurist who came after 
him, and it was not until very recent times that 
historians and Jurists have come to appreciate 
his full genius. Gentilis could probably be called 
the father of international law, an honor which 
has been given to Orotius instead.59 

Wormser further reported that Gentilis never made an 

attempt to codify international law, but his books covered 

an enormous amount of material. In his writing he was known 

for his freedom from restraint. 

Also, Hugo Grotius was probably the most renowned of 

all modern writers in international law. He lived in exile 

57 Seagle, Ths. Hj^l^pyy QL Laji, p. 308. 

58 Rodell, Mai. Jlgn, p. 38« 

59 Wormser, The Law, p. 508. 
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for a considerable portion of his life in England. Por a 

while he was living in France and published the De Jure 

Belli for whloh he is most famous. He frankly took much of 

his material realistically from Gentilis but greatly ex

panded it. His work in international law was believed to 

have been prompted by his desire to circumvent war.^^ 

Wormser appraised Samuel Pufendorf as one of the great

est German Jurists who believed that the seas should be free. 

However, he recognized the legality of "booty" but followed 

Orotius for the most part. He lived from I632 to 169^.^^ 

Wormser also indicated that still other contributions 

to international law were made by Cornelius Van Bynkershoek 

(1^73-1743) who followed the Zouch method of decidin^' cases 

in the law of nature. England's contribution to the great 

in international law was Lord Stowell, a Jurist who was 

able to apply law Justly to all nations alike.^^ 

7. The History of School Law in America 

The First School toLa* ^^ vjould be incorrect to 

assume that school law is any different fro/n any other 

kind of law, because school law is Just another applicition 

of rules of action to a rather complex area of endeavor. 

School law, in the United States, was rooted with the establisii-

ment of the first public school, the Boston Latin 3chool 

"""̂  So Wormser, The Law, p. 510-

61 Ibid., p. 51^. 

6z liilfl..* P* 518» 
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This school was established in I635, by the town fathers of 

Boston, with the enactment of an ordnance which provided a 

home and a small salary for a teacher, to prepare for the 

operation of a publio school for boys. The school was es

tablished as a preparatory school for the University (Harvard) 

which came into existance in I636. The ordnance provided 

that the sohool would be supported by fees and subscriptions 

but its establishment was volimtary. It was not until the 

year 16^7 that the Colonial Legislature, through the Massa

chusetts Ordinance of 16^7, made the establishment and main

tenance of such a school mandatory upon every town of one 

hundred residents or families and affixed a penalty of five 

pounds upon any town which did not comply with the law. The 

schools thus established became prototypes of the schools in 

the entire colony and were to endure for one hundred years.^3 

Just as the oheinging times and ways of living caused 

changes in other laws, so did the same factors cause changes 

in school letters and legislation.^ Williams disclosed that 

definite differences occurred in individual areas and there 

was certain to be differences between laws of those areas 

which had different cultures or geography and social structure. 

While Massachusetts was establisaing a secondary school by 

law, the attendance bein̂ i voluntary, the middle and southern 

colonies were establishinK; very few schools, apparently follov/-

Ing the belief that education vjas the responsibility of 

63 L. A. v;illlams, Secondar.y Schools for ^aerloi:: 
laiaijl, American Book Company, 3-ai Francisco, 1951# P- 20 
(Hereafter: Williams, Secondary Schools) 
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private individuals and not of the state*^^ 

•Ĵ e Latin Oraiaer Schools of New England declined 

because of a multitude of factors* First, the school was 

established only as a preparatory school for university en

trance and the scope of the curriculum became inadequate, 

then too, many of the towns rebelled at being dictated to 

by the colonial legislature* Many of the religious and so

cial Institutions and industrial and commercial institutions 

wanted a different product from the schools than they were 

getting. In addition to these factors the financial support 

for the schools was inadequate because of the fact that 

private contributions were the life blood of the institu

tions and the control. Instead of being private, was public.^5 

Development of Secondary Schools. Williams has shown 

that in 17^9 the first attempt to establish a secondary 

school, to meet the needs and demands of an economic minded 

and industrialized society, was made in Philadelphia by 

Benjamin Franklin with the establishment of the Philadelphia 

Academy.^^ Furthermore, this school was the nucleus from 

which evolved the University of Pennsylvania and touched 

off the Academy movement. Later, in I76I, the Dummer Acad

emy was established in Massachusetts but was still support

ed by private funds more than by governmental funds, 'ihe 

Academy, accordlnc to Woody, was the type of school in most 

""""̂  65 WlTliams, Secondary Schools, p. 17* 

65 Iki^., P* 21. 

66 I. L. Kandel, History of Secondary MliSaklSIL, ^^e 
Houghton Mifflin Co*, Boston, 1930, p. 118. (Hereafter: Kandel, 
History 21 Secondary ^\A<?at;Q») 
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imiversal use in America at the time of the American Revolu

tion and grew in importance for a number of years. It was 

the first to offer education to girls through legislation.^7 

^^^^r^it Legislation j^ Education. Federal and State 

development of codes of lav; relating to education have pro

gressed in parallel fashion in-so-far as action was concern

ed. According to Kandel, because of the provisions in the 

Federal Constitution the control of education has been left 

to the states but the activity of the various legislatures 

on the national level has reflected what the states themselves 

were trying to do.°° Therefore, the acts of congress relat

ing to education will be listed in the order of enactment. 

The Congressional Act of 1802. An act signed by 

President Jefferson to establish the United States Military 

Academy at V̂ est Point, New York.^^ 

The Land Grant of I8O3. As a part of the agreement 

for the admission of Ohio to the union the Federal Govern

ment gave land to provide for schoolSi?̂  

The First Federal Money Grant in I9I8. Five percent 

of all money received from the sale of land to the states was 

distributed and soriie of it vjas used for school purposes."'^ 

?7 TT"A. Woody, A History o£ Women's Education Jya 
The United States. The Science Press, New Xork, 1929, p- 38. 

68 Kandel, History oH Secondary 5c3,UĜ ti9n, p. 68. 

69 B. A. Hinsdale, "Documents Illustrative of American 
History", Report of UnltedsStates Commissioner of Education, 
Vol. II, 1892-93, p. 1325. 

70 Kandel, History of Secondary Education, p. 70. 

71 Itii., P- 79. 
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The Surplus Revenue Act of I836. About half the money 

provided in this act was used by the various states for the 

education of the commonwealth.72 

The First Morrill Act—1862. This act provided for 

land grants to the states for the support of colleges that 

taught military tactics, agriculture, and mechanical arts* 

Each state received thirty thousand aores of government land 

for each representative in Congress* The states oould sell 

the land, but the monies received, Inoludinj Interest there

from, could not be spent for the erection, purchase or 

preservation of buildings*73 

The department of Education. In 1866, the department 

of education was established upon recommendation of the 

American Association of School Administrators."^^ 

The Hatch Act of I887. The Hatch Act provided fif

teen thousand dollars annually to each state and territory 

having an agricultural college and specified particularly 

the promotion of investigation of agricultural science.75 

The Direct War Tax Refund. In 1891, this money v/as 

given to three states and was used for publio schools.7^ 

The Vocational Education in Secondary Schools. The 

movement began in I900 v;ith the National Association of 

manufacturers, the National Metal Trades Association, and 

7Z Kandel, History of Secondary Education> p. 59. 

73 Ibid.> p. 81. 

7k Williams, Secondary Schools, p. 24. 

75 Kajidel, History ^I 3ecoMdary Education^ p. 84. 

76 Ibi^M P* 9̂ -
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the American Federation of Labor recommending Federal aid 

to education* In 1914 Congress appointed a commission on 

National Aid to Vocational Education, and in 1917 the Smith-

Hughs Act was passed providing funds that were to be matched 

by the state* These funds were appropriations for teachers 

of vocational agriculture, home economics, for teachers of 

the trades and Industries, teacher trainees and for the study 

of vocational education. Supplemental legislation was enact

ed to extend the benefits of the act to some of the dependen

cies of the United States. The George-Reed Act in I929, and 

the George Ellzey Act in 193^, increased the appropriations.77 

The Mineral Royalty Act* This act was passed in 1920 

for the purpose of giving to each state a proportion of the 

royalties received from non-metallic mineral deposits on pub

lic lands, setting up the foundations for the fine Junior 

colleges in California today.''° 

The George Deen Act. Passed in 193^, this act pro

vided aid in distributive occupations that more than doubled 

the previous appropriation for vocational education in the 

states and territories. It added a new field in secondary 

education called Distributive Education. It required only 

the matching of fifty percent of the i'ederel appropriation 

by the secondary schools until 1942 and then ten percent 

additional until one hundred percent iiiLtching was rerGaed.79 

77 Harold R. Doublass, Calvin Jrelder, Am^rigan Puja.-
lic Education. The Ronald Press Co., Kev; Zork, 1948, p. I78. 

78 Ibid., p. 178. 

79 Williams, Sacondary Schools, p. 49. 
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The Indian Schools. The Federal Government has a 

direct obligation to provide eduoational facilities for near

ly three himdred Indian schools. In 1948 the annual appro

priation for Indian Education in the United States and in 

Alaska was about thirteen million dollars.®^ 

Other Federal Activities in Education. These ac

tivities Include the Civilian Conservation Corps, National 

Youth Administration, Vocational ^idanoe and placement. 

Civil Aeronautics Authority, Private Schools for the blind 

and deaf, and other agencies. The Works Progress Adminis

tration aided in the school lunch programs in which more than 

one and one fourth billion school lunches were served through

out the various projects. Also, there are more than fifteen 

thousand federal reservations of many kinds, such as Navy 

Stations Army Posts, Veteran's facilities, prisons, fish 

hatcheries, soil conservation and power development parks 

and light houses. Over twenty seven tnousand children live 

on these reservations with public facilities provided for 

less than two thirds of them. The others pay their own 

tuition to attend publio or private schools.81 

8. State Statutory Law 

Application QL Laws 2Ik i M St^i^ 1^3^. Every time a 

legislature has met it has enacted le:;islat ion to meet the 

"" 80 WlTliams, Saoondary Schools, p. 189. 

81 Kandel, History QL ̂ p̂onĉ ary MliSfitiaa, P. 191* 
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needs of the society, and to do this it must repeal sections 

of old law or entire laws wherever the conditions demand it. 

As Bhoim previously, a law can either be legal, meaning 

that it is constitutionally jjermitted, or illegal, because 

the constitution forbids it. According to Remmleir., the 

constitutionality of a law must be determined in a court 

case and once again it is seen that the interpretive power 

of the court can be an extremely important factor in any 

attempt to codify the laws of a state.82 

Also, by constitutional permission the state legis

latures have enacted thousands of school laws that describe 

how the schools should be run. Many of these laws are com

pletely descriptive and leave no foreseable condition un

provided for, while many of tneo merely i.;cke nientlon of other 

conditions. Other laws relate to the powers of the state 

boards of education in administration of the laws which do 

not completely spell out the manner in vjiiich the schools L̂ re 

to be run.^3 

The State Boards of Education are created by the le

gislature! or by the constitutional provision,and have powers of 

administration of laws and educational affairs as delegated 

by the lefj;islature and constitutional provision, or through 

the implications of those provisions. The powers of boards 

of education are supreme unless the decision or action makes 

82 M. K. Remmleia, Scnool Law. ricJraw Hill Book Co*., 
New York, 1950, p. 1-14. (Hereafter: risLiuaeln, School Law) 

83 Ibid*, p. 13. 
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it necessary to have it challenged in couirb. If the board 

has acted outside Its authority its ruling, or action, is 

void and if the ruling was within the authority of the board 

it will be upheld as legal*®^ 

Furthermore, local school boards are subordinate 

agencies of the state board or the legislature. Through 

powers delegated to the local board by the state it may 

make and pass resolutions which have the force of state law.85 

Thus, according to Remmlein, statutory law consisted 

of resolutions of the local sohool board, rulings of the 

state board of education, enactments of the state legisla

tures, and enactments by the Congress of the United States 

In-so-far as the operation of the schools was concerned*"*̂  

Remmlein also showed that because of the complexities 

of legal terminology traditionally used in enactment, writing, 

and codifying laws the Intent of the legislature has sometimes 

been difficult to determine* This has made it necessary to 

read the statute as a whole because items within the context 

oould depend for clarity îpon some other section.87 

Parts Qt Sk Statute. Remmlein pointed out that the 

seven technical parts of a statute were the title, the 

preamble, the enacting clause, the body of the law, excep

tions and provisos, interpretation clauses, and repealing 

clauses. The title, preamble, enactln- clause, and the 

""̂  §5 Remmlein, School L§£L, P* 1-14. 

85 IkM., p. I-l^. 

86 National Education Association, "Codification of 
School Law", R̂ ffPfirr.h Bulletin. Vol. XXXII, February, 195^, 
p. 5. (Hereafter: NEA, Bulletin) 
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repealing clause were omitted by codlflers when they arranged 

the law In the compilation of laws, thus showing only the 

body of the law* Therefore, the intent of the legislature 

should be apparent in the body of the law, yet, lawmakers 

have used language of such a nature that legislative Intent 

has sometimes been difficult to determine in the body of the 

law alone, especially when Intent of the legislature has 

been also expressed in the preamble*87 

9. Summary 

The code of laws that ushered in the era of codifica

tion was that of Napoleon, even though it followed many other 

attempts at codification that helped the codlflers in the 

codification of the French Code. Exemplary of the early 

attempts at real codification were the codes of the Scandi

navian Kings and the attempts by the Germans. It is worth

while to note that the most successful results in the codi

fication of law have always come through the work of codifica

tion commissions Just as Justinian had in the compilation 

of the Roman law. 

The French Code Civil was proclaimed in 1804 after 

a very hectic revolutionary period. The code was v/ritten in 

a very short period of time and the complete v/ork consisted 

of four major parts the code of civil ẑ rooedure, the code 

of commerce, the code of criminal procedure, and the penal 

code* It had a very strong flavor of liatlonallsm c-Jid united 

87NEA, Bulletin, p. 12 
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legal activities of Prance under the one central regime 

where there had been confusion before. Because of its in

fluence at home the Code Civil made its imprint on the le

gal structure of the world by being accepted overtly or 

covertly by practically all of the world that did not use 

Common Law* 

The only competition for world wide acceptance of the 

French Code Civil has been the German codes* However, the 

German codes were published nearly one hundred years after 

the publication of the French code and has never gained 

very wide acceptoanoe. It has been used as the basis for 

the code of Japan and influenced the Swiss code of 1907 as 

well as the Brazilian code still later. 

The idea of codifioation did not belong to the French 

any more than it belonged to any other nation. In fact, the 

very term "codification" itself v/as an invention of Jeremy 

Bentham of England and it appears at least a little ironic 

that England has never actually codified its laws, even 

though she has passed a number of statutory provisions that 

had the effect of codification in part, even as early as 

the Victorian period in history. 

Because the United States was founded as the result 

of many Influences there have been many legal cô  cepts em

bodied in the codes of law adopted there* Basically, in 

response to the English influence, the united States h£d a 

common law foundation of considerable strength. However, 

some of the states geographically located thr t they were in 
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the paths of expansion of the major European powers during 

the colonial days in America, have adopted major forms of 

codification whloh were not originally founded on common law. 

Regardless of the major form accepted, though, the influence 

of common law, or custom, cannot be Ignored anyw.ere in the 

United States* 

Complete civil codes can be found in only a few of 

the United States, but even at that, codification has made 

more progress in America than it had made in England. David 

Ehidley Field, the famous New York attorney appeared on the 

legal scene in America and prepared a civil code that was 

finally accepted in California and I-orth Dakota. Louisianna 

also developed a codification of law based on the Code 

Napoleon. The rest of the states have used the common law 

almost entirely with supplementary codifications of their 

statutory law* 

Perhaps the most noteworthy contribution of the legal 

system in the United States was the establishment of Judicial 

Supremacy in the administration of provisions of law. The 

^preme Court has helped to strengthen nationalisin and has 

served to protect the written constitution of the United 

States through its authority to interpret the constitution 

and thereby apply its provisions to legislation. It does 

not legally veto legislation but interprets the coristitutlon. 

International law has evolved from the v.ork of mari

ners engâ ,ed in international commerce. The need for a real 

oode of law has patently been felt for centuries bocouse 

from 700 A.D*, the date tjenerally accepted as the cue for the 
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maturity of the Hhodian Sea-law, there have been numbers of 

codes for the control of International Commerce. liost of 

the major provisions in these codes were located in the 

York-Antwerp Rules. Notable personalities in the develop

ment of international law were Grotius, and Albericus 

Gentilis. 

The codification of school laws, as such, has not 

been undertaken until comparatively recent times. Apparently 

the relatively small body of laws on public schools combined 

with the comparative newness of free public schools has made 

codifioation unnecessary. However, the r:ro'-itn of the popu

lation in the United States has made it necessary to enact 

more and more laws in the field of education and codifica

tion appeared to be essential in all the states at the time of 

the study. 

Legislative enaotruent on the federal level has con

sisted primarily of financial aid to education beoau:.:e the 

constitution has reserved the power to control schools to 

the province of the states. 

The various states have enacted thousands of school 

laws that describe in varying degrees Just hov; the schods 

should be operated, l/here the description was not complete

ly clear it has been necessary to have court deoislonG to 

clarify the discrepency. Varying de:;rees of c.uthjrity have 

beon Granted to school boards to cCt, and that authority 

was found to be supreme. The lavjs acve decreed that the 

local boards should be sub-ordinate to the legisli^ture. îo 
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legislature oould pass laws that violated the state or 

national constitutions and they, in turn, were subject to 
> 

interpretation by the Supreme Court* 



CHAPTER V 

OBGA^IIZATION Al̂ ID USE 0 ? SCHOOL LAW 

III 1955 

1* Introduction 

Since sohool laws were Just like other laws and were 

subject to the same rules in oodificatlon procedure that all 

other laws were subject to, it would appear that the dif

ferences and similarities existant in codification of laws 

of a general nature would also present themselves in the 

codification of laws that governed schools, and that they would 

extend from the substantive content of the laws to the me

chanical means of codification. Therefore, an understanding 

of the souroes of school law, its organization, and the 

means used in its location would probably be an essential 

part of the creation of a more workable codification of ed

ucation law* 

Because each state has had many unique features in 

its historical development it would appear that variations 

in codification of school laws v/ould exist solely on the ba

sis of political boundaries, even i/hen Gocio-econoralo conditions 

would not seem to warrant such differences, ^̂ uite often it 

would be entirely po-'Slble that socio-economic conditions 

in adjoining states would be enough alike to cc.uze the 

creation of almost identical laws, in-so-far as substance 

content is CDncerned, yet the influence of the past Immediate 

histories of the states could affect codification practices 

120 
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to almost make it appear that the laws were completely 

different * 

Even to the casual observer, an inspection of the 

various bulletins on sohool law, as well as the oodificatlon 

of parent statutes themselves, revealed a variety of 

patterns in presentation of laws. The wide variety in means 

of presentation has included many forms of organization and 

oonflioting practices in the employment of the mechanical 

tools of legal research, as well as many coherent arrange

ments of the laws. 

The purpose of this chapter has been the presentation 

of the school law codification picture in the United States 

in 1955 In all its phases except the recommendations for 

use of meohanical tools of research and arrangement. The 

survey method of research was used in obtaining information 

from the various states and from various leaders in the 

field of law codification and publication and tills informa

tion was supplemented by codification studies made by the 

National Education Association and by several of the states. 

The results of the survey were charted and are shown in 

appendix A. Inspection of the charted results of the.survey 

reveals a strikingly wide variance in codification practices 

that seemed to follow no pattern that could adequately be 

treated statistically, therefore, the work of outstanding 

authorities in school law has been summari :ed to help make 

the study more meaningful and to point out the pattern of 

common generalities in all codifications. 
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The plcui of organization for this chapter called for 

depicting a relationship between practices in codifioation 

of school laws in the United States in 1955 and the founda

tional material of codification, the laws themselves* Tlie 

sources of law have been desorived to show their relation

ship and dependence upon each other and the existent mechan

ical tools of research were applied to the processes of 

classification to lay the foundation for a codifioation of 

educational laws. 

2. The Sources of Law 

Origanio I>aw* According to Pound, in the United States, 

the written Constitution, both on the national level and the 

state level, was the source of organic law. As the organiza

tional Instrument for legal unity the written constitution 

has been subject to interpretation by the Supreme Courts but 

subject to change only by the amendments as agreed on by the 

voters.^ The Constitution, then, was incomplete without 

its amendments and Interpretations. As shown by Cooper, 

Educational provisions, in the Constitution of the United 

States, were not specifically mentioned and the statutory 

enactments of Congress, in the field of education, have come 

about through the interpretation of the General Welfare Clause 

In the preamble of the Constitution.^ Also, Remmlein has 

revealed that the direct control of educ.tion has been re

served for the states because it was not specifically reserved 

' i Rosooe Pound, S M Formative E^^ ^ Amer%o-^^ k^, 
Little,Brovm and Company, Boston, 1933, p. ̂ 0. (Hereafter: 
Pound, Formative ££&} 

2 Lewis B. Cooper and others, Ler:al Bafieg. oJi ^duc-tlqn, 
Texas Technological Collê ê, Lubbock XCXL.S:^, 1955, P» !• 
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for the federal government in the Constitution and, therefore, 

state constitutions have been written to deal at consider

able length vflth education.3 

According to Pound, the recording of law in America, 

while definitely a descendant of the English Common Law 

System, has been affected by the American faith in legisla

tion*^ The growth in the volume of laws has historically 

forced the publication of law toward more coherent arrange

ment of subject matter that has become more detailed with the 

passage of time and the increase in volume of material* 

Pound further stated that because no legislation is law if 

it violates provisions of a constitution under which it 

serves, codlflers must relate all sources of law in any pub

lication* 5 

Common Law* Even where all law has been set forth 

in a code, such as in the French Code, most of the legis

lative enactment has been founded upon the custo.iis of the 

people. In the written constitutions in America much of the 

law that was once merely custom has been included as the 

written law. Therefore, as Indicated hy the National Ed

ucation Association, custom has been the basis for a large 

body of American educational lavj and the status of the va

rious bodies and souroes of law has been continually vary

ing, requiring that codificatior. practices the..iselves be 

"" 3 liadeline K. Remmlein, School iî w, I'icGraw Hill Book 
Co., New York, 1950, p. x. (Hereafter: Remmlein, School Law) 

4 Pound, Formative Era, p. 67. 

5 Ikiil*, p. 67 
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equally flexible*^ 

Edwards has shown that the process of litigation in 

the United States has provided a large body of common law 

in the form of court decisions* Often the decision of the 

court has been made on the sum total of the provisions in 

statutes and other court oases with the court serving to 

interpret statutes* Always, the litigants may appeal to a 

higher court for re-definition, until the United States 

Supreme Court has rendered its decision, provided a lê c.l 

reason exists to believe that the lower court has erred. 

Each settled court case had its effect on future decisions 

and on the provisions of 1 volved statutes, and had to be 

considered by the codifier on the publication of any body 

of law*7 This consideration, as substantiated by Remmlein, 

has usually been accomplished by the inclusion of written 

annotations of court cases with the puDlication of legisla

tively enacted statutes.^ 

Statutory Law> Remmlein further stated that statutes 

were the provisions enacted by legislatures. Before they 

oould have the force of law they must not violate any su

perior constitutional authority but tney could change common 

law if it was the intent of the legislature so to do.9 

§ National Education Association, Research Bulletin. 
Vol. XXXII, Washington, D.C., February,195^» p* 6. (Hereafter: 

7 Hewton Edwards, The Courts and Ihs public .jChocOs., 
Chicago University Press, Chicago, 1933» P« ̂ «̂ 

8 Remmlein, School Law, p. vlii. 

9 Ibid., p. vii. 
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The American Council on Education indicated that when legis

latures met they became aware of the need for new legisla

tion when the members of the constituency expressed it. This 

could be done through lobbying or other means. Usually a 

member of the legislature wrote the stipulations of any new 

law in the form of a bill whloh could be numbered and placed 

on the agenda* When the time oame for its introduction the 

member of the legislature, who was presenting the bill, in

troduced it by explaining: its purpose and meaning. After 

discussion, a committee usually received it for study, later 

made its report and approval, and submitted the bill for a 

vote by the assembly. If it v/as passed it became law.^^ 

Purthermoro, after a bill had become a law it not 

only retained its old identifying niimber in the files of 

legislative bills, but in its codification as a law it was 

assigned a new number to Identify it in the volume of sta

tutes that were passed during the same session of the legis

lature. Therefore, the work of the legislature, for any 

given session, had its work recorded in the files of bills 

presented, (whether passed or defeated), and in the volume 

of session laws* The session laws viere generally listed in 

the order of enactment without regard to subject natter 

class if icat ion.-̂ -̂  Only by codification would it be possible 

to quickly arrange laws so that referral could be nade 

without lengthy perusal of large volumes of heterogeneously 

10 American Council on Education, Seventh Yearbook. 
Washing-ton, D.C., 1939, p. 28. 

11 jSLiil., p. 310* 
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arranged subjects in the session laws. 

Administrative Law. As further shown by the American 

Council on Education, in educational administration the top 

level administrators of the states find it necessary to 

make rulings for action. These rulings have the force of 

law when the authorities, under which the administration 

operates, grant power to the administrators."̂ *̂  

Also, the highest administrative authority in educa

tional legal entity was usually the State School Board. 

Working directly under the auspices of the State School 

Board was a State Superintendent or Commissioner and Asso

ciates. The administrative unit so organized had authority 

over all local school districts and boards within the state 

in all phases of sohool operation in all areas stipulated 

by higher law or authority. The next subordinate legal 

entity was the local board and its administrative officers 

within its district. The administrative authority always 

pass to all phases of operation and the local board could 

pass rulings that had the force of law as long as it was 

within its stipulated authority and as long as its rulln-s 

did not violate higher authority. Alviays, the rulinfiS of 

any administrative group v/ere subject to interpretation by 

the Judiciary.^^ 

"" 12 American Council on Education, Seve^th Ye^^bpok, 

p. 311. 

13 IbM-, P- 310 
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3. Using the Law 

^^% £ M Lawyer Poes. To solve the problems encount

ered in locating and making use of the provisions of the law 

the lawyer must know far more than a few fundamental laws and 

court decisions. He must be familiar with the flood of ad

ministrative regulations, rulings, executive orders, and in

terpretations that various commissions, boards, and com

mittees, numbering into the hundreds, have created. The mo

dern age has been described by the Prentice Hall Company as 

the ""era of administrative law**.̂ ^ As such it would be an 

age in which the law could change with every ruling or de

cision of an administrative agency. 

According to the Prentice Hall Company, the tradition

al tools of the attorney have been the statute books, in 

which were listed the enactments of the legislatures with 

their historical footnotes, annotations and classifications, 

the annotated codes, the digests, the citators, and the 

reporter systems. In addition to these publications the 

attorney has had to be educated to the contents of the lat

est session laws, regulations, and supplements to the anno

tated codes, not to mention making sure that the supplements 

themselves were up to date. -̂  

Furthermore, in using the various documents mentioned 

above, the attorney was making every effort to assure himself 

that he was covering a number of elements involved in the 

ViPrentice Hall Bulletin. "A Guide to Successful 
Legal Research", Prentice-Hall, Inc., îew York, 195^. P- 3 

15 Ibid., p. 8. 
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solution of any particular problem. Some of these quite 

pertinent elements are as follows: 

1. Gcmmon law rules—The attorney must have text 
material based on common law rules, underly
ing principles, and all historical developments. 

2* Statutes—The attorney must have texts of all 
relevfiint statutes. 

3* Constitutional provisions—Where these are 
applicable the attorney must list the pro
visions which pertain. 

4. Regulations—Pertinent and up-to-date adminis
trative regulations must be applied as in the 
followin5;- example: 

The Law Says: 
"The term viar^ea means all remuneration 

for employment, including the cash value 
of all remuneration paid in any medium 
other than cash. 
The Regulation says: 

"The medium in which remiineration is paid 
is...immaterial* It may be paid in cash 
or something other than cash, as for example, 
goods, lodging, food, or clothing." 
The Ruling says: 

"li/hen an employee accepted a negotia
ble promissory note as remuneration for 
employment, the fair market value of the 
note at the time of delivery to the em
ployee constituted wa^es subject to the 
Act." 

Thus, the lavj gives the general policy of the 
legislature; the regulations give the enforce
ment policy of the administrative a^enc^; and 
the rulings give the application of these 
policies to specific sets of clrcuinstances. 

5* Court decisions—The attorney mUst be awere of 
the results of federal and state court cases. 

6. Administrative decisions—l^iere a governmental 
agency has quasi-Judicial powers (such as the 
Labor Relations Board) the decisions of the 
agency must be a part of the information that 
any attorney gathers on his case. 

7. Legislative Committee Reports—The attorney 
must have pertinent items from the reports of 
legislative committees because they supply the 
background for understanding the law. 
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8* Attorney Generals' Opinions—These are import
ant because they are the legal conclusions 
of the official ordinarily entrusted with en
forcement of the law* 

9* Special Rulings and Interpretations—While these 
rulings are not binding upon any situation 
other than the one to which they refer they 
do shed light on the conditions surrounding 
other particular situations and must be con
sidered.!" 

To assure himself of having all the pertinent informa

tion on any point of law he may come in contact with, the 

educator should have the same factual and qualified infor

mation that has been outlined for the attorney above. To 

have such information at hand constantly the educator would 

need reports on court cases, citators, annotated codes, 

supplements to the annotated code, session laws, supplements 

to digests, digests, advance sheets, and regulations. It 

would be small wonder, then, that education has turned more 

and more to the attorney for help. 

Using Constitutions. The Federal Constitution and 

the constitution of the particular state should usually be 

found at the beginning of the publication containing the 

general statutes. The Federal Code appeared in the United 

States Code as well* Some codes have been annotated and 

others have not, and this applied to the constitutions as 

well. It was probably safer to use the constitution that 

was written as a part of the codificatioa of general sta-

17 tutes, since it was the most recent in form. ' 

IS Prentice Hall Bulletin. "A Guide to Successful 
Legal Research", Prentice-Hall, Inc., liey York, 195^, P- '^'' 

17 Remmlein, School Law, p. 310-
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Effing state Statutes. As reported by the I<Iational 

Education Association, every state published its general 

code of laws unless there was a separate code for various 

titles, such as Insurance, education, public health, etc. 

The legislature modified the code of laws every time it met 

by passing new laws and repealing old ones, making it ne

cessary to recodify periodically. In supplying the law to 

the persons in education the state departments of education 

generally published a bulletin on school law. Some of these 

bulletins were very extensive and included every law passed 

by the legislature while others included only those which 

were used most often by educators. Generally, the bulletin 

on school law included constitutional provisions, state 

statutory provisions, and general statutory provisions. 

•Sometimes the department publications contained some examp-

les of forms and rules of procedure as well."̂ " 

According to Remmlein, to find the actual provisions 

of the law, however, the department publication of sohool 

law was not always adequate because of the fact that the 

numbering system was not always the same as in the parent 

volume of statutes and because it was sometimes not com

plete. Because of the variability in the form and because 

of the Incomplete nature of some of the department bulle

tins on school law, some publications have not achieved 

a very high degree of reliability in the minds of many of 

the leaders in the field of sohool law. ̂  

18 NEA, Bulletin, p. 9* 

19 Remmlein, School Law, p. 335* 
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Also, state publications of school law were compiled 

from the session laws and the oases in litigation supplied 

the tenants in case law that were Included in the annotations. 

Most complete codifications of law included the annotations 

and history of the statutes in the footnotes and these ele

ments of the law had to be kept up to date in some manner. 

Ordinarily, use has been made of the pocket-part or the 

loose-leaf method of keeping codifioations up to date.20 

Citations t£ Statutes. Remmlein also disclosed that 

perhaps the most reliable of all the citators to statutes 

was that of the Frank Shepai'd Company, which published a 

periodical device for finding the latest annotation to a 

state statute* The citators published contained brief in

formation on the statute in question and showed the status 

of the law through abbreviations. The citators were publish

ed for each state periodically. 

Court Deoisions. Furthermore, the various appellate 

courts record their opinions for future use and refer nee, 

and these records were made available to the public in 

the form of "reports" that were published in each states 

reporting system. The American Digest System was a series 

of digests of cases from 1653 to date^to siiov/ the j:eneral 

status of lavjs on any given subject, and it vjas published 

by the West Publishing; Company of St. Paul, Minnesota. 

The di.-est system provided a meanj of finding each pertinent 

20 Remmlein, School Law, p. 337 
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case from the thousands reported each year without involv

ing the researcher in time consuming reading 

Also, the National Reporter System provided a report 

on all court cases in all the states and was organized to 

supply information on any one given point from all areas 

at one time and place. It also included the Supreme Court 

of the United States and its court reporter, the Federal 

Reporter, covering cases of the Federal Circuit Courts of 

Appeals, and the Federal Supplement covering cases decided 

in the lower federal courts.^l 

Sheoard* s Citations to Cases, i^epard^s Citations to 

Cases was the tool used to find the latest changes to the 

law in court cases. It followed the American Digest Sys

tem and the National Reporter System in sequence of nae be

cause it was the most current publication. The system made 

use of a system of abbreviations to describe case material 

that pertained to any point in law and v;as published for each 

state.^^ 

Corpus Juris. Remmlein also showed that Corpus Juris 

was a series of case lav; principles organized in encyclope

dic form with text material giving a rimninj, account on 

citations to cases on any point of law. It covered schools 

and school districts in Volume 56 that was published in 1932 

with supplementary volumes that have been published since 

21 Remmlein, School Law, p. 351* 

22 Ibid., p. 350. 
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that date* 

Affî r̂ ffftn Jurlsprud̂ y]̂ <;;ty. American Jurisprudence was 

similar to Corpus Juris in that it reported in encyclope

dic form the rulings in case law but it was limited to re

porting more important cases where Corpus Juris was all in

clusive. It was published in 1919 and was kept up to date 

with supplemental volumes. American Jurisprudence contained 

an outline of each subject at the beginning of its treat

ment and showed material vjith considerable less attention 

to detail than Corpus Juris.^3 

Loose-Leaf Services. Loose-leaf Services are here 

differentiated from the loose-leaf type of binding for sta

tutes* According to the Prentice-Hall Company, the former 

was a means of supplying a digest service to the attorney 

while the latter referred to the means of binding the sta

tutes that they could be easily kept up to date. The 

attorney could subscribe, at a nominal fee, to the loose-

leaf service of several companies and thereby eliminate a 

tremendous amount of personal research on any problem he 

needed to solve in litigation. Ordinarily the loose-leaf 

services provided specific information in a specific field 

of law and it purported to present all the statutes, admin

istrative regulations, executive orders, rulings, court 

decisions, and interpretations affecting nis field of law. 

Effective use of the service could enable the attoraey to 

eliminate froia his research library all the items a.ea-ul̂ ned 

23 Remmlein, School Ĵiaŵ  p. 35^* 
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earlier e:s:cept for his legal reporters, his advance sheets 

end his loose-leaf service documents.^^ 

4. Compilation and Classification 

(;pffip|,lfit;;j,on Defined. According to Hicks, when all 

the general statutes were gathered together, such as was 

done in the archives of the legislature, the term "•compila

tion" oould be applied in its most techinoal sense because 

of the faot that the laws were gathered in the one place* 

However, in this manner of accumulation, the laws were not 

readily available to those who used theip* To find the law 

on Insurance, for example, it would be necessary to search 

the files, sometimes for days. Just to locate one law mixed 

in among myriads of others, unless its exact date of passage 

was known.̂ -5 

Therefore, as was shown by the National Education 

Association, an integral part of the activity of the legis

lature was the systematic arrangement of the laws so that 

they could readily be located and interpreted—a process 

known as classification. Only by codification could this 

type of classification and organization be acconipllshed. 

The legislature might authorize a publisher of law books 

to do the work, it might create a commission of its own 

members to see to the work of codifloatio i, it ni .ht appoint 

various experts in the field to form a committee for the 

""̂  2^ Prentice-Hall, Lg_:al Research, p. 12. 

25 Frederick Charles Hicks, î rterials i^M. I'-ethods 
Qt Lê /al Research. 3rd Edition, Revised, Lawyern Cooperative 
Publishing Company, New York, 19^3» P« 7^. 
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purpose of codification and compilation, or it could assign 

the duty to various officers or departments of the state 

govemment.^^ 

C3lft9!?;f̂ ô t̂ 9n Defined. According to Hamilton, classl-

ficatlon, to be meaningful, would group all the laws on a 

given subject under one title. This would provide a number 

of titles that oould be arranged alphabetically v̂ ithin the 

codification of general statutes. Further internal classi

fication oould be made within titles to group provisions 

according to major topics in substantive content. 

Standards of Classification. Also, according to 

Hamilton, there were certain general principles which should 

be observed in the classification of all laws. Commentary 

on these was also obtained from nine law book puolishlng 

firms, five state codlflers, five professors of law, and 

eight attorney's in addition to all the Attorney's General 

of the forty eight states. Their criticism and comment was 

organized into a chart and narrative to display a consensus 

of principle opinion on this learned and technical aspect 

of codifioation.27 Hamilton further saowed that the prin

ciples, or standards, vjere general in nature because the 

complexities involved in codifioation of laws in the va

rious areas in the United States prohibited specificities 

In conclusions in those areas in ivhich the techinoal aspects 

of the process of codification were involved. Only taose 

" 26 NEA, Bulletin, p. 9-

27 R. R. Hamilton University of V/yomin-, and John 
Patterson, Attorney General, Montgomery Alabama, were chief 
consultants on this point. For consensus of opinion see 
Appendix B. 
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standards completely accepted by all consultants have been 

shown* Uo one standard was assigned a position of pre

eminence because they all were essential and the effective

ness of the codifioation hinged on the proper use of all 

standards *^^ 

ThSL El£3k Standard QL Classification—System. The 

survey disclosed that any classification process should in

sula that arrangement of the laws would be systematic and 

coherent with the thought processes of the persons who used 

them* The user of the code may find the law by making use 

of keys that include woi^s and phrases coi.ruon to his con

cept of logical arrangement as well as common to the key 

and to his own vocabulary* These, in turn, may be entirely 

different from that of the codlflers of the law. Through 

education man has learned to classify material under a na-

Jor title and then to classify internally, unaer sub-titles, 

all material related to that heading. Tlie same process 

should best serve any codification of law. 

As further disclosed by the survey, several methods 

of law classification were employed in the various states. 

In some states the entire body of law was classified under 

four or five broad areas, a systeui that worked well o ily 

when the body of law was relatively saall. Classification 

in this manner insured that the codification of £:enercl 

statutes would be made up of "Parts" with titles to serve 

as adjectives in the broad general description of the 

" 28 Survey, July 1955, Appendix B. 
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content of the parts. For example: Part I—Crimes, 

Part II—Education, Part III—Insurance, etc.29 Because 

of the fact that the body of law in the TJnited States has 

grown to such Immense proportions this procedure has 

grown obsolete .30 

Also, at the time the survey was made, it was be

lieved by the consultants that an alphabetical listing of 

all the titles throughout the entire body of law would 

provide a better method of codifioation and classification 

than the classification by parts,because it afforded a 

greater simplicity in numbering and internal arrangement. 

The title under which school laws might be listed could 

be known as "Education Code", or "School Code". Because 

the title "School Code",̂  could be interpreted to mean only 

subjects concerning publio schools the term "Education Code" 

was believed to be preferable.^1 in this way it could be 

insured that all laws pertaining to any phase of education 

of the population would be listed in the education code. 

The policy of classifying all laws on education un

der one major title had its hinderances, hov/ever. For ex

ample: Laws on mineral surveys, excerpts fro:a tne penal 

oode, laws on grain Inspection, rural recreation, farm bureaus, 

farmers institutes, adult rural education, war memorials, 

and many others can pertain directly or indirectly to 

education and could be included in the education code, 

or they could be included vjlth equal e:.-se in another title. 

30 Survey, July 1955, Appendix 3. 

31 Ibid., Appendix B. 
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At any rate, the law should not be listed in the general 

statutes more than once* As seen in the Texas School Law 

Bulletin of 1952» the above listed items may be found in 

various places In the general statutes but were listed in 

the bulletin on Educational Law that has been published by 

the State Departments of Education.32 The inclusion of 

these Items in such a way that educators could find them 

was a mvlst but it could not take precedence over the sti

pulation that the law must appear in only one place in the 

oode* It has become a practice of Departments of Education 

tc include at least three sections in the department bulle

tin to provide a space for the listing of constitutional 

provisions, educational statutes, and for miscellaneous 

statutes that influence education,33 

Xl^ ^Pbh4 g1rm<3-̂ r4 QL classification—Homogenletv. 

The National Education Association disclosed that still 

another problem in the olassiflcation of law was that of 

determining what was and what was not school law. Some 

states classified laws relating to sanitary conditions of 

cafeterias in schools as education laws, yet others classi

fied them as public health laws. If the law was listed 

properly, it appeared only once in the entire codification 

and was cross-referenced to areas it influenced to enable 

32 D. S. Watkins, Public School Law Bulletin of Texas^ 
Texas Education Agency, Austin, 1952. The index of this 
bulletin shows items on finance listed in various .places 
in the code and reflects a lack of adequate internal classi
fication. 

33 Exemplary of these publications are those of Texas, 
California, Arizona, Oklahoma, Utah, and Nevada in 195^* 
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the user of the code to find the entire substance of the law 

on any point. Also, there were differences between what a 

school-law expert might consider a school law and v/hat an 

educator might think to be educational law.3^ Substantiat

ing the foregoing concept the National Education Association 

has further shown that the views of the school-law expert 

and the educator could also differ occasionally with those 

of the codifier of the general statutes, the former being 

more narrow. This ivas exemplified by the fact that the 

codifier of the general statutes ordinarily placed laws 

relating to control of school buses under the vehicle code 

while educators wanted them in the education code.35 Some 

states had departmental bulletins of law for many state 

departments and listed laws from the fj;eneral statutes in 

several places therein, causin̂ ^ duplication of work and 

expense. 

Coherent Internal Classification. Consultants agreed 

that the laws must be classified properly but disagreed 

upon what proper, logiCcl classification entailed. The 

application of this standard oould probably depend upon 

the previously existing practices and organization of the 

generel statutes in individual states. The olassifioatlon 

of education laws, on all levels, probably should agree in 

practice with the olassiflcation of other IEWS in the sa.ue 

codification of general statutes, xhe iDOint st which 

""" 3^ NEA, Bulletin, p. 8. 

35 Ibid., p. 8. 
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AlsperoXom to 9ipvma@»mnt of laws occurred, mm:d to b« Vi 

ttom iuUatmX cliMiaificatlon undttr oajor t i t l e s , Kaoy of 

t ^ codms In um a?b the %Xm of the survey were lacking i i 

tfoot In te rna l iix«rikn«ee»9at of the laws while a l l of thee 

could probably be ohiaienged on thia polnt#3^ , n ex^^e^le 

of t h i s f$^o«t was Um California aducatloxi Code, 1̂= which 

Xmu r©l.*tln^ to flnanciing t^hm public schools wor« li.>ted 

la 4tt 10, .St faurt#en d l f fwen t ^auo^s binder such t i t l e s aa 

taa^stlcn, auppllo^?, mi?crvlaors, l lbrar ie js , property, aud i t s , 

e tc*- ' ;^t l l l uriot.icr cx-:^;ao w^z «hut of tha -̂ x̂̂ .̂ ^ ^ichool 

Coda l a ^liali wore Ili i tsd thirtoon dlff^rout i«^8 on cchaol 

board ©lections.3^ 'In okltih'juixx Umrm i^ori l-̂ î î  on t..x^^vion 

l i s tod in fo^ir dlfforciit plaaci^^ 

LX^ttTi^ tl'i.0 l^;u£ o;. fli:,i*no€ h^iTC r,^i ;..,<̂ r«.7 i.;irou ;̂;iOUt 

th^ ooc>^plli:'i%ijn aroi.tv.d addltlo..ia-. problou.; lii lna#xlng, 

cro®s-refor©uclii,,, îii.I ordoii^od t^*l..I»l:\. la a;i.lltiQHi to i-,tUi-

Ing I t aXiiiost l:̂ >oa;-.)il>l«:i to prcvtsnt avorliAi>plr^:: of content 

with I t s romiu-ii lasj* of tiuv- and eudded exjpfsnac* 

a recent recadlflo^itia:; .;a .̂ at.,^«e m^pom^O'd <:. G..'.-nii~jion -.f 

three to r#oodlfy •--- 1̂ .̂ ^̂ * The •jo;̂ ,,,!,::̂ ;!;̂ .̂ , ^ii turn, ^n:iployo. 

s. COdlfiCr.tio^i ^i'>ealalii3t to i^^:yi^.^-:. tan Ov>.A.r? b;, v^aodiir; 

out out-<l;:^tcd i?air> ':a.i inoludini:; new ones. Of course, 

thl3 ei';tall'^..; a .fiiUor rei^rdlvi,:; v̂ nd revl;:iio:, or trtv --;.,.;;.la.; 

'" 56 " ^Xirv<^y, A;r;eudix A* 

3V Oalifornif^ ra.-atloa ..-iAe, :̂ .„,.,,-'y ,-;M,v.-r:p, -'-Ivctej*!̂  
West . ujXl.r^ln . :-Ow4;a;v, • w. Louis, Iv^^l-, .• ->.̂  • ,..-•--• 

38 D , :i. W^.tkiuc, ^ o m > l i ^ ^ ^ i L--i£ l.i.»lL-lLlt p . 5 0 0 . 
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code, making It neceesary for the legislature to enact the 

recodification as law in a special session of the body*39 

Also, when reoodlfloation was accomplished by wholesale 

revision of the entire body of law, oare had to be exercised 

that no facet of the law was overlooked and that no section 

of law was left in the oode that overlapped, or contradicted, 

another section of the law* To accomplish a coherent and 

logical arrangement of the laws, the classification system 

in Nevada operated in three separate phases; (1) gathering all 

the laws, (2) grouping the laws in titles and removing all 

the "deadwood", (3) processing all major titles in classifi

cation of subordinate headings so that each section contained 

one €uid only one provision of the law.^0 

Furthermore, in classifying laws, using the Nevada 

system of classification, controls of all the processes 

were essential. The procedure of operation was relatively 

siiBple, since copies of the laws vjere affixed to work-sheets 

and filed in pre-determined, definite places. The filing 

system included a method of numbering the laws on the work

sheets so that a continuous record of the disposition of 

each law was kept. It also provided a reliable means of de

termining where each law was located in the old code and 

where it could be located in the new code. Sometimes one sec

tion in the old law could actually contain three or four 

separate items, which could be sections in their own riaat. 

39 Russel McDonald, "Codification of llevado Lai-Js", 
An addreas to the Nevada Legislature, December 1955- (Hereafter 
Î cDonald, Address) 

^ Ibid., p. 38. 
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and had to be so listed in the new code* The filing system 

showed any action to so distribute the numbers of sections 

in the new oode*^^ 

After the laws had been edited and revised and v;ere 

classified under the major titles they were studied and 

still further classified internally to Insure that all the 

laws on any one phase of education would appear under the 

major topic heading devoted to that heading in the educa

tion oode* Involved in the classification of the laws, yet 

a distinctly separate operation, was the process of assign

ment of headings. 

Assignment of Adequate Headings. According to the 

National Education Association, major titles had subdivisions 

that could be titled editorially to iuGure quick reference 

to the oode. This also assured the codifier against dupli

cation through having the sanie item listed more than one 

time in the code. 

The National Education Association further recommend

ed that sub-division be accomplished in four levels of im

portance as follows: 

Title 
Article 
Chapter 
Section 

Subsection and Qrammatical paragraphs 

Actually, if the education code was relatively small, as 

in the case of New Mexico and Arizona, as well ::.s Nevada, 

"" 54 McDonald, Address, p. 18. 
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the sub-division need not be in more than about three levels-

of importanoe* Each code should use only what is needed 

in this phase of oodlfioatlon*42 

McDonald recommended that the topic headings be num

bered or left un-numbered, according to preference. Actually, 

the law was the imi)ortant thing and was the only thing that 

was being arranged in codification.^3 The National Education 

Association pointed out that titles and topic headings 

were simply editorial devices designed to simplify the task 

of logical arrangement. Still, many codlflers Insisted 

that all elements of the code be numbered to show relation

ship with one another.^^ 

According to Remmlein, Sub-division of the code en

abled the codifier to identify related topics separately 

under the main title heading,. The sub-divisions classified 

as Chapter, Article, Section, and Sub-section were the only 

ones to which special headings would be assigned. Eemmlein 

further recommended that the headings be of such a nature 

that they would identify the subject matter content of the 

laws.^5 The National Education Association called the 

headings so assigned "catchlines". Regardless of the type 

of sub-division used the continuity of thought and the in

tent of the legislature should be obviously in evidence. 

This could be assured by keeping sections relatively short 

"" 51 ISA, Bulletin, p. 10. 

43 McDonald, Interview, July 13, 1955. 

44 NEA, Bulletin, p. 10. 

45 Remmlein, School Law. p. vl. 
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so that 8ub<*sectlon8 were no more than paragraphs, making 

further sub-Mllvlsion unnecessary, and assignment of headings 

acre simple* The higher levels of sub-division, therefore, 

were then forced into a more general classification and 

the lower levels were bound under them with more ease*^ 

R^YlfiQ^^ and Sub-Divisions. Practices in codifica

tion of laws in 1955 Included no common effort in the area 

of sub-division by all states. Leading law-book publishers, 

such as Vernon, Incorporated, West Publishing Company, 

and Bender-Moss Company, indicated that some states used as 

high as six sub-divisions with many of the sub-divisions 

being un-numbered.̂ ''̂  .Un-numbered headings were generally 

shown in bold faced type or in capital letters. When the 

headings to sub-sect ions, or to sub-subsections, were num

bered, use was made of both roman and arable numbers, cĵ eat-

ing an extreme divergency in following the relationship be

tween topics and sub-topics. It has been shown that no 

section or law should be left un-numbered because such a 

practice oould permit contiguous procedure at the same time 

it permitted confusion in following the thought processes 

of the lawmcikers. According to Hamilton, the "section", 

in legal terminology, was the substance of the law, therefore, 

no section should contain more than one topic or be numbered 

with the same number of another section. In cases taiere 

a section in the existing code contained inore than one topic 

^NEA, Bulletin, p. 11. 

47 Survey, 1955, Appendix A. 
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the editorial license granted by the legislature to the co

dlflers could permit the finished code to show such sections 

in whatever number of nev/ sections as may be needed to give 

each topic a separate number.^ 

Some consultants believed that the "key phrases" 

headings of each topic, chapter, and article should also be 

numbered in such a way as to show their relationship with 

sections they described. An equal number of the consultants 

believed that since the law was the important thing, the 

headings should be 3.eft im-numbered and only the substance 

of the law should be numbered. It was pointed out that 

such a procedure would still i>ermit the frontal analysis to 

show where the law was located in the code without a use

less assignment of numbers to items that were editorial tools 

and not law* Items in the idex would refer to the number 

of the law and would permit reference and revision of the in

dex with a minimum of expense in reprinting because there would 

be no necessity for changing page numbers each time the code 

was revised.^° 

By following the recommendation of the iiational Edu

cation Association's Research Division, the title of the 

codification of School Law could well be "Education Code". 

The first level of sub-division then would be another major 

topic which would be a chapter. The next level of sub-division 

IJS R7~R. Hamilton, Judge Roy Cullen, Russell licDonald, 
in questionalre, July 1955• 

49 Ralph Nicker son, Edgar L. Morphet, Russell ..cDonald, 
E. H. Hamilton, in questionalre, August, 1955-
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would be an article which would be still further sub-divided 

into sections* The section was where the law itself would 

appear and the chapter and article headings would be tools 

used by the codlflers and editors to facilitate location 

of the law^ In this arrangement the term "section" actually 

indicated that it applied to a section of the law. The plan 

permitted the major topic heads to be retained in future re

visions, along with the numbers of the sections of law on 

the major topics, so that an item describing procedure or 

status, for example, would aaways be found in the same place 

and with the same number in the code regardless of any fu

ture legislative action. This very aspect of the arrangement 

was criticized by some consultants because it was believed 

that once a number had been assigned to an enacted law it 

should remain assigned to that law forever, and no other 

law should interfere by being assigned the same number.^^ 

Regardless of the arrangement plan followed, the 

sections of the law had to be assigned proper rank in the 

codification. A section on teacher tenure vjould not be 

properly assigned equal rank with a major topic heading 

such as "employee personnel". 

5. Summary 

The law, that modern American schools were governed 

by,stemmed from four major sources. They were: Organic 

law. Common Law, Statutory Law, and Administrative Law. 

Organic law was the law in the co.istitutions in America and 

50 NEA, Bulletin, p. 11. 
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was written* Statutory law was that contained in the legis

lative enactments of the representatives of the people* 

The conmion law has come to mean that law handed down in 

courts of law and sometimes was even given to the modlfioa-

ticns to the statutes. In actual practice, however, the common 

Xmn heritage of Anierioa has xinderlaid practically all the 

law of the land, for even the federal Constitution has had 

much that was common law written into it. Sometimes the 

enactments of legislatures have embodied the common law and 

were in effect merely recording the common law. The fourth 

type of law was not new but has teen made use of more and 

more with the passage of time. Administrative law was law 

only when there was constitutional, statutory, or higher 

administrative authority for its existance. It consisted 

of the rulings and directives of authorized administrators 

of the affairs of a department of the state. The adminis

tration of the educational affairs or functions of a state 

often required considerable amounts of such rulings. 

The modern school administrator, in order to func

tion effectively, must know a number of things that formerly 

were relegated solely to attorneys. Educators must know 

how to locate the law that applies to the operation of the 

schools, and since the school law is like any other kind of 

law, and the educator finds himself confronted with anno

tated codes of law and their supplements, he must r̂ co,̂ nlze 

and know how to use effectively such documents as citators, 

repcrters, regulations, and advance sheets. He .aust 
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imderstand the processes behind compilation and classiflca-

tlcn of laws as well as know what constitutes a compilation 

or classification* 

The proper classification of laws, as described herein. 

Included arrangement of all laws on education in one place 

in the general code* Further classification v/as then neces

sary in order to arrange educational laws in chapters and 

articles according to their relationship with each other so 

that all the laws on school administration, personnel, finan

ces, etc*, could be properly located with other laws of their 

kind* 

Codifioation has usually been done by codification 

commissions because the commission plan has worked to the 

highest degree of efficiency if the commission was not too 

IsLTge* The authority to be given codification commissions 

has varied from area to area and from state to state, but it 

probably is best that the commissions be given complete 

editorial license that is subject to approval by the legis

lature after careful coiomittee revievj and consideration* 

With the advent of adequate classification of a code 

of laws the codifier would ordinarily expect to be ready 

to assign the tools of research that he knows will work 

with the other compilations of law in the individual state. 

This means that it would be necessary to divide the classified 

laws into title, article, chapter, and section, prior to the 

actual assignment of the numbering system. There have been 

many approaches to use of editorial tools in arrangement 
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of the laws and in numbering them, and Chapter VI has been 

designed to px̂ esent the recommendations of consultants and 

this study on the ideal means of using such editorial tools* 



CHAPTER VI 

MECHANICS OP CODIFXING SCHOOL LAWS 

1* Introduction 

As described in the preceding chapter, a good codi

fication presupposes the compilation of soundly classified 

laws on any title. This means that to codify laws on edu

cation all the statutes on education must have been col

lected under the major title and so arranged in internal 

olassiflcation as to assure that all major topics within 

the title had equal signifioance, all the topics must have 

been assigned "key phrase" headings, and all must have been 

logically arranged* All the laws on education, also, will 

have been placed under the title given to the education 

oode and all those which are not related to education will 

have been excluded* 

This chapter has been dedicated to a description of 

recommendations for a specific practice. The views ex

pressed in the recommendations were gathered from study of 

codifioation practices in the United States and from re

commendations made by leading authorities in the field of 

school law and its codification. 

2* Slumbering 

Identifloatlon* When the body of education laws had 

been classified it was ready for assignment of a numberin,;̂  

system* Ni-tr/oers were essential to a code of laws because 

150 
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they were the only device that could permit such ready iden

tification of the lavf.l Numbers permitted an attorney to 

find the law readily sjid to cite to a section of the law 

using its section number* 

If a good numbering system has been adopted it can 

be used for years and makes reference to the law very easy 

for those who make use of the code continually, such as the 

attorney and the educator. Some of the qualities of a good 

numbering system have become accepted standards through a 

tacit agreement and understanding and these standards will 

be discussed below. 

Positive Identification of Sections. Consultants in 

the survey indicated that numberln,^ of sections should be 

planned so as to make each section identifiable with the 

article and chapter in which it had been placed in classi

fication. In codification of school lax: in the United 

States tills standard was followed throû î with varying; de

grees of emphasis. Some states, such as Texas, made no 

use of a number that Identified the section with titles 

while some, such as ÎIew iiexico, made extensive use of such 

numbers*^ The Texas Code made use of numbers that rcn con

secutively throughout the entire compilation of general 

statutes with Education being assigned numbers froai 2654 

to 2923. Laws on education could not be identified in any 

other way. 

1 Madeline K. Remmlein, School Law, ricGraw-illll Book 
Company, New York, 1951, p. 338-355- (Hereafter: Remmlein, 
Schoo;! Law.) 

2 Survey, 1953, Appendix A. 
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?rffY^^n £SJi X^gJalat^Y^ SJ^iaSQ^S.* Numbers assigned 

to laws should be of such a nature that they can be retained 

after the legislature has enacted new laws or repealed old 

ones* Unless this standard is followed the numbering system 

cannot endure for long periods of time. According to McDonald, 

because number reference to a section of the law is made by 

its section number, the nixmbering system should be simple 

but simplicity itself should not hold precedence over clarity.3 

M^^^^bh, SL New JErovisions* The numbering system 

should provide for the insertion of new enactments of the 

legislature without disrupting the existing arrangement of 

the code. This Is one of the most difficult tasks that the 

codifier must face* Consultants agreed that it was neces

sary but were not in agreement on how it could be accomp

lished *4 Various means have been used by codlflers to ac

complish this standard and they will be discussed at length 

in the description of various numbering systems* 

Consecutive Numbering. Perhaps the least satisfactory 

of all numbering systems is the one that numbers all sections 

of the general statutes consecutively throughout the entire 

compilation* The method does have the dlstirxct advantage of 

providing a distinctive number on each and every section, 

however. In the Texas codification of the aeneral statutes 

the education laws are grouped together under the title of 

Education and the title itself is numbered 49. Kô .ever, the 

section numbering does not reflect a relationship with the 

3 Hussell McDonald, Largesse Law Revision Commission, 
Nevada, in interview, July 1955. 

4 Survey, 1955, Appendix A. 
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title in any way* Prior to I955 the Nevada Code used con

secutive numbering that was augmented with a form of combi

nation number* Still another form of consecutive numbering 

was that which was used within a title, so that unless a 

combination was used, section 218 of one title could bear 

the same number of a section in another title in the general 

compilation of laws*-

Provision for expansion in the consecutive numbering 

system called for leaving gaps to take care of future enact

ments, or for addition of sub-sections that were given 

letters to identify them. Actually, the system forced classi

fication of much of the law as sub-sections that in reality, 

because of the nature of the law so classified , should have 

been classified as sections in their own right. Another de

vice used in Texas has been the addition of new legislation 

at the end of the title, making it impossible to prevent scat

tering the provisions on any one subject through numbers of 

pages and thereby locating them with unrelated provisions.5 

The consecutive numbering system also breaks down 

when enactments are repealed because the repealed act leaves 

a gap which is seldom filled. After a section has been 

repealed it may later be re-enacted in its original form, or 

else in a form so nearly like the original in Judicial sub

ject matter that it could be assignee! iû : old number. 

However, two codification experts contended tliat tne number 

5 Vernon's Annotated Revised Civil ^t^t^te^ Q£, Te^^^, 
The Vernon Law Book Publishing Company, 1952, Index. 
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of a repealed section should not be assigned to any new ma

terial under any circximstances*^ Both concepts probably 

are well founded and the practice assimilated should be one 

on whloh there has been general agreement* 

Illuetrative of the weakness of the consecutive num

berinĝ  syetem to handle expansion and contraction is the 

status of the system in Vernon's Revised Annotated Civil 

Statutes of Texas, as follows: 

Artiole 2790. INDEPENDENT DISTRICT TAX. 
Acts of 1921 and 1946. 

Article 2790a* TAX LEVIES VALIDATED. Acts of 1929. 
Article 2790a-*l. Levies and Assessments of AD VALOREM 

TAXES, VALIDATED. Acts of I936. 
Article 2790a—2. Repealed. Acts of 1939. 
Artiole 2790a^—3* ADVOLOREM TAX LEVIES AND ASSESSMENTS 

VALIDATED IN COUNTY LINE INDEPENDENT 
DISTRICTS OF I7,p00 to 17,500 POPU
LATION. Acts of 1939.'̂  

In the foregoing illustration the first addition to the law 

was made by inserting the new section where it was assigned 

the number of the related preceding section and differentiat

ing the two by adding a letter "a" at the end of the new niAm-

ber. VJhen it beoame necessary to Insert another section 

the arable numeral "1" was added, etc. To some codlflers 

the new sections would actually be only sub-sections of the 

original tax act and this device was simply a viay of reflect

ing the condition. If such was the case vihy would the new 

section be called an "Article" vjith the same rank of the 

original tax section? 

6 Roy Cullen, Reviser of Statutes, Kentucky, and 
John Patterson, Attorney General, Alabama, Questionalre, 1955* 

7 Vernon Law Book Company, Texas Statutes. Articles 
Cited. 
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SJas. Combination Numberini? System. The combination 

numbering system has been in competition with the decimal 

numbering system for popularity in the various states. If 

the combination numbering system were applied to the Texas 

Education Code the title would bear the number "49" in the 

compilation. The first section in the first article would 

be numbered 101, the second section in the same article 

would be numbered 102, the first section in the ninth ar

tiole would be numbered 901, and the first section in the 

eleventh article would be numbered 1101. Some states using 

the combination number make use of a colon Instead of a dash 

or hyphen to Indicate the separation of the title number 

from the section number. Relationship to the title could be 

shown in numbering the first section of the eleventh article 

49:1101 using this system. 

The combination numbering system provides for ex

pansion of the code by permission of the addition of more 

sub-sections which may be numbered with the number of the 

original section but with the addition of an arable nume

ral in parenthesis. Thus, the tax levy law might carry the 

number 49:1101 and its sub-section would be niimbered 

49:1101 (1). Oponents of the system were quick to point 

out that provision for the addition of sub-sections in this 

manner created about the same amount of clutter as was ex

perienced in the consecutive numbering system, vjaile proponents 

pointed out that the method V7as superior because it eli.i:i.irted 

the Introduction of foreign symbols, such as letters of the 
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alphabet, that might confuse the researcher* Also, oppo

nents explain that the chief objection to the system is 

that it does not accommodate the addition of a new article 

between two existing articles while proponents indicated 

that ninty nine articles could be numbered with the system 

without disturbing organization and no school code would need 

more than that.^ 

Si§. figQ^W^n gySl̂ ffiq* 'The decimal numbering system 

was developed in Wisconsin, and has been used in other states 

with considerable success. It was in use in five states at 

the time of the study; the most recent of which was the co

dification of the laws of Nevada. The lievada Code was di

vided into consecutively numbered chapters and the sections 

within the chapter were consecutively numbered. Each num

ber of a section also bore the chapter number and was 

divided from the chapter number by a decimal point. Since 

the chapter consisted of sections, which did not have any 

topical subdivisions, it was possible to number section 14 

of chapter 49 thusly; 49:l4.^ A description of this type 

of codification was made by Judge R. K. Cullen as 

follows: 

Another numbering system is the siffiple chapter 
and section system, under v;:iich the chapters are 

8 NEA, Bulletin, p. 12. 

9 Hussell McDonald, Statutes of Nevada, r.evada State 
Printing Office, Carson City, 195^. "̂tie Ed..catlon Code 
is located in the General Statutes as Chapter 32. 
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numbered consecutively throughout the book, and the 
sections are numbered consecutively within each 
chapter. However, under the decimal system, the 
chapter number is separated from the section num
ber by a dot instead of a dash, the dot being treat
ed as a decimal point, and the numbers to the right 
of the dot being treated as decimal numbers. Un
der this system, the first section in chapter 47 
would be 47J01, the tenth section would be 47.10, 
the fifteenth would be 47.15, etc. New sections 
oan be inserted between any additional section by 
carrying the decimal to another place. Por example, 
if it was desired to insert a new section between 
47.15 and 47.16 the number would be 47.151 or 
47*155, depending upon whether space is desired to 
be retained on each side of the Inserted section. 
This means that nine new sections can be inserted 
between ony existing sections by carrying the de
cimal to additional spaces.^^ 

Por practical purposes it can be seen that numbering 

by the decimal system the sections are simply being numbered 

by tens, the same as the desi^atlon of American monetary 

values. The system offers unlimited expansion possibili

ties without the use of foreign symbols but it does not 

provide for addition to new chapters* However, this can be 

arranged for vjith the insistence of adequate planning in 

the codification at the outset. 

The Recommended Numbering System. This treatise 

takes the view that the combination numbering system is pro

bably best fitted to serve the needs of a codification of 

school law, primarily because it best fits the outline of 

arrangement of subject matter that is best understood by 

10 Judge R. K. Cullen, formerly reviser of sta
tutes for Kentucky and serving as co.isi.iltant in the codifi
cation of the Nevada laws. This is quoted from his un
published consultation advice to the Nevada Codification 
Commission. 
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the persons who use the code* 

If the oode has been classified in the manner pre

viously described the combination numbering system could be 

applied as follows J 

49: 1 1 1 
Title 

Chapter 

Artiole 

Section 

This would provide that section 1 of article, chapter 

1, in Education (T|tle 49) would appear thus; 49:111. The 

second section of the same artiole would bear the number 

49:112, etc* A first section in article two, chapter one of 
I. 11 

title forty nine w^uld bear the number 49:121.''"'̂  

Numbering in this m̂ inner provides for exp&jision in 

the places where expansion is most needed—at the section 

level* The number of the section is distinctive for that 

section and no other, and the number of each section bears 

the title number in such a way as to preclude any possibili

ty of the number being applied to any other section in the 

general statutes. Sub-sections can be added as needed by 

addition of numbers in parenthesis but such action should 

seldom, if ever, become necessary* The planning of the num

bering and the classification of the oode should preclude 

the necessity of adding new topic headin ;s in the future 
11 NEA, Smieiiii, p- 35. 
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The recommendation of the National Education Association 

regarding the arrangement of this type of numbering system 

has been shown in Appendix C. 

The system of decimals, if the combination number 

system is not used in oodificatlon, would probably serve 

the reoommended codification well. Its attractiveness lay 

in its ability to expand easily but its tendency to perrjit 

loose organization of the provisions should be apparent* 

3» Means of Continuous Revision 

Loose-Leaf Binder. The loose-leaf binder has been 

placed into use in Washington, who pioneered the device, 

and in Oregon and Nevada. When the codes in those states 

were revised they were printed on loose-leaf sheets which 

could be inserted in a special binding. As new laws were 

enacted the new legislation was printed on sheets Identical 

to the old code and inserted in the proper place in the 

codification. 

The Oregon and Washington printers take care to 

Justify all margins in the printing of the code and criticism 

resulted because the loose-leaf system required Insertion 

of new marginal material in such a way that reprinting of 

more than Just the new law vias required if appearance of 

the new document would meet the standards of the original. 

The Nevada codification made no effort to Justify the bottom 

margins and simply made sure that the top and side margins 

were even, making it possible to leave blank space at the 
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bottom of any page in the code and making the insertion of 

new legislation an easy accomplishment* 

Criticism of the method i>oints out that the loose-

leaf binder makes it easier to misplace sections of the law* 

Proponents of the method indicate that it makes the law 

available in the proper place in the code and that the ma

terial is never bound "loosely" since the binding itself 

is of a type that supplies secure control of the book of 

laws at all times.^^ 

Pocket Part> By far the most popular means of keep

ing codes of law up to date is the pocket part method, since 

thirty five states made use of the pocket part supplement. 

The system called for a publishing of all the new legisla

tion on any group of laws published in one volume to be 

distributed in pamphlet form so it could be inserted in a 

pocket in the back of the parent book of laws. In some codes 

there was much more legal activity in some areas than in 

other areas, and the pocket part grew rapidly until it was 

even larger than the parent volume* In the same code the 

areas which saw the small amount of legal activity had small 

pocket parts and was easily handled* 

When pocket parts become unwieldy, because of repeated 

change, the only answer seemed to be recodification. In 

some instances the pocket part contained changes of the pre

vious changes, which of course, would perhaps even border on 

the ridiculous* 

12 Russel McDonald, Interview, July 1955. 
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The strength of the pocket part method lay in its 

ease of distribution and handling in early stages of the 

development of the oode, and its weakness lay in the fact 

that recodlfloation beoame necessary relatively soon after 

the revision and publication of the code* 

I M Supplementary SolmS,^ ^I^^ states kept the code 

up to date by the publication of a supplementary volume of 

new laws* Actually this could possibly be described as a 

variation of the pocket part method since it published all 

the new laws in one separate volume. To find the law the 

user of the code would search first in the parent volume of 

statutes and then search the various supplementary volumes 

for any changes in the law. The difficulty in finding the 

law was probably the greatest hinderance to the use of this 

type of maintenance. Only the six smaller states mside use 

of it.13 

Biennial Revision. The state of Kentucky was the only 

state which indicated that it revised its entire code of 

laws with the termination of the biennial session of the 

legislature. In many states, vjhich have a large body of 

law to codify at each meeting of the assembly, this process! 

could prove to be ver}' expensive.-^^ 

Session jLaws. Six states indicated th? t the codifi

cation commission made no effort to keep up to date any of 

the published codes of law except througii the publication of 

" 13 Appendix A—Organization of Statutes. 

14 R. K. Cullen, in cuestionaire, 1955• 
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the session laws of each meeting of the legislature subse

quent to the publication of the revised code of laws* It 

was probably true that such a course was about as effective 

as the publication of a supplementary volume.^-^ 

is the view of this study that the loose-leaf method of keep

ing a code up to date would serve the codifier and the user 

of the code to the best advantage. The greatest argument 

for its use is that it places the law where it is easily 

available to the user of the oode. Changes are easily in

serted in the parent volume when they occur each two years, 

and the savings in time and money could be substantial, 

since the state would not print pocket parts, which in them

selves must have some sort of binding, and instead would 

simply cause the printing of sheets to be sent to the users 

of the code to do their ovm binding by insertion in the parent 

volume of laws. 

This form is recommended because of its ease of hand

ling, its lower cost, and because it keeps the code simple 

and easy to use. 

4. Reference Helps 

Probably no code of laws would be usable on a prac

tical scale without a frontal analysis , or table of contents, 

footnotes, armotatlons, and an adequate index. The study 

considered v.ays and means of application of reference helps 

15 NEA, Bulletin, p. 17* 
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in order to provide for quick reference to the oode. 

Hie ?!rfflt̂ l̂ Analvaifl. The frontal analysis cf the 

code was that section dedicated to the presentation of the 

outline of the contents of the oompilatlon. The differences 

in types of frontal analysis lay practically entirely in 

the extensiveness and detail of its organization, rather 

than in the central theory of organization. All the codes 

in use in the United States composed the frontal analysis 

by listing topics in their order of occurrence within the 

compilation by page or section number* 

The Skeleton Frontal Analysis* As the coined name 

for this type of outline indicated, this type was the least 

elaborate of the frontal analyses in use in 1955 • As used 

in Vernon's Annotated Revised Civil Statutes of Texas, it 

consisted of a listing of title headings at tne beginning of 

the compilation of general statutes, supplemented v/lth a 

listing of the major topic headings at the beginning of each 

title. Apparently the purpose of such a frontal analysis 

was to give a general perspective of the contents rather than 

16 to serve as a guide to location of specific materials 

The Title Analysis. In the codification of the laws 

of Nevada the compilation of law vms accompanied by a frontal 

analysis which was extensively inclusive only at the begin-

Ing of each title. This type of outline listed ail the i:.;;-

Jor topics, and subtopics, by chapter, article, and section 

number only on the title level, listing only title headings 

""" l2 Vernon Law Book Co:i-)any, Texas Statutes, p. I. 
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at the beginning of the general statutes*^7 

The Compilation Frontal Analysis* The most extensive 

of all formal frontal analyses was that which gave a de

tailed listing of all topics and subtopics by title, chapter, 

article, and section number at the beginning of the compila

tion of general statutes.'̂ ® 

Recommended Frontal Analysis. On the basis of the 

findings of this study it is recommended that codes of edu

cation law include a frontal analysis that lists all topics 

and subtopics by page and section number* Since the classi

fication process followed in the organization of the code 

would insure that each topic and sub-topic would be editori

ally supplied with a "key phrase" heading it should be a 

simple matter to list the headings in their order of occurrence 

in the code. 

Because the reoommended numbering system would insure 

that each topic and sub-topic would bear a number that 

identified it with the title, that number could follow the 

heading, immediately identifying it completely. The last 

item in each line in the frontal analysis would be the num

ber of the page on which any particular section of the law 

was located. 

Such a frontal analysis would apply to each title 

in the general statutes and an adequate analysis for the en

tire body of general statutes could consist of a listing 

' 17 ^atutes af Nevada. Carson City, 1956, Frontal 
Analysis• 

18 Peering* s General Statutes QL C^l%t9Vn\.^, West 
Publishing Company, St. Louis, 1953i Frontal Analysis. 
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of titles only* Thus, at the beginning of the general 

statutes the frontal analysis would consist of listing such 

titles as Crimes, Education, Health, Insurance, etc*, with 

a numbered description of the location of such titles with

in the code* 

At the beginning of the Education Code the frontal 

analysis would include a listing of all topics peculiar to 

the particular compilation with the same specifloations on 

location of the law Itself within that particular title* 

Footnotes. Footnotes were all the notations at the 

end of a section of the law, or at the end of pages, re

gardless of their nature, whloh clarified in any way the 

meaning of the law* There were four classes of material 

included in the footnotes in codes of law. 

Historicsil Notations. The history of a law was often 

exceedingly Important to the researcher. New laws were 

sometimes the result of a number of modifications that al

tered action in operation periodically. What was legal at 

one time oould well have been illegal at another time un

der statutory law. To determine whether the earlier action 

of a school district was common laŵ  or simply the following 

of a superseded legislation, the researcher had to know what 

the history of each law was. A special form of historical 

footnote was the annotation, which is discussed later.1^ 

Cross-Referenoes. When a section of the law dealt 

with a subject, which was also treated in some way in another 

19 Russell McDonald, Interview, July 18, 1955* 
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title, or in the same title, a cross-reference notation was 

included with that section to guide the researcher to all 

pertinent information on the topic* Such notations in an 

education code were important because many laws on such items 

as insurance, public health, etc., pertain directly to the 

operation of the schools but rightfully should be listed un

der their appropriate titles.^^ 

Editorial footnotes* When editorial research tools, 

such as assignment of "key phrases" to sections of the law 

as headings, were used it was often necessary to ̂ ipulate 

that such titles, or headings, were not a part of the law. 

Also, to explain the mechanics of codification, editorial 

footnotes were invaluable. 

Annotations. The annotations v/ere footnotes which 

included information on court decisions which modified the 

apparent meaning of the law. Court cases, of course, were 

litigations which resulted very often in an interpretation 

of the law which sometimes differed from an interpretation 

that would probably be made by a layman. Only those court 

decisions wiiioh actually affected the meaning of the legal 

wording were included in the annotations. 

Recommended Footnotes. A good education code would 

apparently need all trie footnotes described in the foregoing 

section. This study took the view that aimotations could 

be made available either as a part of the code itself or 

could be listed in a separate volume that was keyed to the 

20 Rus'sell McDonald, Intervie;:, July 13, 1955• 
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oode* The latter method would make it possible for the 

user of the code to secure the volume of annotations when 

they were needed and would also permit usage of the code 

Itself without the enoumberance of a large volume of mate

rial which is often not needed. However, to present the 

most complete picture of the substance of the law on any 

given subject the annotations were alifays needed, ojid there

fore, probably the most satisfactory compilation would be 

one that included annotations with the laws to ivhich they 

are related. 

Editorial notations should be kept to a minimum for 

the sake of simplicity, but for the ŝ ike of clarity they 

should be included*where necessary. 

With the organization that would be accomplished in 

the recommended classification process the task of cross-

referencing should be a relatively si:.pie one because the 

process insures thct related topics be listed together un

der the proper topic heads• However, it is probably an 

impossibility to so classify an education code well enough 

to completely eliminate the need for cross-references* 

Therefore, it is recommended that cross-references^ of all 

kinds, be noted at all the places they are needed* 

Historical Notations. Because the law in force at 

any given time should consist of the substance of the lav; 

governing then current action, the historical note v/ould 

probably need to be no more than a list in,?: of the date and 

act number of earlier logislagiovi. 
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SiS. IMS^* The index was the editorial device used 

to list subjects so that their location in the code was fa

cilitated. Two major kinds of index were found to be in 

use in 1955» namely the classified index and the single-line 

index* 

The Classified Index. Exemplary of the classified 

index was that of the Wisconsin General Statutes*^1 As the 

neime indicates, the classified index consisted of a sepa

rate, alphabetically arranged index for various classes of 

items contdned in the code* To make the system workable the 

compilers wrote an introduction to the index in which they 

described its organization and the processes a user of the 
i 

code should follov'/ in research. One of the difficulties in ! 

the composition of the classified index is the determination 

of which items to place under any one of the major headings 

because often they fit in more than one place with equal 

ease. This index, being probably less useful because of 

its complexity, would probably not serve in an education code 

as well as the alphabetical, single-line index. 

The Single-line Index. While the difficulty in ap

plication of a single-line index probably lies in the choice 

of the proper words to follow the thought processes or the 

user of the code it permits the simple listing of items on 

a single line in alphabetical order and simplifies the search 

for sinrle elements of the code. Probably the most essential 

o 1 I:I:A, Bulletin, p. 28. 
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requisite in index construction is the organization of ma

terial to fit the thought processes of the majority of the 

users of the code* In the instance of indexing an educa

tion oode this study took the view that it should be organ

ized with the educator in mind as the primary user. 

An example of the application of a single-line index 

oan be seen in the California Education Code.22 According 

to Ray, however, the index was constructed to serve the 

attorney and not the educator, making it necessary for the 

educators to construct their own Index to the law in order 

to have a really workable key to the statutes.^3 

Recommended Index. A recommended index for the Texas 

Education Code is shown in A|)pendix D. This study took the 

view that the best index would be the single-line, alpha

betically arranged index that would follow the thought pro

cesses of the educator. The index of each title or volume 

of the law should be taken directly from the general index 

of the entire compilation of general statutes for the sake 

of clarity and uniformity, but if the general index has been 

found to be inadequate the education code should be supplied 

with a separate iidex without regard to the general index* 

Education D,epartment Bulletins on School Law* Many 

Departments of Education, on the state level, published a 

bulletin on school law for the state. It was found th t the 

22 Deerins*s California Stauutes, California EUUCL\-
til9n ,QQ4^ » Index * 

23 Herndon Carroll Ray, An Educator's Index to the 
•Califorr̂ â Education Code^ The; River-,uuik Publishers, liiverbank, 
California, 1952, Introductioa. 
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organization of such bulletins followed approxlniately the 

same general pattern for the entire United States* One 

•ectlon of the bulletin was devoted to the presentation of 

education provisions found in state constitutions, another 

•ectlon was devoted to listing of statutory provisions, 

as they pertained dlreotly to education, and a third sec

tion was devoted to a listing of statutory provisions which 

were related to education but rightfully belonged in some 

title other than education* New Mexico published a depart

mental bulletin on school law that was exemplary of the 

inclusions of still other areas, slnoh also included was 

a section on federal and interstate compacts in addition 

to the three sections enumerated above*2^ 

Because the purpose, behind the publication of the 

departmental bulletins on sohool law, has been to serve the 

needs of educators, ^fJhen they have found it necessary to 

locate the substance of the law, the bulletin has always 

been published by the state departments of education and 

financed with the departmental funds. Characteristic of 

such publications has been the ommission of annotations 

and footnotes of any kind, or their inclusion on a very 

minor basis. The public school law bulletin published by 

the State of New Mexico, however, included in the footnotes 

all historical and cross-references, as ivell as annotations 

and administrative rulings affecting the law. 

24 Floyd SantiSteven, State Q£, MUL Mexico Public ^Qh^gX 
Coder Allen Smith Company, Indianapolis, 1953» see footnotes. 
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This study recommends publication of a bulletin by 

the state Department of Education which will not only pre

sent then current statutes, but also will present needed 

footnotes so that the complete picture of the law will be 

readily at hand. If a loose-leaf binder is utilized in the 

publication of the Education Code, it is recommended that 

no bulletin be published, but instead that the code itself 

be distributed on the same basis as was used in the dis

tribution of a bulletin. 

5 • Summary 

The best codification of school law would probably 

result if the codlflers could be granted the editorial li

cense to completely reclassify all laws on education Just 

so long as the intent of the legislature and courts are not 

changed. With such authorization a codification committee 

could organize in such a way as to permit complete reclassi

fication of the laws on education to fit the standards pre

sented in this chapter, centered mainly aroiuid the concept 

that all related laws should be published under a common 

heading. 

The process of classification, when properly planned 

prepares the new oode for the assignment of a numbering 

system that Insures positive identification of sections, 

provision for legislative chan-e, and quick reference. Of 

all the numberin!^ systems the combination number would pro

bably fit the needs of education codes best. It uould iDermit 
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numbering of sections in such a way as to include, as a 

part of the section number, the Identifying number of the 

title, chapter, article and section* 

To provide for future expansion it is reoommended 

that the loose-leaf binder be used because of its virtues 

of good security, ease of publication, and economy. The 

loose-leaf binder also permits continual change without coii-

plete republication after short periods. 

Reference helps should include historical notations, 

editorial references, cross-references, annotations, and ad

ministrative rulings. The best place for their location in 

the code probably vjould be at the end of sections of law to 

which they are related, or at the end of a page on vjhich 

the law is located. 

ihe bulletin on school law should be a publication 

of State Departments of Education and the cost of publica

tion should be bom by the department- Organization of such 

bulletins should,in general, follow that of the Education 

Code Itself, and the most usable bulletin would also Include 

the reference helps used in the code. Included in the bul

letin should be sections for presentation of constitutional 

provisions, educational statutory provisions, miscellaneous 

statutory provisions with possibly another section for the 

inclusion of federal and interstate compacts and procedural 

law. If the loose-leaf binder is utilized iu publication of 

the education laws the Departments of Education should pro

vide copies of the code in olace of departr.ient bulletins. 



CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1* Introduction 

It has been shown that modem codes of law have re

sulted from historical development that probably came from 

usage and common practice* Because practices and codifi

cation concepts in use in modem codes had that historical 

foundation it could only be expected that a projection of 

modern practices into future use would probably have to 

include recognition of the origins of modem practices. 

2iS. P̂ ŷ JlPPiq̂ nt̂ a- Pattern. Man, in his study of 

human history, has classified activities of mankind into 

three major periodj, the ancient, the mediaeval, and the 

modern* According to Toynbee, the ancient period ended with 

the fall of the Holy Roman Empire, and Included all human 

activity prior to that time, the mediaeval period extended 

from the fall of the Holy Roman Eknpire to the close of the 

Napoleonic era in Prance, and the modern period extended 

from the close of the Napoleonic era to the present tii.ie. 

Toynbee also pointed out that the reasons for such a period 

division in time rested in the marked differences in 

basic cultural concepts and governmental patterns as well 

as in scientific and le^al knov/lege* 

The Ancient World and Law* As shown in Chapter II 

of this study, the ancient world probably had customary law 

1 Arnold J. Toynbee, Study aJi HJ-st̂ oyy, Oxford 
University Press. New York, 1946, p. 24. (Hereafter: Toynbee 
Study 2l History) 
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law prior to the first code of laws that were written down 

in one place. In fact. Harper believed that the written code 

of Hammurabi was based primarily on the customs of the peo

ple and not on the original legal thinking of its author, 

Hammurabi.2 study of the Code of Hammurabi has tended to 

oonvince researchers of its secular origin and has disclosed 

that it was not a systematically arranged code of laws. One 

of the outstanding authorities on the code of Hammurabi was 

Seagle, who believed that the Code of Hammurabi was not 

only the first written code of laws but that it represented 

ancient man's effort to bring a greater coherence to his 

customary law.3 Inspection of the code Itself has disclosed 

that it covered much the same major topics that have been 

included in the modern codes, and that it listed these topics 

without regard to topic classification. 

Ancient Religious Codes. The codes of the lawgivers, 

Moses in Christendom, Menes in Egypt, and Manu for the 

Hindus, were supposed to have had divine inspiration. Gray 

has indicated that the very similarity of the names of the 

religious lawgivers could point to a common origin of the 

codes and further proclaimed that the codes themselves with 

topics in such a way that a belief in common origin of the 

codes could be plausible.^ At any rate, the religious codes 

dealt with moral rights and wrongs and were very general. 

2 Robert F. Harper, The CoqLe of Hammurabi^ The Univer
sity of Chlca-o Press, Callaghan &. Company, Chlca-o, 1^04, p. 38. 

3 William Seagle, The ..nAest for Law. Alfred A. Knopf, 
New York, 1941, p. 28. (Hereafter: Seagle, ';̂ est for Law) 

4 John C. Gray, Thfi. Nature and Sources o£. Law, 
MacMillan Company, Nev; York, 1927, p. 180. 
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where secular codes, such as that of Hammurabi and the 

Bomans were specific* 

The Boman Code of Justinian. Perhaps the most sig

nificant of the codes of the ancient world was that of Jus

tinian because it later became a pattern for other codes in 

modem times. Brissaud has shown that the French Code of 

Napoleon relied heavily upon the Code of Justinian and that 

other modern codes of law have drawn heavily in turn on the 

French code.3 

Mechanics of Codification in Ancient Codes. In the 

code of Hammurabi, and in the Religious Codes, systematic 

arrangement of coded provisions and coherent systems of num

bering were not apparent. Seagle specified tha.t even the 

code of Justinian, as vjrell as that of Hammurabi and the 

codes of the religious lawgivers, weie characterized by 

the absence of system rather than because of the presence 

of It.^ Provisions were listed indiscriminately and without 

regard to classification of items under a major title. 

Therefore, lav7S on crimes could be found vjlth laws on busi

ness. Bind laws on social morals could be found listed Nith 

laws on commerce. The major differences betiveen the Twelve 

Deoemviral Tables of Justinian a-nd the ancient codes of 

earlier origin probably lay in the fact that the Tvelve 

DeceinViral Tables included mu:iy more provlGlons ind they 

reflected a more complex social order. 

5 Jean Baptiste, Brii?saud, A history ^ French Private 
Law, Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 1912, p. 24. 

6 Sea,5le, ̂ uest For Law, p. 180. 
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Xbfi. Mediaeval World and l^^. The mediaeval period 

witnessed a gradual descending of intellectual darkness over 

the world which saw a major portion of the world population 

actually forgetting how to read and write. The period was, 

paradoxically, one of political unity and disuiiity at one and 

the same time. In some areas in Europe there were many small 

kingdoms in v/hich legal provisions had little in common with 

nei^borlng kingdoms in detail but they still were founded 

upon the Roman law. The ftudal state, as founded by Charle

magne contributed to the centrifugal tendency in law at the 

same time it created a imified state under his control* 

Lords, who owed alleglence to Charlemagne, felt free to 

create their own laws built into the framework of the Boman 

law so that much that was local common law found its way 

into the existing codes. 

Common Law in England* England, at the time of the 

general spread of Roman law in Europe, was involved in in

ternal strife which had led to a strong feeling of national 

pride* Also, King Henry VIII had a distinct disagreement 

with the Pope and did everything in his pov/er to o'eate a 

complete political rift between England and Rome. Accord

ing to Maine, Instead of the code of Justinian it was the 

common law to which England turned.' 

The English utilized custom as the basis of common 

law until the two terms became almost synonomous. However, 

7 Sir Henry Sumner Maine, Ancient Lffll* Oxford Univer
sity Press, London, 1861, p. 94* 
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even England was unable to relieve Itself completely of the 

influence of Rome because many times in litigation it was 

found that there was no common law precedent, which required 

that the common law be patched with statutes, or more often, 

with the provisions found in Roman law. Towaxni the close 

of the mediaeval period Roman law had become accepted on 

the Euroi>ean Continent and the English had accepted the ma

turity of common law* 

Mechanics of Codification in Hediaeval Codes. With 

the acceptance of Roman law in Europe the Code of Justinian 

beoame the basis for codifioation of law. The only major 

nation to refuse to completely accept the Roman law in 

Europe was Germany, which finally created a code of laws 

that included structural and legal concepts peculiar to 

Oermany as well as to the Roman Code. The spread of Roman 

law meant that codlflers continually referred to the Code 

of Justinian. Publications of the Code of Justinian con

tained the original, or as near as original as could be as

certained, plus marginal notations, called glosses, and 

which in reality contained the more recent provisions of 

the law. Thus, it would appear that the scholars of me

diaeval times were actually building the living, working 

law upon the dead body of Roman law. Because of its struc

tural inconsistencies, as founded upon the Roman law, the 

mediaeval code of law would naturally be expected to reflect 

the same floundering in arrangement as was found in the an

cient codes. 

Durinr the mediaeval period in England the lav: was 
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found in the reports on litigation and in the statutes. Co

dification remained in a very rudimentary state until the 

appearence of Bentham* Bentham advocated the gathering of 

all legal material in such a manner as to facilitate easy 

location of the law and, according to Hurst, he was the 

first to set forth the concepts to be used in modern codi

fioation of law*^ 

£ ^ Modern World Q^ £jgw. Ironically, even though 

Bentham, an Englishman, was the first to recommend systema

tic codification of laws it was in Prance that the first 

systematically arranged, modern oode of laws was published. 

Under the direction of Napoleon Bonaparte the French Code 

Civil was published in 1804 after only two years of work 

by the codification Commission and some fifteen years of 

work by a committee of revisers. The publication of the 

French Code Civil marked the beginning of the modern era 

of codification and it has been emulated in many other 

countries ejid its influence has been felt in the United 

States throuo;h the impact It had on the codification of the 

laws of the Louisianna Territory. 

The English Common law made itself felt in America 

through its application in the colonies. Prom the eastern 

seaboard English law followed the migrations of the American 

people^westward where it melded with the French and Spanish 

state law to create a complex system of law within the va

rious states at the same time the federal law, under the 

8 James Welland Hurst, The Growth ojl American Law. 
Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 1931» P* 31-
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written constitution, gave a unity and ocherence to govern

mental control. 

According to Wormser, the major difference between 

American law and English law lay in the fact that the Ameri

can Constitution was written down in one place to form the 

organic law of the nation and a Supreme Court was organized 

to interpret it, while in England the "English Constitution" 

was found in the common law and in various statutes, but in 

both oases the term ''constitution" meant organic law and 

referred to that body of law which protected the rights of 

men.9 Because of the provisions of the American Constitu

tion, education and the regulation thereof, was left to the 

province of the various states. States might legislate at 

will in the area Just so long as such legislation, *in the 

opinion of the Supreme Court, did not violate the powers of 

the Federal Government or the constitution. 

Another difference between the English law and th.vt 

of America was the establishment of the Supreme Court to 

Judge over the legality of all points of law. Wormser has 

described the Supreme Court as being the most unique le^al 

service in the entire world of law*-̂ ^ Because of its auth

ority to determine legality of all le^c1 action it virtually 

can be the supreme law of the land. 

Classes of Law %n Modern America* To adequately or

ganize and publish the law in America the codifier must 

9 Rene' A. Wormser, The Law. Simon and Schuster, 
New York, 1949, p. 183. 

10 Ibid., p. 184. 
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coneider four classes of law; Organic, Statutory, Common, 

and Administrative law* 

Organic Law* The law that was organized to protect 

the rights of men has been called organic law and in America 

It is contained in the Constitution of the United States 

and In the constitutions of the various states within its 

boundaries. Codification has been simplified in this area 

because the constitutions of all the states, as well as the 

Federal Constitution, are all written. It remains only for 

the codifier to arrange for publication in such a way as 

to provide for the modification of the constitutions and at 

the same time provide for quick reference thereto. 

Statutory Law* Statutory law was that law that was 

enacted by legislatures and congress* It has been held 

that statutory law is superior to common law when it has 

been the intent of the legislatures to supersede the common 

law. Remmlein stated that the statute, as published in the 

codes of law, has been stripped of all repealing and saving 

clauses, preambles, and other facets, save the body of the 

provision itself, making a science of the work of construc

tion of bills and statutes because of the difficulty in 

correct wording.*1 

Common Law* The common law has been that lav; which 

was founded upon the customs of the people and has been set 

forth in the results of court cases. Tiuch that was originally 

11 Madeline K. Remmlein, School Law, lioGraw-Hlll 
Book Company, New York, 1951, P« H * 
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only in common law, however, has been enacted by legislatures 

in the form of statutes, often making statutory law simply 

a reiteration of common law in many oases* 

Administrative Law* When common law and statutory 

enactments have conveyed certain powers to administrative 

groups these groups have had the authority to legislate for 

the administrative area they served. Such administrative 

rulings had the force of law Just so long as they did not 

violate the authority of the administrative body and legis

lation of any superior body. Administrative law was usually 

set forth in a separate publication from the code of laws 

for a general area, such as a state. 

2. General Format of Codes 

Reference to Appendix A has shown that certain ele

ments have been present in all codes of law for a general 

area. All codes, or compilations of law, have set forth 

the law in a publication by publishing the constitutions, 

and statutes. Common law has been Introduced through use 

of annotations and published results of litigation, while 

administrative rulings have been published in separate vol

umes. 

Publishinp, of Constitutions. The most accepted prac

tice in publishing of constitutions has been to oresent 

the United States Constitution first, followed by the in

dividual state constitution, at the beginning of the gene

ral statutes. The practice generally followed was to 
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number each provision of the constitution with no attempt 

to classify Just so long as provision for amendments re

mained obvious. Amendments to constitutions have been kept 

to a minimum by making the organic law general in nature 

and leaving it to the statutes and common law to deal with 

the specific* 

Pî bllshln£c Statutes* Publications of statutes have 

assumed various forms• One common law state, denied having 

a code of laws because the legislature had not enacted one 

body of law on any major classification as a oode^l^ However, 

in the technical definition of the term "code", all states 

had a oode of lawŝ  since any compilation of statutes with 

annotations could be considered a oode. In general, all 

states published g€meral statutes under four or more major 

topic headings with more or less successful attempts at 

classification of all laws under the major heading. 

Annotations. When litigation or legislative change 

of common law occurred the modification of the law was noted 

in a footnote called an annotation. Such notations were 

published at the end of the section of the law they affect

ed and were republished each time the general statutes were 

republished. 

Historical Notes. Included in the footnotes were 

the dates of change of statutes, published In such a way 

as to reflect the history of the development of any statute. 

Editorial Tools gt MSS^CSH- Probably the greatest 

12 Office of the Attorney General of Pennsylvania, 
in questionalre, August, 1955• 
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variance in publications of law lay in the application of 

such facets of publication as numbering systems and means 

of classification as well as cross-reference systems, tables 

of content, and Indexes. The numbering system most used was 

the decimal system, which was followed in popularity by the 

combination numbering system, or a combination of the two* 

The frontal analysis, or table of contents, varied from vir

tual nonexistence to such comprehensiveness as to make it 

cumbersome* Indexes were generally constructed to follow 

the thought processes of the attorney when other professions 

made greater use of the oode than did the attorney, and the 

codes themselves generally did not include adequate cross-

reference systems. Education codes were Just like any other 

kind of code except that they were constructed of laws on 

education. Therefore, they were codified in the same manner 

as the general statutes, which meant that they suffered from 

the same inadequate arrangement and clasbif lea tion as did 

the general statutes. 

3. The Texas Education Code in 1955 

The Education Code in Texas did not escape the in

adequate classification and codification practices that have 

beset other codes of law in America since its Inception. 

This c-n best be depicted by a suHisarlzatioii of the informa

tion contained in Appendixes A. and B. 

Vernon's Revised Annotated ClyU, Statute^ QL Texc,^. 

The Education Code for Texas, that was in use in 1955, ̂J£̂s 

found in Vernon's Revised Annotated Civil Statutes of Texas 
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which was last published in 1951 and brought up to date in 

1953 with the publication of a pocket part.13 The general 

codification covered I31 titles, divided into chapters that 

were numbered consecutively within each title, some of whloh 

were subdivided into un-named but consecutively numbered 

sub-divisions. In Chapter VI standards of good codifica

tion, as determined by this study, were presented, and the 

arrangement of the Education Code of Texas, according to 

these standards, could not be deemed adequate. The stand

ards used in codifying the education laws of Texas are com

pared with the recommended standards here. 

Section Numbering. The recommended numbering system 

was the combination numbering system that utilized a com

bination, decimal and arable, number to identify sections with 

titles. Sections in the Texas Education Code were numbered 

consecutively, beginning with 2584 and ending with 2923 of 

the general statutes. The section number identified the 

section as occupying a specific place in the entire compila

tion of general statutes but did not in any v/ay identify it 

with the title of which it was a part. 

New Legislation could be Inserted in the compilation 

by the assignment of a section number already in use pro

vided a letter of the alphabet or another arable number 

was added to tlie section nunber, using a hyphen for separa

tion. Sometimes both devices vieve used at the same time. 

13 Survey, July 1955• Appendix A. 
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giving the impression that no particular scheme was followed 

consistently. Also, new sections oould be added at the end 

of the title, with the same expedient of modification of 

the original numbering system, thereby destroying coherent 

arrangement, through the numbering system, of provisions 

of the code* 

Classification. The reoommended policy on classifi

cation was that all titles be general enough to encompass 

all the laws in the area and that all such laws be included 

in the section reserved for that title. The internal classi

fication was that in the Texas Education Code of 1951, and 

has caused the placement of provisions in finance in several 

places throughout the code. For example, administration of 

budgets was found in Artiole 2700 and in Article 2922-I5. 

Other provisions on finance were found in Article 2922 and in 

Article 2815c. Adequate classification would eliminate the 

placing of related provisions indiscriminately, here and 

there, throughout the oode. 

Provision for Expansion. It has been shown that a 

provision of the law should make up one section of the law. 

An example of such breakdown in classification would be a 

section which described the duties of a local superintendent 

of schools* Suoh a section mlpht logically have one or 

more subsections and all provisions of law on that subject 

should logically be located in the code under th; t section 

number. The most ideal name for such sections would probably 

simply be "section". In the Texas Education Code these 
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sections were called "Articles", and sub-sections were 

called "seotlons"* Provision for expansion was made by 

permitting sub-sections to be inserted with sections so 

that they would bear the same number as the ssction but 

with the addition of one letter. Articles 2919z and 2919b 

were apparently sub-sections to Article 2919 in arrangement 

but they bore no apparent subjectmatter relationship with 

that article. The numbering system and classifica

tion system have ooutributed considerably to the final 

difficulty in revision and expansion of the Texas Educa

tion Code* 

Frontal Analysis* The I951 Education Code of Texas 

made use of a relatively meager outline of contents, identi

fying only major items. The reoommended formal frontal 

analysis would rectify this shortcoming by the listing of 

all the major topics shown in the outline of the code in 

Appendix C* 

Footnotes* The Education Code of 1951t 1^ Texas, 

made use of adequate footnotes except for the inclusion of 

a stronger cross-reference system. 

The Index. The index to the Texas Education Code, 

of 1951, was geared to the thought processes of the attorney, 

rather than to those of the edacator. ^^ more complete, 

single-line, index geared to the thinking of the group ivnich 

makes the greatest use of the code i;ould probably be a de

cided improvement* A recommended index form h s been shown 

in Appendix D. 
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3« The Beoommendatlon 

The Texas Education Code should be revised to make 

subject matter meaning clear, reclassified to group related 

provisions, renumbered with a combination number to provide 

for quick, easy reference and provide for modification, 

and equipped with a more adequate frontal analysis, index, 

and cross-reference system* 

A Procedure XfiE. JfeiiS. WSEiL- The recodification of the 

Texas Education Code would be a major undertaking requiring 

careful planning on a long-term basis. The most adequate 

code would be produced on a continual basis because each 

time there has been a court case, and each time there has 

been a meeting of the legislature, there has been opportuni

ty for a modification of the code. Therefore, it is recom

mended that recodification be placed in the hands of a re

codification commission which would be in session as long 

as it was needed. 

Formation of the recodification Commission. To most 

adequately perform the task of recodification of the law 

the commission would probably include at least one education 

law specialist and one attorney representing, the Texas 

Education Agency, plus two attorneys, and one chairman re

presenting the Texas Legislature. In addition, at least 

two secretaries should be assigned to perrasjiently perform 

the routine tasks* In actual practice the chairman and two 

attorneys would probably serve as a board of approval and 

recommendations while the remainder of the commission v/ould 
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actually perform the research and construction work. 

One approach to the problem of recodification has 

been to give the recodification commission authority only 

to re-arrange the laws. Another has been to request the 

recodification commission to search out duplications and 

gaps and recommend corrective action by the legislators. 

The latter approach, as used in Nevada, permitted the re

codification commission to eliminate useless lav/s, to re

write others, and to add clarification material. I'lhen the 

new code was completed it was presented to the legislature 

which made it law with one act. The latter approach is 

recommended here* 

Procedure in Classification. While the actual work 

of classification could well be mundane, because of the 

necessity for close attention to detail and teohnioalities, 

it has always been the very foundation to the construction 

of good codes of law. Very good results have been achieved 

by seourin : individual sections of the law to v;ork sheets 

and then assl'-̂ ning "key phrases" as headings. Following 

the recommended outline of major topics it then becomes a 

simple matter to file the sections of the lav/ under their 

major topic headings after their old numbers have been re

corded on a control sheet. 

After sections have been filed under Li.-Jor topic 

headin;v:s each such file should be further classified in

ternally to Insure that all iteas are related to the topic, 

that all lte:r.s related to the topic are 1 eluded, and that 
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all Items are in their correct position in the new codifi

cation. 

When classification of all the existing sections of 

law has been accomplished, all duplication should be eli

minated and clarifying changes oould be made. Decisions 

as to what changes should be made could not be taken light

ly in the past, in recodification, and in the future such 

decisions should never be undertaken unless past activities 

have made them obviously necessary. 

Assignment of a Numbering System. The recommended 

combination numbering system should be applied to the sec

tions of the law after classification. If olassifioatlon 

has been adequately carried out, such assignment would be 

relatively simple. Each new number assignment should be 

entered on the control sheet opposite the old number of 

the individual section, thus providing a check against the 

loss of a section of the law in handling and to iasure that 

no section of the lav; be omitted from the nev/ code. 

Final Editing. Prior to submission of the new code, 

every section should be checked for accuracy and com

pleteness. After the work has been proven correct and com

plete it should be printed as a bill and presented to tne 

legislature. 

Approval and Publloatlo.i. Probaoly the oest pro

cedure for securinp the le£;islative approval of a new code 

would be to send it to a committee for si;udy cjid any further 

recommendations for chanpe. When tiie legislature tlien 
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passes the bill it repeals the old code at the same time it 

adopts the new one. Publication could easily be arranged 

through any lawbook publishing house that could include the 

Education Code with the General Statutes. It is also re

oommended that use be made of the loose-leaf form of binding 

to permit economical and easy publication of individual 

sheets Instead of the republication of the entire oode when 

it is necessary to revise. 

The Education Agency Publication. The use of the loose-

leaf binder could probably eliminate the need for a separate 

Departmental Bulletin on school law. However, if a bulletin 

is published, it should take place after the new code 

of education law has been placed in the hands of the Texas 

Education Agenoy, and it should include all the items shown 

in Chapter VI. 

With the publication of a new Education Code in Texas, 

predicated on the principles set forth herein, the State of 

Texas can provide for adequate codification for many years in 

the future at the same time it cen seaveuntold sums of money 

in cost of publishing, in savin̂ -s in time, and through fore

stalling of possible litigation. lioreover, ajid probably 

most Important, the effectiveness of school administration 

would be enhanced with an accompanyin^: upgrading of the pub

lio school systems in the State of Texas. 



APPENDIX A 

DBSCRIPTION OF GENERAL STATUTES 

The source of material presented in this appendix 

was the response to a questionalre that was submitted to 

the Attorney General of each of the states in the United 

States, all of whom responded* 

Research had indicated that the processes of organiza-

tion and publication of laws would probably differ greatly 

from state to state* Therefore, the questionalre was de

signed to capture specific statements that would effect a 

description of the processes followed in individual states 

so that a compact picture of the status of code organization 

in the United States oould be seen* 

It should be noted that common patterns of procedure 

were revealed in the frequency of publication of supple

ments and the means of publication as well as in the means 

of revision. However, in the mechanics of codification 

a wide diversity in practice v/as disclosed In the descrip

tion of the means for numberlnpc and for providing- for ex

pansion, and also in the manner of organization into parts, 

titles, chapters, articles, and sections. 

nany of the differences in practice appeared to be 

the results of the provisions of the laws. The Codifica

tion Commissions were not a liberty to re-word laws because 

such action was apt to change the Intent of the legislature, 

and were thereby circumscribed in their action. Also, 

191 
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because the frequency of convening of legislatures was 

generally fixed by law at the termination of two year 

periods, the publication of the supplements oould only be 

expected to occur at the same interval. However, it was 

revealed that net all states followed that pattern, since 

some of them published supplements after longer periods of 

x> Xuie. 

Differences were noted, too, in the application of 

terminology. One state followed the practice of dividing 

the entire General Code into "divisions" which were in turn 

divided into titles, chapters, and articles. Further sub

division was on a section level. A similar division of 

subject matter was followed in another state except that 

what was called a division in one state was called a "part" 

in another* Still another state divided some of the 

chapters of the law into parts which would rajik in levels 

of sub-division v/ith the lement called an article in 

another state, yet it called the level a "part." 

No state had a fixed time at which to recodify its 

General Code. In every case the individual states set 

about the task of recodifyinĝ : its laws when the need was 

felt strongly enouph to stimulate legislative action. The 

frequency of recodification of the entire compilation of 

general statutes varied from periods of ten years to periods 

of twentyfive years. This would not imply that revision 

would occur regularly each ten or twentyfive years, since 

the need for recodification appeared to be t.ie govcnii.:^ 

frotor. 
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APPENDIX A 
DEScaunoN OF CXNERAL STATUTES IH THE DNITED STATES 

Orguiisatlon and Publication in 19$$ 

SMta 

1 

U B . 

Arls. 

Arte. 

Calif 

Colo. 

Conn. 

Del. 

ria. 

Q«o. 

Idahc 

111. 

Ind. 

Iowa 

Kan. 

mmss— 
Cod* and 
loiber of 
Tolnaa 

2 

Coda of 
Alatama 
10 Vols. 

Arlsooa 
Kevised 
Statutes, 
Annotated 
6 Vols. 

Arkansas 
Statutes 
2 Vols. 

Hearings 
Calif. 

1 Statutes 
27 Vols. 

Colo. 
Statutes 
Annotated 
5 Vols. 

General 
Statutes 
of Conn. 
U Vols. 

Delaware 
Codes 
15 Vols. 

Florida 
Statutes 
Annotated 
31 Vols. 

Georgia 
Code 
Annotated 
35 Vols, 

Idaho 
Code 
12 Vols, 

Illinois 
Revised 
Statutes 
U5 Vols. 

Bum's 
Indiana 
Statutes 
Annotated 
12 Vols. 

Code of 
Icwa, 
Annotated 
60 Vols. 

Statutes 
of Kan. 
Annotated 
2 Vbls. 

Lication 
>f Coda 

3 

WUo 

1939 

19li7 

1955 

19li9 

1955 

1953 

1955 

1952 

19U8 

19U5 

i9i«e 

19146 

19U9 

Mechanics of 
Organisation 

h 
62 Titles that uere 
divided into chap
ters whleh could be 
subdivided Into art
icles according to 
subject-natter. 

75 Chapters divided 
into consecutively 
numbered articles 

8(4 Titles divided 
into chapters ac
cording to subject 
matter. Consecutive 
nunberlng within 
each title. 

Each subject was 
codified independ
ently and tied to
gether with a 
single, strai^t-
line index. 

178 chapters divide 
ed into articles 
which were numbered 
for sub-division. 

7 divisions, 66 tit
les, U37 chapters 
subdivided into art
icles and sections. 

31 titles which were 
divided into chap
ters and sections. 
Some chapters had 
"parts". 

U8 titles subdivided 
into 908 chapters 

llU titles which 
were divided into 
chapters and sub
divided into sec
tions. 

73 titles which 
were divided into 
titles which were 
subdivided into 
sections. 

1^8 chapters which 
i»ere divided into 
articles. 

69 titles that were 
divided into chap
ters and sections. 

36 titles, 795 chap
ters that were di
vided into sections. 

63 chapters, some di
vided into parts. 

tept up k 
to Date 

1 

5 

Pocket 
Part 

Supple-
nentaiy 
Volume 
1 Pocket 
Part 

Pocket 
Part 

Pocket 
Part 

Pocket 
Part in 
a Supple 
mentary 
Volume 

Supple
mentary 
volume. 
Biennial 

Pocket 
Part 

Pocket 
Part 

Pocket 
Part 

Pocket 
Part 

Pocket 
Part 

Pocket 
Part 

Republi
cation 

Supple-
nentaiy 
volume 

ate of 
last 
upple-
ent or 
•kt. H, 

f> 

19U9 

1955 

19U7 

1955 

1955 

1955 

1955 

1957 

1951* 

1955 

195U 

1953 

1952 

1955 

Numbering System 
or Provision for 
expansion 

7 

Duo-decimal, arable 
number consecutive
ly throughout entire 
General Code. (Gaps 
for expansion) 

Combination number 
applied consecu
tively in each chap
ter identified sec
tion with article & 
chapter. (Gaps for 
expansion) 

Combination niiraber 
throughout entire 
cor^Jilation. Iden
tified section with 
chapter & title. 
(Gaps for e:7)ansion) 

Siirple arable num
eral of several 
digits. Consecu
tive numbering in 
code. (Gaps for 
eTcpanaion) 

Stnqple arable num
erals applied con
secutively within 
each chapter 

Simple, arable 
numeral consecu
tively applied to 
entire code. 

Odd,decimal, ara
ble numeral applied 
consecutively to 
sections throughout 
entire compilation. 

Decimal, arable num
ber. Chapter was the 
whole nunber and the 
section was the decli 
mal number. (Gaps 
for expansion) 

Conbination number 
applied consecutive
ly to sections with
in each title. (Gaps 
for expansion) 

Combination number 
applied consecutive
ly within each of 
the titles. 

Articles were ac
tually sections of 
the low. Combina
tion njtaiber was ap
plied consecutively 
within chapters. 

Combination number 
was applied consec
utively to sections 
within chapters. 

Decimal number in 
which the chapter 
was the whole num
ber and section was 
the decimal number. 
Consecutively ajv 
plied in chapters. 

Combination number 
applied consecutive
ly to sections with
in chapters. (Gape 
for exD^nalonl __ 

Who 
Publishes 

8 

Private 
PubUsher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publishsr 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

State 
Printing 
Of nee 

Private 
Publisbu-

VAM> 

Revises 

9 

Private publisher 
in collaboration 
with the legis
lature. 

Appointed codi
fication spe
cialists. 

Private Publisher 
in cooperation 
with legislature. 

Code revision 
conodsslon ap
pointed by the 
legislature. 

Revision COIB-
nission appoint
ed by legislature. 

Legislature 
revision com
mittee. 

State law re
vision con-
mlssicn. 

State law re
vision con-
mission. 

State law re- 1 
vision cow— 1 
ndssion. 

State law re
vision can-
mission appoint
ed by the Gov
ernor. 

Private publish
ing firm in co. 
operation with 
the legislature. 

Private publish
er in cooperation 
wi+h the state 
legislature. 

State Code Edi
tor appointed by 
the Supreme 
Court. 

Private publish
er in cooperation 
with legislatura. 
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19k 

Stkta 

I 

1̂ . 

U. 

Maine 

Md. 

Mus. 

Kloh. 

Mnn. 

Miss. 

No. 

Mont. 

Neb, 

Nev. 

I m of 
Cods ud 
RuirtMr of 
VoluHBa 

2 

1^. re
vised 
Statutes 
7 VolB. 

Louisi
anna re
vised 
Statutes 
50 Vols. 

Bevlsed 
Statutes 
of Maine 
2 Vols. 

Annotated 
Code of 
MuTluAd 
3 Vols. 

Mass. Gen
eral Lam, 
Tereenten-
aiy Ed. 
27 Vols. 

Annotated 
Michigan 
Statutes 
27 Vols. 

Minnesota 
Statutes, 
Annotated 
US Vols. 

Miss, Code 
of 19l»5. 
8 Vols, 

Vernon's 
Revised, 
Annotated 
Statutes 
1J5 Vols, 

Revised 
Code of 
Montana 
9 Vols. 

Revised 
Statutes 
of Neb. 
9 Vols. 

Nevada 
CoiiQ>lled 
Laws 
61 Vols. 

Last Pub 
LlcatioQ 
of Cods 

3 

W53 

1950 

19ttU 

1951 

1953 

1953 

19U5 

1952 

I9U9 

191*7 

1950 

1955 

Ifeohanles of 
Qrganitstion 

h 
a titlss divided 
into U55 chapters. 

56 Utles Hidoh 
were divided into 
diaptsr and sec
tions. SoMB ohap> 
ters had parts. 

17 titles divided 
into 188 chapters 
which had sub
divisions called 
sections. 

101 articles divid
ed into chapters as 
well as sections. 

5 Psrts with 281 
chapters which were 
divided into sec
tions. 

28 titles which 
were divided into 
291 chapters that 
were made up of 
sections. 

6 parts, 6U8 chap
ters divided into 
sections. 

do titles divided 
into chapters, 
some of which were 
divided into art
icles. 

38 titles with 56U 
chapters divided 
into sections. 

9li titles which 
wei<e divided into 
chapters and sec
tions. 

89 chapters divid
ed into articles 
which were actually 
sections of law. 

Titles, Articles & 
sections with num
bered paragraphs. 

X ^ up 
to Date 

i 
Bienni
al re
vision 

Pocket 
Part 

PubU-
cation 
of the 
session 
lasB, 

PubU-
cation 
of the 
session 
lows. 

Pocket 
Part 

Podcet 
Part 

Pocket 
Fart 

Pocket 
Part 

Pocket 
Part 

Pocket 
Part 

Pocket 
Part 

Supple-
nentaiy 
volumes 
when 
needed. 

Sate of 
last 
Supple
ment' or 
Hrt.Pt. 
6 

1955 

1955 

- - -

1955 

1955 

1955 

1951* 

1953 

1955 

1951* 

Ntodserlng System 
or Provision for 
E:qian8iaa 

7 

Decimal nui^r was 
applied to sections 
progressively \if 
10's to pendt ex
pansion. 

Simple arable ccn-
bination nuiiMr was 
applied consecutive
ly to sections with
in the title. (Gape 
for expansion) 

Sialic arable nui»-
eral applied consec
utively to sections 
within the chapter. 

Simple arable num
eral was applied 
consecutively to 
sections within the 
chapter, (Gaps for 
expcmslon) 

Simple arable nusw 
era! applied con
secutively to sec
tions within art
icles. 

Decimal number was 
applied consecu
tively within each 
title. Title was 
whole nmriserychap-
ter was decimal. 
(Gaps for expansion) 

Decimal number in 
which chapter and 
section was the de
cimal number. (Gaps 
for expansion) 

Decimal number in 
which chapter was 
the whole nuafcery 
section was the 
decimal number.(Gaps 
for ejqMinsion) 

Decimal nuniier was 
applied consecu
tively to sections 
throughout entire 
concilia tion. (Gaps 
for expansion) 

Combination number 
was applied consec
utively to sections 
within each title. 
Section was identi
fied with chapter & 
title. (Gaps for 
expansion) 

Conibination number 
was applied con
secutively to art
icles within each 
chapter. (Caps for 
expansion) 

Dedaal number that 
left gape as ap-
pliad oonsooutively 
to sections through 
entire eon^llatian. 

VOio 
PublisfaBi 

8 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

State 
Printer 

Who 
1 Revises 

* 

State lor re
vision eomls-
sion. 

State law re
vision eomls-
sion. 

State law re-
visimi COSHIS-
sion appoint
ed by the le
gislature. 

Private pujblish-
er in cooperation 
with tte legisla
ture. 

State law re
vision coMdii* 
sion. 

I«w revision 
conmisslcn that 
was appointed. 

State revision 
ec«^>lBte eaeh 
U years. 

State legisla
ture only. 

Appointed law 
revision ecmalB-
sion. 

Appointed co
difioation spec
ialists. 

Revision C(B-
mission apfwlnt-
ed by leglslatara. 

State law re
vision OOKlS-
slon. 
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APPENDIX A (CONT'D) 

Stat«^ 

1 

1. B. 

N. J. 

H. M. 

N. T. 

H.C. 

North 
Dak. 

Ohio 

Ckla. 

Ore. 

Psnn. 

r..is. 

RSM of 
Coda and 
Vusft>er of 
Volunes 

2 

HBW nSim)— 
shire Re
vised 
Statutes 
Annotatsd 
B Vols. 

N.J. Sta
tutes, 
Annotated 
72 Tols. 

Revised, 
Annotated 
Statutes 
of New 
Mexieo 
6 Vols. 

NcKinney's 
Consolidat
ed Cods of 
New loxk 
95 Vols. 

General 
Statutes 
of North 
C&rollBs 
10 Vols, 

North 
Dakota 
Ri vised 
Code 
8 Vols, 

Pafoe 
General 
Oode of 
Ohio, 
Annotsti4 
12 Vols, 

OKLahona 
Statutes 
of 1951 
Annotated 
3U Vols, 

Oregon 
Revised 
Statutes, 
Aimot«taa 
10 Vols, 

Purdon 
Penn, 
Statute* 
Annotated 
51 Vols, 

Rhode 
Island 
General 
Laws 
2 Vols, 

Last Pub-
lloatioE 
of Code 

3 

1955 

19li0 

1953 

1953 

1952 

19I43 

19U5 

1951 

I9U0 

19?0 

1938 

Mechanics of 
Organisation 

u 
tiO Titles, U66 
chapters divid
ed into sections 

58 titles, divid
ed into chapters. 
some of which were 
sub-divided into 
articles. 

75 chapters divid
ed into articles 

68 separate codes 
accoiding to sub
jects. 

20 Divisions with 
166 chapters divid
ed into sections. 

65 titles that were 
divided into chap
ters. 

22 titles that were 
divided into chap
ters and sections. 

85 titles divided 
into chapters and 
sections. So!« ti
tles bad parts for 
first level of sub
division. 

127 titles divided 
into chapters and 
sections. 5or* 
chapters had art
icles also. 

77 chapters that 
were divided into 
chapters and sec
tions. 

79 tiUes, 658 
chapters divided 
into sections. 

Kept up 
to Date 

by 

5 
PubU-
cation 
ef-tte 
session 
laws. 

Pocket 
Part 

Pocket 
Part 

Pocket 
Part 

Pocket 
Part 
each 2 
years. 

Supple
mentary 
volume. 
Pocket 
Part 

Pocket 
Part 

Pocket 
Part 
each 2 
years 

Loose-
leaf 
binder. 
supple
ment. 

Pocket 
Part 

Publi-
catlcn 
of the 
session 
laws. 

Date of 
last 
Supple
ment or 
Pkt.Pt. 

I 

1952 

1955 

1953 

1955 

1953 

1952 

1955 

1?% 

195I4 

1955 

Numbering System 
or Provision for 
expanai-oa 

7 

Slaple arable num
eral applied con
secutively to all 
sections within 
titles. (Gaps for 
expansion) 

Conbination number 
was applied consec
utively to sections 
in each title. I-
dentifled section 
with chapter and 
title but the sub
division was not 
numbered with the 
section nuidJer. 

Conibination number 
was applied consec
utively to articles 
within chapters. 
(Gaps for expsuision) 

Siiq>le decimal num
ber applied consecu
tively to sections 
in each code by odd 
numbers to permit 
expansion. 

Combination number 
was applied to sec
tions consecutively 
throughout entire 
cor^illatlcn. Identi
fied section with 
chapter but not with 
sub-division. (Caps 
for expansion) 

Conbination number 
was applied consec
utively within the 
entire code. (Cape 
for expansion) 

Simole arable iiim-
eral applied consec
utively to s ections 
within the title. 
Identified seotion 
with title. (Gaps 
for expansion) 

Sinple arable num
ber applied con
secutively to sec
tions within each 
title. (Gaps for 
expansion) 

Coflibinatior number 
identified section 
with chapter and 
title, applied eon-
secutively within 
each title. 

CoKi)inatlon nuit>er 
was applied con
secutively to sec
tions to identify 
then with artieles 
and chapters, (Gape 
for expansion) 

Single arable nuB^ 
eral applied con
secutively to sec
tions through the 
entire publication. 
(Gaps for expansion) 

Vfho 
Publishes 

8 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

State 
Printing 
Office 

Private 
Publishsr 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Pabllshsr 

Who 
Revises 

9 

Revision cci^ 
mission appoint
ed by legislature. 

!tevision ccei-
raission. 

Law revision 
ccnmission ap
pointed by the 
legislature, 

State revision 
conmission. 

Revision com
mittee chosen 
by secretary of 
State and ap
proved by the 
legislature. 

Law revision 
coiRinlssion ap
pointed by the 
legislature. 

Private publish
er in coopezation 
with legislature. 

Legislative re
search departaient 
and appointed cod
ification ccnnlt-
tee. 

State law re
vision CCHKlS-
slon. 

State law re
vision CCHliS-
sicn. 

Appointed eodl-
floation spee-
iallsts and 
porivate publish
ers. 
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kPPEnHZ A (COIR'D.) 

State 

1 

So. 
Car, 

South 
Dak. 

Tenn. 

Texas 

Utah 

Vt. 

Vir, 

Wash, 

West 
Vlr. 

Ifts. 

Wjro. 

I S M of ] 
Code aul 
Runber of 
Voluaes 

2 

Code of 
laws of 
South 
Carolina 
8 Vols. 

South 
DakoU 
Code of 
1939. 
h Vols. 

Annotated 
Code of 
Tsm. 
8 Vols. 

Vernon's 
Revised 
Annotated 
Clttl Sta
tutes of 
Texas, 
22 Vols. 

Annotated 
Code of 
Utah 
10 Vols. 

Vermont 
Statute 
Revision 
of 19U7 
1 Vol, 

Code of 
Virginia 
9 Vols. 

Revised 
Code of 
Washington 
8 Vols. 

West 
Vir, 
Code, 
Michies 
1955 Ed, 
1 Vol. 

Wis, 
Statutes 
1 Vol. 

Wycning 
Coi^lled 
Statutes 
of 19li5 
and sub
sequent 
session 
laws, 
5 Vols, 

Last Pub 
Lleatlon 
of Coda 

3 

1952 

1939 

19U3 

1951 

1953 

191*7 

1950 

1952 

1955 

1955 

191*5 

Mechanics of 
Organisation 

1* 
72 tiUes divid
ed Into chapters 
and sections. 

65 titles divided 
into chapters and 
sections. 

1* parts that were 
divided into con
secutively numbered 
titles and chap
ters and sections. 

131 titles that 
were divided into 
consecutivelj' nvjiw 
bered chapters 
containing sec
tions of the law. 

78 titles divided 
into chapters and 
sections, chapters 
were consecutively 
numbered within 
the title. 

52 titles and 1(50 
chapters within 
those titles. 

Alphabetically ar
ranged titles di
vided into chapters 
that were consec
utively numbered 
in each title. 

91 titles which 
were divided into 
chapters and sec
tions. 

65 chapters divid
ed into articles. 

31: titles, 371* 
chapters. 

72 chapters divid
ed into consecu
tively numbered 
articles. 

K^pt up 
to Date 

S 

Pocket 
Part 

Supple-
men taiy 
Volume 
each 2 
years 

Pocket 
Part 

Pocket 
Part 

Pocket 
Part 

PubU-
cation 
of the 
session 
laws. 

Pocket 
Part 

Loose-
leaf 

PwC pub
lication 

Revision 
each 2 
years 

Pocket 
Parti 
Session 
Laws. 

Date of 
last 
Supple-
•ent or 
Wct.Pt. 

I 

195U 

195U 

1951* 

1953 

1955 

1955 

1951* 

195!* 

1955 

1955 

1951* 

NwAwring System 
or Provision for 
Expansion 

7 

Arabic numeral was 
applied consecutive
ly to sections bat 
not to other sub
divisions. (Gaps 
for expansion) 

Decimal miiifcer was 
applied consecu
tively to sections 
within each title. 
Title was whole num
ber, 1st two digits 
to right of decimal 
applied to chapters, 
other digits were 
for sections. 

Sinple arable num
eral applied con
secutively through
out the entire cods. 
(Gaps for expansion) 

Sliaple arable num
eral was applied to 
sections consecutive 
ly throu^out the 
entire compilation. 
(Gaps for expansion) 

Combination number 
identified section 
with chapter and 
title. Applied 
consecutively in 
entire ccnpilatioR. 

Simple arable num
eral applied to sec
tions consecutively 
thro\ighout the en
tire code. 

Conbination number 
consecutively ap
plied throughout 
entire compilation. 
Identified section 
with title only. 

Duodecimal system 
that progresses by 
10's. Numbers show 
title, chK'tsr, and 
section. (Gaps for 
expansion) 

Combination number 
made use of bracket 
and was applied 
consecutively to 
entire compilation. 

Decimal number was 
applied consecu
tively in entire 
code. Identified 
chapter but not 
the title. 

Combination niimber 
was applied con
secutively to all 
sections within 
each article. 

Who 
Publishes 

6 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

State 
Printing 
Office, 
Private 
Publisher 

Private 
•Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
Publisher 

Private 
PubUsher 

Private 
Publisher 

Who 
Revises 

? 

Appointed codi
fication speo-
ialists and 
private publish
ers. 

State law re
vision cosnis-
sion working 
as a canmlttee. 

State law re
vision co!iniSi» 
sion. 

Revision com
mission appoint
ed by legislature. 

State law re
vision corasis-
sion. 

Law revi-sion 
conndssion ap
pointed by the 
legislature. 

Private pub
lisher in co
operation with 
legislature. 

State law re
vision commis
sion. 

State law re
vision conmittee. 

Law research 
department ap-
pbinted a codi
fication specia
list. • 

Law revision 
ccnndsslon ap
pointed by le
glslatara. 
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APPENDIX B 

RECOMMENDATIONS POR CONSTRUCTION OP 
GENERAL AND EDUCATIONAL CODES 

The tables in this appendix were designed to depict 

the responses, of seventy five consultants, to a questionalre 

on the basic concepts which should be followed in future 

codification of law; especially school laws. The consul

tants were categorized as follows: Nine law book publish

ing firms, five codlflers of state statutes, five professors 

of education law, eight attorneys, and the Attorneys General 

of all the fortyelght states i Consultants v:ere selected 

because of their reputations as leaders ia the field of law 

and its codif loat lone These v/ere shown in the list of 

consultants. 

The data were arranged to reflect not only the areas 

of agreement but also to show the dlver.;ent nature of the 

recommended practices. Therefore, the technical areas com

mon to all codes of law were shown in the headings and the 

number of consultants reaommendlng adoption of practice in 

that area were shown as variables. The divergent nature of 

the recommended practices could only Le expecteu to make 

statistical trectraent of the data exceptionally difficult 

and, in most cases, practically L:eanir.-:les :. Conseque.itly, 

norms, percentages, correlations, etc., were omitted for 

the sake of simplicity and clarity. 

The recommendations of consultants iiave been summar

ized in Chapters V, VI, and VII of the studi' as l̂ eing appli

cable to the codification of school lav;s In Tex.s. 
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TABLE I 

THE PROIITAL AiT.̂ Lx3I3 

Hecommendations on Location and Amount of 
Detail to be Included in a 
Frontal Analysis in 1955 

The Frontal Analysis should 
be located as follows: 

OJ (1) 

1 

2 

3 

Only at the beginning of 
the compilation of General 
Statutes. 

Only at the beginning of 
each titular sub-division 
of the General Statutes. 

Shovi a skeleton ahalysis at 
the beginning of the Gene
ral Statutes with a detail
ed analysis at the beginning 
of each titular sub-division 

1 7 1 ^ r p ••<. X s"' 

Number of Consultants 
recomfflendiiit̂  the list
ing: of: 
At least two 
top level 
hec.ds 

(2) 

0 

3 

k9 

51 

Only one 
top lev
el head 

(?) 

X 

0 

17 

18 

TOTALS 

{k) 

1 

8 

66 

15 

* Forty nine consultants recommended that the Frontal 
Analysis of the General Statutes shovf location of the titles 
within the code only, and that the detailed analysis of 
each title be shown at t.ie beginning' uf tao title, ii fur
ther recommendation was that the title anal/sis should 
list at least two top level sect::.on hê .uiiit̂ s to shoii rela
tionship between title and section. 
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TABLE II 

TTTT 

Recommendations for Numbering of Sections 
in an Education Code in 1955—by 

Number of Consultants 

iVpe of Numbering System 

0 

1 

2 

3 
k 

CD 

Combination niimbering 

Decimal numbering 

Duo-Decimal nixmbering 

Others* 

TOTAL 

Number recommending; its use 

(2) 

^9 

19 

2 

5 

15 

* The five consultants recouiuiendin̂ : numbering systems, 
other than the first three listed above, felt that the sec
tions of law should be numbered v̂it:i a simple, £u:»abio, whole 
number that could be augmented v̂ ith a letter of the alphabet, 
or another number, in parentiissis. It was felt that the 
practice would facilitate identification, co itrcCtion, and 
expansion. However, the practice would also introduce for
eign symbols in the identification system. 

TABLE III 

CLA33Ix̂ lCA'riON 

Recommendations on Levels of Importance 
in the Classification of School 

Statutory Material in 1955 

Classification Level 

1 

2 

3 

k 

(1) 

Two Levels—Lieting of 
Title and Section 

Three Levels—Listiag of 
Parts, Titles, Jsctions* 

the 

Three Levels—Listiii:_: of Ti
tles, Articles, e. Sections* 

Four Levels—Lifting of tit
les, Chaps.,Articles o:^ SeG'i^ 

Total 

Number recommending'; use 

f,Z) 

3 

33 

75 
* Actually, tAo'̂ .c two categories are siinilar only 

in levels of GubJivi i ai i i-so-far as number is conderned. 
'=-* Recommended o :ly laiGn code is large. 
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TAE^E IV 

THE INDEX 

Reoommendations on Types of Indexes 
to be Used V/ith Education 

Codes in 1955 

Types of Indexes 

Classified Index 

Alphabetically arranged. 
Single-line index 

Total 

Number recommending use 

<2l 
Zk 

5X 

15 

TAiiLS V 

LOCATION OF THE BHDEX 

Recommendations for the Location and Scope of 
Indexes in the General Statutes in 1955 

Recomaended coverage and 
location of the index 

.n 

1 

2 

3 

ii\ 
Should cover the entire 
compilation of General 
Statutes—Located at the 
end of the compilation 

Should cover each sepa
rate title with separate 
listing];—̂ -ocated at end 
of the title** 

Should cover the entire 
compilation of General 
Statutes—Located in a 
separate volume 

Total 

Number recomraendinr; 
the practice 

(?) 

23 

38 

14 

15 

* Where the Education Code was large, or v/ners a 
separate Lduoatlon Code existed the recommendation of 
fifty one consultants was to create an Index for the indi
vidual titles in the general code of laws. 
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TABLE VI 

FOOTNOTES 

Recommendations on Comprehensiveness of Footnotes 
to Sections of Law in Education Codes in 

the United States in 1955,by 
Number of Consultants 

0 

1 

2 

3 

Recommended inclusions 

(1) 
Historical notes and cross-
references * 

Historlca.1 notes, cross-
references & Annotations 

Historical notes, cross-
references, annotations & 
clarifying comments 

Total 

xiunber recoLimendin inclusion 
(2) 

18 

kl 

16 

15 

TABLE VII 

LOCATION OF FOOTNOTES i: Tn^ CODE 

Recommendations for Location of Footnotes in 
Education Codes in the United states 
' in 1955-"*̂"5y Number of Consultants 

Reoor.aended Location 

Ml 

1 

2 

(1) 
Should be located, at the end 
of the seotion of the law it 
affected 

:Should be located at the end 
of each chapter 

Total 

Number of ConGaltantt: 
pecommendirAg 

(?) 

68 

k 

72 
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APPENDIX C 

EDUCATION CODE OUTLINE 

In this appendix an outline for a state education oode 

is suggested as a tool for the achievement of the goals set 

forth in the study* It was pi»epared almost entirely by the 

National Education Association with such supplemental mate

rial as needed to fit the outline to the i*equirementB of 

Texas being added. Because cross-references and annotations 

are meaningful only when the actual subject matter in the 

vode is present these have been omitted from the outline. 

Inspection of the outline with its ""key phrase" headings 

should prove its worth as a frontal analysis. While some of 

the headings were not applicable to the 1951 edition of the 

Texas Education Code the new code couHwell include them. 

CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
Artiole le State Plan for Public Education. 

492111 Statement of policy 
49:112 General scope 

Article 2. Definitions (three illustrations shown) 
492121 School year 
49:122 Public school 
k9^123 Special school 

CHAPTEx̂  2 
Article 1 

49 
49 
^9 
49 
49 
49 
^9 
49 

Article 2 

49 
49 
49 
49 
49 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 
State Board of Education 

211 Composition and organization 
212 t̂lual if loat ions of members 
213 Selection and removal froii office 
214 Oath of Office 
215 Term of Office; filling vacancies 
216 Meetings; compensation of members 
217 General powers ajid duties (enumerated) 
218 Relationships wit'n other state agents 
Chief State School Off leer—Comaissioner of 
Education 

221 Ciuali float ions 
222 Election and removal from office 
22J Oath of office; bond 
224 Term of office; filling of vacancies 
225 Compensation and expenses 

202 
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APPENDIX 
Qoapter 2 

49 
49 

Artiole 3 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 

Article 4 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 

Artiole 5 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 

Article 6 
49 
49 
^9 

Article 7 
^9 
49 
49 
49 
49 
^9 
49 
49 
49 

Article 8 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 

C (Cont»d) 
• General Administration 
X226 General powers and duties 
2227 Belationship with state board of education 
• State Department of Education 
:23X Administration 
1232 Organization 
:233 Staff 
:234 Budget 
:235 Functions 
. County Board of Education 
:24l Composition and organization 
:242 Qualifications of members 
:243 Selection of members 
iZkk Oath of Office; bond 
245 Term of office; filling vacancies 
246 Compensation of expenses 
247 Meetings 
248 General powers and duties 

Coiinty Superintendent of Schools 
251 Qualifications 
252 Selection; recall or removal froa office 
25p Oath of office; bond 
254 Term of office; filling vacancies 
255 Compensation and expenses 
250 Gcnra al powers and duties 
Powers and Duties of Local Electors 

261 Sohool elections 
262 District meetings 
263 Bight of appeal from decisions of officials 
Local Board of Education 

271 Composition and organization 
272 Qualifications at election of members 
273 Election of members and removal 
274 Oath of office; bond 
275 Terî ^ of office; filling vacancies 
276 Meetings 
277 Remuneration for expenses 
278 General powers and duties 
279 Relationships with municipal officers 

and agencies 
. Local Superintendent of ochools 
:281 Qualifications 
:282 Selection 
:283 Oath of office; bond 
:284 Tera of office; removal frc office 
:285 Compensation for expenses 
:286 General powers and obligations (duties) 

CHAPTER 3. SCHOOL DISTRICT OL^IixSZXSlOu 
Article 1. Classification of school districts 

492311 Classes of school districts 
49:312 Reclassification of scnool districts 
49:313 Unorganized territory 
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APPENDIX C (Cont'd) 
Chapter 3. School District Organization 
Article 2. Heorganization of Districts 

492321 Dissolution and re-creation 
49:322 Annexation 
49:323 Merger of whole districts 
49:324 Boundary adjustments 
492325 Other reorganizations 

Article 3. Consolidation of Attendance Units Within a 
Single District 

49:331 Consolidation of attendance units within 
a single district 

CMO^TER 4. FINANCE 
Subchapter 1. State School Moneys 
Article le Revenue from State School 

Article 

49 

49 
49 
2 

49 
49 

Lands 

lands 

n̂ent 

411 Authority to administer state school lands 
and revenue therefrom 

412 Leases of public-school lands 
413 Use of proceeds from state school 
Permanent School Fund 

421 Sources of permanent school fund 
422 Administrative authority over perm; 

school fund 
423 Payment of interest to general school fund 
General Public-school Fimd 

431 Sources of public-school fund 
432 Administration of public-school fund 
433 Approtionment of public-school fund 
Receipts from Federal Government, Administra
tion and Disbursement Thereof 

441 Vocational education grants 
442 Vocational rehabilitation grants 
443 Sohool lunch money 
kkk Veteran Education 
445 Education of children of veterans 
446 National forest funds 
447 Grazing land receipts 
;448 Receipts under federal mineral land leasing 

act 
Article 5. Other State School Revenues 

49:451 Fines, fees, escheats, and forfietures 
49:452 Donations and bequests 

Article 6. i'lana-ement of State Scnool Funds 
49:461 Public Depooitorles 
49:462 Limitations on investments 
49:463 Wlthdraival on warrants 

Article 7. School Foundation Prjgarm 
49:4jl î asic Aid 
49:471(a) v̂ ualification.: for 
49:471(''j) Determination of amount 
49:471(0) Administration 
4,̂ :472 Equalization aid 
49:473 vcuallfications for 

49 
Article 3 

49 
49 
49 

Article 4 

k9 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
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APPENDIX C (Cont'd.) 
Chapter 4. ^IxiBxioe 

49:472(b) Determination of Amount 
49:472(0) Administration 

Article 8. Aid for Special Purposes 
49:481 Education of handicapped children 
49:482 Tuition of nonresident pupils 
49:483 Capital outlays 
49:485- School lunch program 
49:485 Vocational education 
49:486 Vocational rehabilitation 
49:487 Adult education 
49:488 Transportation 

Article 9* State Sohool Building Grants in Aid or Loans 
49:491 Creation of state school building authority 
49:492 Membership of authority 
49:493 Powers and duties 
49:49̂ 1 ^^mds; sinking f\xnd authorization 
k9'^-95 Distribution of funds 

Subchapter 2. County and Local Revenues for School Support 
iJ&ffltlkele 10. ;Stt88lte f^hool Aid to Counties and Local Dlst. 

49:4101 Authorization to receive 
49:4102 Payment to general school fund 
49:4103 Authority to distribute 
49:4l04 Apportionment to counties and local Dlst. 

Article 11. County School Legislation levies-real prop. 
49:4111 Purposes 
49:4112 Minimum and maximum rates 
49:4113 Hovf and by whom determined 

Article 12. Local School Levies on Real Property 
;4l21 Purposes 
:4l22 Minimum and maximum rates 
;4l23 Hoi-J and by v̂ hom determined 

I^vy in Excess of Haxlraum Limitations 
'-l'131 Poiver of schoolboard 
;4l32 Procedure of board in exercising power 
4133 MaJEim̂ om rate without vote of electors 
4134 Maximum rate upon vote of electors 
•̂ 135 Procedure in election 

Article l4. Levy of Nonproperty Taxes 
49:4l4l Authorization 
49:4l42 Purposes and subjects 
49:4143 Rate 
49:4l44 Use of Proceeds 

Subchapter 3. Local School Budgets 
Article 15. Preliminary Procedure 

49 
49 
49 

Article I3 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 

49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 

4151 Preparation 
4152 Contents 
4153 Approval et 
4154 Approval at 
4155 Approval at 
4156 Publication 
4157 Hearings 
4158 Protests 
4159 Procedure fo 

local level 
county level 
state level 

adoption 
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APPENDIX G (Cont'd*) 
Chapter 4* Pinanoe 
Artiole 16. Fixing and Certifying Tax Rate; Levy of Taxes 
Article 17 Alterations after Certification 

49:4171 Transfer of funds between budgetary items 
4984172 Amendment of budget total 
49:4173 Bmergenoy appropriations 

Subchapter 4. School District Expenditures 
Article 18. Custody of School Funds 

4924181 Depositories 
49:4182 Accounts and reports 
4924183 Audit of accounts 

Article 19. Authority to Make Contracts 
49:4191 Authority to make Contracts-necessity for 

competitive bidding 
Article 20• Disbursements 

49:4201 Vouchers for payments 
49:4202 Payments in escess of budgetary authoriaa-

tion 
49 24202(a) Amount limitations 
49:4202(b) Time limitations 

Subchapter 5e School District Indebtedness 
Artiole 21. Borrowing Power 

49:4211 Short-term notes 
49:4212 Warrants 
49:4213 Tax anticipation warrants 
49:4214 Ceirtificates of indebtedness 
49:4215 Bonds 

Artiole 22e Bond Issues 
49:4221 Types of bonds authorized 
49:4222 Bond elections 
49:4223 Maximum amount of outstanding bonded 

indebtedness 
49:4224 Interest rate 
49:4225 Minimum selling price 
49:4226 Retirement of bonds 
49:4227 Tax levy to meet bond and interest payments 
49:4228 Sinking funds 

Subchapter 6* State Loans 
CHAPTER 5. PROPERTY 
Artiole 1. School lands 

49:511 Purchase 
492512 Title holder 
49:513 i^ase 
49:514 Sale 
49:515 Disposition of proceeds from school lands 

Article 2. School Sites 
492521 Standards 
492522 Selection 
49:523 Acquisition in general 
49:52^ Eminent domain 

• 49:525 Title holder 
49:526 FinaJicing 
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APPENDIX C {Coated.) 
(Siapter 5. Property 
Article 3. School buildings 

492531 Construction 
^9s53l(a) Approval of plans 
^92531(b) Architects 
^9:531(0) Contracts 
49253? Other means of acquisition 
492533 Financing acquisition or remodeling 
49253^ Maintenance 
^9*535 Insurance 
492536 Use 
49:537 Sale or other disposition at end of use 

for school purposes 
Article 4. Equipment and Supplied 

492541 Purchase 
49:5^2 Use 
49:5^3 Repair 
492544 Sale or other disposition of obsolete and 

unusable equipment and supplies 

CHAPTER 6. Er̂ 'iPLOYSES 
(̂For each category of certificated and nonceatificated 
ŝchool employees an article should be provided similar 
to the one shown for classroom teachers, unless a parti
cularly individualistic piede of legislation applies to 
all employees. Some of the categories that probably should 
be separately treated are prirsclpals, librarians, secre
taries, fiscal officers, administ^rative staff, clerical 
staff, attendance officers, transportation workers, health 
personnel, food service workers, and custodial and build
ing maintenance staff.) 
Article le Classroom Teachers 

49:611 Classification 
49:612 Qualifioations and certification 
49:613 ^ployment and dismissal (contracts and 

tenure) 
492614 Oaths 
49:615 Compensation 
49:616 Leaves of absence 
49:617 Inservice improvement 
49:618 Insurance 
492619 Duties 

Article 2. Retirement System 
(Cross-reference to any non-certified personnel 
retirement systems.) 

CHAPTER 7. PUPILS 
Article 1. Census, Admission, and Attendance 

49:711 Census enumeration 
49:712 Age and other quallfIcatlonrj for ..diaisslon 
49:713 Cocpulsory attendance 
49:714 Nonresident ;upils; tuition 
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APPENDIX C (Cont'de) 
Chapter 7. Pupils 
Article 2e Health 

492721 Health officers 
49^722 Health and physical examinations 
492723 Inoculation requirements 
492724 Contagious or communicable diseases 
492725 School limch program 

Article 3. Discipline 
492731 Suspension or expulsion 
49:732 Corporal punishment 
k9''133 Ant 1 fraternity regulations 
49:734 Treatment of delinquent children 

CHAPTER 8. TRANSPORTATION 
Article la Sohool Transportation Standards 

49:811 % s standards 
49:812 Routes 
49:813 Loading capacities 

Article 2. Insurance 
492821 Liability 
49:822 Property damage 

Article 3. Eligibility for Transportation 
49:831 Age, grade level, or distance from home 

to school 
492832 Nonresident pupils 

Article 4. "In lieu" Provisions 
49:841 Board and room 
49:342 Home instruction 

CHAPTER 9. INSTRUCTIC:; 
Article 1. Regular Elementary and Secondary Instruction 

49:911 Classification and organization 
492912 Curriculum 
492913 Textbooks 
49:914 Supplementary books and materials 

Article 2. Other Eaucation 
49:921 Exceptional Ciiildren 
49:922 Continuation schools or classes 
49:923 Vocational education 
49:924 Adult education 

GHAPTEil 10. .VT-LIC IIISTITVTIOI]̂ ; C'J KiaiiEE LEAHMm 
Article 1. State Board of Control (if used) 
Article 2 

49 
49 
49 

49 
Article 3 

49 
49 
49 
49 
49 

State University—University of Texas 
1021 Crovorning board 
1022 Pinâ noe 
1023 Instructional and other personnel 
1024 Students 
1025 Scope of progrLu: 
Lana-grant Colleges 

1031 governing boards 
1032 Finance 
1033 Students 
1034 Students, Instructional 8c other personnel 
1035 Scope of program 
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APPENDIX C (Cont'd.) 
Chapter 10, Public Institutions of Higher Learning 
Artiole 4, State Colleges 

49:1041 Governing boards 
49:1042 Finance 
49:1043 Instructional and other personnel 
4921044 Students 
4921045 Scope of Program 

Article 5e Teacher's Colleges 
4921051 Governing Boards 
4921052 Finance 
49:1053 Instructional and other personnel 
49:1054 Students 
^9:1055 Scope of program 

Artiole 6. Junior Colleges 
4921061 Governing boards 
49:1062 Finance 
492IO63 Instructional and other persorinel 
49:1064 Students 
49:1065 Scope of program 

Article 7o Other Municipal Institutions of Higher 
X«earning 

49:1071 Governing boards 
4921072 Finance 
49:1073 Instructional and other personnel 
49:1074 Students 
49PIO75 Scope of program 

CHAPTER 11. INSTITUTIONAL SCHOOLS 
Article. 
Article 
Article 
Article 
Article 
Article 
Article ' 

1. 
2. 

i: 
5. 
6. 
7* 

CHAPTER 12. 
Article le 
Article 2. 
Article 3. 

Schools for the blind 
Schools for the deaf 
Schools for other physically handicapped 
Schools for mentally deficient 
Schools for Delinquents 
Prison schools 
Hospital schools 

PAROCHIAL AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS 
Scope of state regulation 
Reports to state school officers 
Regulation of Private institutions of 
higher learning 



APPaiQlX D 

A EEC0MHE14DED INDEX 

Following the construction of any compilation of 

eohool law it Is essential that an adequate index be organ

ized as a guide to the specific topics contained in the code. 

51ie problem of finding the law has long disturbed sohool 

people who have had needs to resort to the Education Code in 

an endeavor to find solutions to their problems of policy and 

procedure • This index is an attempt to answer the need for 

a sompler, more direct method whereby the code might be used 

nore efficiently# 

No index can be expected to remove all difficulty in 

usage because there can be no control over the vocabulary of 

the individuals who use it. There has been no official vo-

oabulary in use for indexinr̂  the Education Code ia i^ny state. 

Therefore, this index has been prepared by making use of the 

irooabulary commonly used by teachers, rdministratorj and lay 

people generally in coping with school experiences. The arran e-

ment is alphabetical throu^out with the material arranged un

der broad general topics. Cross-references v/ere icluded 

when it appeared that confusion would probably result in 

their absence. 

To use the index the user would firot decile i to what 

general category his probloa ;vould fall by e7a:a;i-:ij:g tbe 

list of general topics at the beginning of the index. •- t.ion 

v;ould turn to that -eneral topic to find listed as c, sul-

topic his specific problem. Tlia v:rlou;;> points of 1 w iir.ve 

also been arranged alphabetIcally under the geaor:.;! topic and 

210 
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when the index is applied to a specific code the seotion 

number of the point of law would be included as a part of 

the single line reference. Page numbers are omitted here. 

INDEX 

General Subject List 

Absence 
Attendance 
Attachments 
Average Daily Attendance 
Boards of Education 
Bonds 
Budgets 
Buildings, Equipment and 

Property 
Busses (See Subject Above) 
Cafeterias 
Child Care Centers 
Community Centers 
Contracts and Bids 
County Offices 
Crimes 
Deaf, Education of 
Definitions 
Districts (Elem., Secondary) 
Education Code 
Elections 
Employees, Non-Certified 
Excessive Costs 
Federal Programs 
Fire Signals 
Funds and Financial Support 

Financial Provisions 
County Funds 
State Funds 
District Funds 

Governing Boards (Trustees) 
Graduation 
Hard of Hearing 
Health 
Indian Reservations 
Institutions 
Instruction 

Kindergartens 
Knowledge of Election 

Propositions 
Liability 
Libraries 
Mentally Retarded Minors 
Military Reservations, Schools 

therein 
Military Service 
Oaths 
Physicians 
Principals 
Printing 
Property (See Buildings and 

Equipment) 
Publishers 
Pupils 
Purchasing Agent 
Recall Power 
Records 
Recreation 
Schools and Sohool Districts 

(Reorganization) 
State Colleges 
State Boards, Departments & 

Officers 
Super int endent s 
Teachers and other Certificated 

Personnel 
Teacher Training Institutions 
Textbooks 
Transportat ion 
University of Texas 
Veterans 
V/ork Feriiiits 
Workmen's Compensation 

From the general subject list above the user of the 

index would be directed by a page number to the i.:dex >.o the 

specific problem he needs to solve. Folloa-in^ is a list of 
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of such specific items as would be treated by the new educa

tion oode. Section numbers and page numbers of points of law 

have been purposely omitted because they can not be determined 

prior to the actual construction of the code. 

ABSENCE 
Excusable absence 

ATTENDANCE 
Elementary Schools and Kindergartens—limitations on days 
of attendance, minimum school day, sohool day definition, 

High Sohools-^Minimum school day, day of attendance, 
Physically Handicapped—reports, days of attendance, schools 

in military reservations, total days attendance, 

ATTACHMENTS 
Attachments of vouchers, 

AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE 
Bknergencles, computation because of, 
High Schools and elementary schools. 
Inclusion of one district in another, 
Mentally retarded. 
Physically handicapped. 
Pupils in special classes. 
State Contributions on, 

BOARDS OF EDUCATION 
Election for, conduct of elections, expenses of elections. 
Establishment of boards, conditions under vfhlch they may 
be established, method of establishment, 

Memberc, Qualifications of, recall of. 
Powers of, course of study (if any), program of education, 

S8-larles and expenses, 

BONDS 
Denomination of, 
Desoription and form of. 
Purchase of, restrictions of. 
Elections for, 
Interest on. 
Limitations on bonding, 
Payment, provisions governing. 
Principal and interest, to whom paid. 
Purposes of. 
Registration of, form for, 
Procedure for. 
Signatures, validity of. 
Tax, for payment of, 
Transfer of ownership. 
Unsold bonds, ^ ̂  
Years, Terms of, series of different dates. 
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BUDGETS 
Adoption of, provisions regarding funds. 
Changes in. 
Common school districts, 
Coimty administration. 
Preliminary budget. 
Size, Limitations on. 
Violations, penalty for, 

BUILDINGS, EQUIPMENT AND PROPERTY 
Contracts, restrictions on letting of, 
Definition of buildings 
Use of buildings. 
Fire escapes, provision for. 
Temporary quarters. 
Equipment, appeiratus and supplies, 
Busses, purchase of, definition of, emergencies, use during, 
ftinds from which purchased, selling of busses, viola
tion of rules concerning, 

Flags, authority to provide, display of, failure to 
purchase, 

Standard school supplies, list of, apparatus and supplies, 
governing boards and powers regarding, restrictions. 

Property, buildings and fixtures, sale or disposal of, 
new districts and payment to, 

Personal property, sale of, money received and disposition 
of, private sales, use of personal property. 

Real property, dedication of, governing board and powers 
regarding, improvements on, bids for, intention and de
claration thereof, leases, other public agencies, 

Sites of schools, change of and restrictions concerning, 

BUSSES 
(See buildings. Equipment and property) 

CAFETERIAS 
Accounting officer for, audits. 
Bank accounts for, 
District funds, charges against, supervision of, salaries, 
equipment replacement, establishment of cafeterias. 

Pood, prices charged, 
CHILD CARE CENTERS 

Admittance, discontinuance. Taxes for, federal funds. 
Health rules, hours, Income, legislation on, purpose of, 
liability, minimum standards. 

School facilities for, fees, 

COMMUNITY CENTERS 
Affect on schools, 

CONTRAd'S AND BIDS 
Bids, notice of, cost estimates. 
Payment of contract, 
Surplus property, purchase of, disposition of. 
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COUNTY OFFICES 
Districts, 
Clerk, 

^M??^^°^'/°°^*^^ ̂ <>ard of, establishment of, expenses of. 
Mileage (when granted), qualifications for, time of 
election, vacancies and method of filling. 

Organization for business, quorum necesscry, powers of. 
Superentendents of county, powers of, election of. quali
fications for. 

Supervision over buildings. 
New Districts, formation of, 
Finance, accounting of funds, taxes, excess income, reserves, 
sohool mainten€mce, school supply funds. 

Pupils, admission and attendance, cost of, physically 
handicapped, tuition. 

Purchase orders, forms for, use of. 
Recall elections. 
Tax collector. 
Treasurer, county, finance control, buildings, equipment 

supplies, 

COURSES OF STUDY 
Constitution, 
Cotton classing. 
Courses required, minimum time in courses, special required 
courses in all schools, 

CRIMES 
Felonies, 
Misdemeanors, abuse of teacher, handling of public property, 
bribes, certificates and issuance thereof, disturbance of 
schools, hazing of fellow students, use of textbooks. 
Revolutionary movements and use of school therefor, 
school traffic control, truancy and failure to comply 
with law, 

DEAF, EDUCATIOM OF 
Compulsory education of, 
Special provisions for. 

DEFINITIONS, 
Superintendent of schools. 
Constitutionality, 
Delegation of power. 
Governing boards. 
Oaths, 
Reorganization, 
School district. 
Section, 
Shall-hay. 
State, 
Tense, 
War, 
hinting. 
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DISTRICTS 
Agreements, interdistrlct attendance, costs in interdistrict 
attendance, 

Annexations, Elementary and High school districts. 
Boundaries, change of, hearings on, legality, restrictions, 
changes in status. 
Contiguous territory for school sites, purchase of. 
Districts in cities. 
Education of pupils by another district. 
Formation of. 
Library property of. 
Name, change of. 
New districts, 
Optional reorganization of. 
Bonds in. 
Employees in. 
Governing boards in. 
Textbooks, penalty for failure to use as prescribed. 
Transfer of districts. 
Uniting of, 

ELECTIONS 
Ballots for. 
Canvass of votes. 
Casting of votes. 
Challenge of voter, oath required, 
Date for. 
Electioneering, prohibition of. 
Expenses for. 
Returns, handling of, 

EMPLOYEES, NON-CERTIFIED 
Age limits of, 
Employment of, restrictions on. 
Education of. 
Leaves of absences, regulations. 
Disciplinary actions, regulaT^ions of. 
Eligibility lists. 
Establishment of system. 
Compensation for members of. 
Powers of, 
.qualifications of members of. 
Personnel directors, 
Political activity,. 
:::alary schedules, rules for, (if any). 
Resignations, regulations, F3DERAL PROGRAMS 
Provisions for administration of, 

FIRE SIGNALS 
(if any) 

RESERVES 
District use of federal funds. 
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FUNDS AND FINANCIAL SUPPORT (Financial Provisions) 
Apportionments, average daily attendance as basis for. 
Permanent school fund. 
Balances of, use of, teachers salaries. 
Closing of schools, affect on, 
Final apportionment, distribution of. 
Limitation on use of. 
Name of. 
Payment of to coxinties. 
Payment of to districts, 
Reorgauiized school districts, payment in, 
Basio State aid. 
Definitions for purposes of support, a e, average daily 

attendance, merged districts, other districts. 
Equalization aid, apportionment for growth, balances of, 
computation of, limitations on, reduction in funds. 

Foundation program, computation of, general provisions. 
Transportation aid, 

FUNDS, COUNTY, DISTRICT, AND STATE 
County funds. 
Tuition fund, 

DISTLICT FUNDS 
Budgets for. 
Orders and warrants on, 
Payroll orders, 
SpeiSiial building funds. 
Taxes for district funds, 

STATE PUITDS 
Special state support. 
State school fund. 
Vocational education funds. 
Vocational rehabilitation funds. 
State school building aid, apportionment of, audit of an 
account, 

Bonds of, form of, interest on, payment of, preparation 
of, sale of, costs of, notice of sale. 

Definitions used in, availability of, balance of allo
cation, changes indistricts, eligibility for, emergency 
building, priority ratings, sale of l8Jid purchased by. 

State allocation board. 
Tax base, 

GOVEhÎ :!lhG BOARDS 
At meetings, 
Bonds, elections for, purposes allov/able, puicnPGes, 
budgets. 

Cafeterias, authority in establishment. 
Clerk of, election, qualifications, dismissal, duties of, 
contracts by, 

Truancy vlo latlons. 
Vacancy, method of filling, contracts by. 
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Courses of st\idy, enforcement of, preparation of, 
Rectors' instructions, 
%ployees, bonding of, requirements regarding, duties of, 
powers of, purposes of, salaries for, 

Existing buildings, examination of, liability of members. 
High sohool boards, county boards, government of, orgLJi-

ization of powers of, 
H l ^ schools, buildings for, location of, district autho-

Dormotories, regulations for. 
Election results, method of canvassing. 
Meetings of, time of meetings. 
Permits to work, issuance of. 
Junior colleges, establishment of authority to maintain. 
Liability of boards, injury or death to pupils, debts in, 
personal injury and property damage, 

Libraries, authority to establish in schools. 
Membership of, expenses, mileage for, number of members on. 
Miscellaneous regulations concerning governing boards, 
apportionment limit, district attorney, defense of a 
member, financial reports and provisions governing, 
gifts and acceptance, judgements and responsibilities, 
meetings and conduct of, records maintenance and des
truction, state building aids moneys, 

Powers and duties of, administrative advisor and employ
ment of, administrative offices, audio-visual education, 
eating places, elections, etc., federal funds, fire es
capes, flags, holidays, housing for employees, kinder
gartens, payroll orders, property both personal and real, 
schools and opening and closing of same, secretary to the 
board, toilet faĉ ilities and other plan qualifications, 
truancy and violations thereof, tinAancy officer, water 
supply, 

Pupils, health, care of, 
Retirement plan for districts. 
Schools, maintenance of, 
Student organizations, 
Teachers, employment, limitations on, resignation. 
Textbooks, adoption, prescribed books, use of, supplement
ary textbooks. 

Transportation, authority to provide, 

GRADUATION 
Requirements for, 

HARD OF HEARING 
(See Schools for deaf) 

HEALTH 
Defects of building report to county superintendent 
Free meals, authorization to provide, 
Health care. 
Insurance, mental health, impaired, 
Vaccination, water supply, 
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INDIAN RESERVATIONS 
(if any) 

INSTITUTIONS 
(See miscellaneous provisions) 

INSTRUCTION 
Agriculture classes, cotton classing. 
Alcohol and narcotics. 
Citizenship classes, 
English, classes for and requirements. 
Health provisions. 
High School, requirements for graduation. 
Mentally retarded, 
Prohibited instruction. 
Supplementary instruction. 
Vocational Courses in high schools. 
Vocational rehabilitation, 

KINDEGARTENS 
Admission, 
Age, 
Budget for, 
Discontinuance of. 
Number of in district. 
Reports of, keeping of reports. 
School day in, 

KNOWLEDGE OP ELECTION PhOrOSITIONS 
Distribution to schools, 
printing of. 
Purpose of distribution, 

LIABILITY 
District lihbility. Injury to pupils and when liable and 
when not liable, liability in annexation of new terri
tory. 

Teachers, relievement of liability, 

LIBRARIES 
Corporations to administer libraries, 
agents and officers of. 
Trustees, powers of. 
Miscellaneous provisions, funds for libraries, 

hENTALLY RETARDED MINORS 
Mentally retarded minors, definition of. 
Provisions for administration of program, 

MILITARY RESERVATIONS, SCHOOLS I. 
Elementary and high schools jointly operated. 
Election of trustees, 
haintenance of, regulations regarding. 
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MILITARY SERVICE 
Affect upon employment status. 
Expiration of certificates during, 

OATHS 
School oaths and who may administer, 

PHYSICIANS 
Reports of, on physically handicapped, 

PRINCIPALS 
Reports of. 
Duties of. 
Selection or employment of. 
Dismissal of, 
Salary of, 

PRINTING 
(if applicable) 

PROPERTY 
(See buildings and equipment) 

PUBLISHERS 
Textbooks, bond for right to furnish, failure to furnish. 
Listing of books for adoption, 

PUPILS 
Admissions, attendance, 
Blind children, assistance to. 
Books, supplied by state. 
Compulsory and continuous education. 
Compulsory full-time education. 
Disabled veterans. 
Duties of pupils, 
Employer, duties of. 
Exclusion of, 
Flazing, prohibition of. 
Handicapped pupils. 
Physical examinations. 
Protection of. 
Sight and hearing of, provision for, 
Student organizations, 
•^spension and expulsion of. 
Truants, arrest of, complaint against. 
Fire sig-nals, 

PURCHASIha AGhhT 
Authority to purchase school supplies cs given by the 
governing board, 

RECALL POWER 
Petition for, recall elections, ballot, fora or contr: ot re
garding, vacancies, voting. 
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RELIGION 
(where applicable) 

RECREATION, COMMUNITY 
Boards of recreation commissioners, powers of, 
Department of Education interest, 
^ployees, 
Fees for school property, 
Governing body, powers of. 
Management of, 

SCHOOLS 
Adult classes. 
Closing of school during state of war. 
Elementary schools, attendance, courses of study. 
Equality of schools in a district. 
Holidays and days of observance, mentally retarded minors. 
School farms. 
School safety patrols. 
School terms, sohool year. 
Secondary schools, definition, junior colleges, 
Junior high schools. 
Juvenile halls, 

STATE COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS 
Administrative authority of. 
Admission, regulations regarding, establishment of, 
provisions for. 

Instruction in. 
Personnel of. 
Purpose of schools. 
Religious faith, respect of. 
Directorship, retirement systea, support, 
Texas School for the Blind-
Administration of, 
Courses, in kindergatens, social vjork with blind, 
teachers of the blind, vocational training. 

Field workers, 
Location of schools. 
Pupils, 
Purpose of school. 
State Education agency, duties regarding, 
Visiting teachers, 

Texas school for the deaf— 
Administration of. 
Location of the schools. 
Pupils, ^ 
Courses in, kindergartens, social work witn zae aecf, 
teachers of the deaf, vocational trailing, 

Qualifications of pupils. 
Physical examination. 
Purpose of school. 

State education agency in schools for handlctipged. 
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Texas colleges, generally, 
Articles of organization. 
Trustees, powers of,terms of, 
By»laws, 
Degrees and certificates, limit on power to grant. 
Fraudulent action by, ^ * 
Hospital courses, requirements regarding. 
Evidence of property ownership and Interest, 
Transveyanoe of property. 
Administration, 
Admissions, 
Advisory boards to. 
Cafeterias. Authorization for, 
^ployees (when not in civil service). 
Exclusion of students. 
Fees, 
Financial Actions, rules for. 
Function of state colleges. 
Funds, 
Government of. 
Graduation from, standards, etc., 
Housing and other facilities. 
Insurance, 
I*awful claims that might become leins. 
Project construction. 
Instruction, courses of. 
Leaves of absence. 
Police, authority for appointment, 
State college groups. 
State Education Agency, meeting with. 
Student Organizations, authorize tion for, ii 
Textbooks and equipment, | 
Transfer of students. 
Veterans education, augmenting money for. 
Vocational teachers, 

STATE BOARDS, STATE DEPAEThENTS AND Oî -'PICERS 
State §SiQ£M, 
Allocation board, state, 
Control, state board of, 
Education, state board of, 
Health, state board of, 
§ i i & ^ Dffpart^n^^At^,?, 
Agriculture, state department of. 
Education, Texas Agency of. 
Highway patrol, Texas, 
State Officers, 
Attorney General 
Comptroller, 
Corporations, com-issioner. 
Governor of Texas, 
Secretary of State, 
Texas Education Agenoy Director, 
Treasurer, 
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SUPERINTENDENTS 
Contracts of superintendents and assistants. 
Termination of employment. 
District, City, and County Superintendents, 
Duties, Oaths, and Obllcations, 

Qualifications for employment as, 

TEACHERS AND OTHER CERTIFICATED EMPLOYEES 
Absence, Leaves of. 
Attendance and attendance officers. 
Certification, 
Classification of teachers, 
Decrease in number of. 
Definitions concerning. 
Dental hyglenists and nurses. 
Dismissals of. 
Duties and rights of, 
amployment of. 
Life Certificate, 

Physical inspectors. 
Principals, 
Special teachers. 
Resignation of, effective time for. 
Retirement of. 
Teachers retirement system. 
Salaries, 
Textbooks, Regulations regarding, 

TEACHER TRAINING INSTITUTIONS 
Methods of accrediting, 

TEXTBOOKS 
Adoptions, 
Agents supplying schools. 
Annual order of, regulations, 
Free use of, -, 4.* « ̂ ^^ 
Purchase, compilation and publication, regulations for. 
Sale of. 
State institutions, use in. 
Supplementary books. 
Time limit for use, 

TRAl^SPORTATIOh 
Allowances for, 
Attendance at other schools. 
Authority to provide. 
Bids and contracts for. 
Busses, school. 
Payments for. 
Special transportation, 

UNIVERSITY OF TEX̂ vS 
Competitive scholarships, 
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degrees and certificates, limit on power to grant, 
Fraudulent action by, 
Hospital courses, requirements regarding, 
Evidence of porperty ownership and interest, 
Transveyanoe of property. 
Administration, 
Admissions, 
Advisory boards to, 
Employees (when not in civil service) 
Exclusion of students. 
Fees, 
Financial Actions, Rules for. 
Function of, 
Funds, 
Government of, 
Graduation from. 
Housing and other facilities. 
Insurance, 
Instruction, 
Leaves of absence. 
State Education Agency, 
Student Organizations, 
Textbooks and equipment. 
Veterans Education, 
Vocational teachers, 

VETERANS 
Correspondence, Instruction by, 
Education of, 
Secondary schools, graduation from, 

WORK P' RMITS 
Permits to employ. 
Permits to w6rk. 
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